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the Research Probfem:..

The research projectdescribed herein r esen `an attempt to
study the ways in which the frequency and patteins of television-
viewing by 3-and 4-year-old children become influential in their
spontaneous-imaginatiye play and in otner forms of social-behavior,
observable during a pbriod of at least a year of repeated behavior
samples in\nursery school or day care settings. The research
project has two major objectives:

(J) It seeks to examine the relationshi'p between a particular
diet of television viewing which, a child manifests within its
family setting and the way in which such e; -pesore to the medium
may become expressed in the major-activity he child shows during ..
his third to fifth years,of life ,,,its onge' g a of snontaneousplay and activit . The study a ther ore, been.
following samples of chi}., ren'three and four years oaf age-for a
Year; tracking carry language develo2ment, t e beginnings :of imaging-,;
tive play, and a26 relating such behavior which have been unobtrUSiyely
abs -rved tp the frequency and patterning of he,same children's'
tel vision viewing as recorded in a series o television log-keeping,

.pe iodsiby their parents. The extent\to which the specific influenc
of the child's natural-occurring TV viewing have been incorporAted
Into prosocial. or destructive bainvicir manifested by the child'ean
be evaluated through systematiC monitoring of,spontaneous'solittry
or group. play.

J ,.

e of the study is to -amp_
o ,determine whether it mar

be possiois to provide parents with information and methodS that
can modify the television-vie'ing patterns of their children.
The intervention is designed to minimizelpotentiallynoxious effects
or to make utir221 use-of the constructive a
medium. An attempt is also being made to provide-parents 4e-ith
skills in stimulating the imaginative- play of children to determine
whether such play can immunize children to.the more aggrestilh
influences of televisionT7Z-n helping them to use imaginative
component& froi the medium more effectively as part of their own
play and social growth.

In effect,' then,, the research proposal involves basic scientific
examination through a longitudinal study of the development of
imagination of children in relation .-tothtir..televisiOn-viewing
patterns and an intervention strategy designed to see whether particupr
approaches to families may be differentially affected in modifying the
lore noxious influences of television-viewing on child development.



Procedure:

Adetailed account of the general procedure employed in this
study including the development of participant samples, development
and adminiStration of research instruments, trifling of observer
development of intervention groups and intervention procedures and
ntethods of data collection.for t.elevision logs, observations and
language analyses is presented in Progress Report #1 dated June 1S,
1977. A step-by-step chronological listing of the procedures of
this study ks presented as Appendix 1 of the present report bringing
up to date the chronological account provided in the earlier progr
report.

As can he seem from the listing of objectives, above, the study
involves two major divisions, the longitudinal and intervention
investigaions. The following is a Eir of summary of the procedures
.employed in,the developmental phase:

There were ,141 children who served as the subjects of this
investigation. They were enrolled in eight nursery schools or
daycare, centers within the New havien area, largely within city
limits. Since there was a one year observation period of these
children, a number of the four-yearrolds moved or to kindergarten,
private and-public, and in some instances, some of the three-year
olds tran$ferred to other nursery schools or daycare centers. Thus,

by the conclusion of the observation period in the Spring semester
of 1978, Children were observed in 49 separate schools,

Table 1 presents the basic information on the total sample
children- The table is broken down into the four. types- of groups
used in the intervention phase of the study, an Imagination-training,
group, a Cognitive-train4ng group, a Television-training group, and
a.Control group: The table also indicates numbers of males, females,
ethilic minorities and indicates "other background data such as the
ages of the,children at the onset of the study in January, 1977 and
the socioeconomics rating based on the'Hollingshead-Redlich five
point scale as well as scores on IQ and various-imaginative pre-_
dispositional measures.

In g teral, the,subjects are somewhat above average in intel-
ligence, are drawn from a clearly middle-class samble,although
there is.a sufficient range of lower middle and,upper-lower class
subjects to provide meaningful statistical data, and while the
sample is predominantly white, there is representation of minorities
sufficient to provide statistical analyses.



,Pre-Testin

The following nstaments-were used in carrying out pre-testing
with children iri the study prior to the unobtrusive observations
of the first probe:

Peabody Pict=ure Vocabulary Test (PPM - IQ estimate

2 Barron Movement Threshold Inkblot Series' Estimate. of
imaginative. pre-disposition

Interview on Imaginative .Play (IIF)- Direct questioning
of - children concerning imaginative play tendencies, -
imaginary companions,, etc. .

Television - Viewing Patterns - Direct questioning of child
on favorite television shows and characters 41 TV -as well

as pattern of viewing

Table I also presents scores.broken down by the
groups on the above measures. Data did not indicate.an
differences across the interSention group. Random, ass

employed to reduce the likelihood that any systematic f
initially at play could be involved in the possible eff
various ervention strategies.

Observation l Variables: (For detailed account of the
procedures, training of observers, definitions of rati
development of reliabilities ofIkaependent raters, see
of Progress Report #1 and also Appendix'of this report
account of the development of observer reliability thro
training.)

1

The basic data of this study with. respect to the natural occurring
play of-the children was obtained by watching children play in nursery
scho,01 and dayeare.centers in an unobtrusive fashion. A pair of
trained observers-watched a given child for a ten minute period. and
wrote down everything the child ditr,and laid during this time The
child-was almost'always in a "free play" period, ordinarily earlk,
in the nursery schbol day or in the period f011owing,lunch. Fell-owing

their independent recording of the child behavior,. the observers,
without consultation, rated the chiles behavior along 14 dimenSiol_
which included - Imaginativeness of Play, Positive Emotion or Affect,
degree of 'Concentration, Overt, Aggression, etc. The use of the
separate raters allowed us to establish the degree of agreement

in ervent on-
significant

nment was
ctors
Cts of the-

b erliational

and '1 .

ppendices
r a.detailed
h rater



.

. between the raters on the observation of a particular
I

hild. A
few days later, the child Was,again.observed for a ten minute period
of time by two independent raers and comparable ratings obtained.
for subseeluent statistical analyses, the average of the rating of

3(

a child b
e

the two observers was employed as the child's score for
that-obs rvation period.

e.scores used in the study were based on the behavioral
variables rated from these protocols as well as the actual language
employed by the child which had been recorded verbatim b' the
tab-Servers. Scoring of the language was carried out from 'the w
protocols by trained raters. Since this was a much more time
eansuming task and involved some months of going through.the
hundreds of records, separate raters with special training in
language identification were employed.

Observational Variables:

The observational variables fall into several classes. :These

involve overt behavior such as Imaginativeness of Play, Degree of
Concentration or Persistence, and OVert Aggression, The pattern
of social interaction shown by the child as measured by Interaction
with Peers and Interaction with Adults. Coopei-ation with Adults
and Cooperation With Peers were separate categories implying a
process of sharing rather than simply communicating by word of
gesture or participating.,in,thesame-activity. Finally, there w
a groin) of varia les which attempted-to tap the emotions or Moods,

/

.

of the children :s they played., A general variable called Positive
Affect or Emoti: was employed in.additiRp to specific emotions'
including Anger, Sadness, Fatigue, LivelfhesS and Elation. It is
'important to note thdt these variables were rated as much as possible
on the basis of actual overt behavior manifested by the child. in
the fdrm of gross physical movements, facial expression 0 dedr-

vit6alitation which could clarify the motor behavior he c
Thus, Positive Affect was represented byevidence of interest,
curiosity, smiling and laughing. Overt Aggression measured
by evideneef direct attacks on:other children or property.
A liSt of observational variables is appended.



Lan ua q Variables

As indicdted above, language recorded verbatim was scored from
the children's protocols. The number of utterances and words spoken
in theten minute observational Sample served as basic information
and scores for Mean Lengthsof Utterances, % Nouns, Pronouns, Adiectives,
etc. were calculated for the protocol. More complex forms, e.g.
Predicate Adjectives, Predicate Nominativesa, % Future Verbs, etc.

were also included. Onomatopeia. Imperatives, and Television refe ences
were al$0 scored. A list of language variables is appended.

Television-Viewing Logs and Varia

A detailed account of the hod of development and procedures
for training parents in maintaining IV logs of their children's
viewing Over two week periods i presented in Progress,Report 01.

The TV logs were maintained quite faithfully, by parents and
returned weekly during each of the four two -week probe periods in
February 1977, April 1977, 'oCtober 1977 and February 1978, Since
there were many changeS in:, rogramming parents wrote in Actual
shows viewed when'the schedules provided them did not conform to
what actually was being aired. AS indicated in Progress Report #1
parents recorded actual amount ef time a child watched a given
show, the degree of Intensity (that is observation without'
distractibility) whether the child watched alone or with others,

The Major TV vaitiables drawn
included;

Ave. No. of Weekly hours o;
of logs)

Ave. No. of Weekday hou
Ave. No. of Weekend hours
Ave. Intensity of Viewing

analysis of these 'protocol__,

wing (Based on mean of wor-weeks

viewing
viewing

Program Categories: Cartoons,
Public Television Children's Shows
Situation Comedies (lailaRanl, I
Shows (Gong Show, Donny & Marie A
House on the Prairie)- ActiOnliet

Bionic M

Comercial TV Children's Shows,
e.g. Sesame Street); Family.
ve Lu- Variety and Game
It Family Dramas (Waltons,
ive Shows (Kojak, Starsky

Sportscasts and

Comparisons of data with Nielsen ratings
were carried but as a-check-on greup 'Patterns

area



Intervention

A detsile4 account of the rationale and random assignment of
parents to intervention conditions is presented in Progress Report M1.
Data an.methodS Of training and training sessions are included.

Essentially, the. Intervention sought to determine if active
training of the parents in exercises or games designad to stimulate
imaginative play might not only produce increases in the spontaneous
play of children but might lead to reduced TV-viewing. A second
form of active,intervention was emplaffed to check on whether inter-
vention alone was,beneficial rather than the emphasis on imagination
in play. These parents were trained in cognitive games and language-
enhancement methods for their; children. A third intervention
focussed specifically on television-control training for parents.
This procedure, Suggested more by Social Learning Theory,
indicates that providina'parents with direct skills and methods
for 'reducing TV.viewing or making it more disciiminating should be
even more effective than the/imaginative stimulation approach.
Finally;,a control group of parents merely kept logs 'without
family training,

Imaginative T

Parents part
and a booster sea
training manuals
year aftertheir.
alerting parents
affective and sac

ipated in three twor sessions early in 1977
n in September 1977. They also received
Supplementary materials regularly during the
ial training sessions. Training focussed on

the advantages of imaginative play for cogn ve,

development of their children, on unblockin
their own inhibitions to such play and on specific methods for
stimulating fantasy play in their children (see D. Singer & J. Sing
1977 for detailed presentation of methods). Videotape demonstrations
of the use of the exercises with'pre-schoolers and role-playing,
methods were empl, yed.

Cognitive Grou

This group received 'essentially the same approach as the above
group except thatthatt the focus was on conceptual, information - processing
and language skills for pre-schoolers rather than_on-the enhancement
of imagination. Videotapes demonstrating particular exercises
were employed and parents,were also givin clues as to how to use
material from television programming such as Sesame Street to
enhance further language skills. In effect, this group was designed
as a kind of control condition providing the parents with useful
material to interact with their children around, but not focusing
either on imaginativeness or on strict control of television-viewing
patterns.



Television - Training

This group was set up to provide parents first of all with
considerable conscious $s aising about the role of television
in the child's life. M3,si,c social science information -on the
extent of television v ing_and some of its possible deleterious
consequences was presented. A variety, of television shows were
presented on tape to indicate to parents the possible negative
or Positive effects of these shows on children. A set of criteria
were provided for parents in helping them discriminate between
shows that might or might not be useful or threatening to pre--
school children. ,In additibn, a set of behavioral principles were
provided to parents as Ore of the training sessions and were
included within the manunis sent out to help parents. These were:
designed to help them control the'amount of viewing the child
carried on and to help the , child become a more discriminating
viewer.

IP:41tr°1Gr9uP

As indicated,aboi e, the control group was simply provided with
ogs on a regular basis. This group as might.be suspected was
somewhat less diligent in keeping of the logs because of the lack
Of involvement in a parent training group. Nevertheless, it
provides to some degree 4 baseline against which one can evaluate
ultimately the degree of intensive attention to parents by the
investigators that might have had some special impact.

The Intervention phase of this study represented a first such
eIfort.. Therefore a great deal of the value of the procedure lies
40 only in whether or not the Otervention "works" in any dramatic
fashion, but also in the epporttinity for developing sets of
trakning materials ultimately suitable for dissemination to other
,groups; .the development of television training tapes which could
be used for these purposes; and the availability of feedback from
parents on an ongoing bas,is about-the nature of the procedures
-emproyed.

An important outcome of the project has already been the
development of three extensive sets of materials on Cognitive
Training,for Parents, Inaginative Play Training for yarents and
Television Control Training for Parent-S. All of these are, of
course, greared for parents of-pre-school children.
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. jnieneral, it was hoped that as a consequence of the training,
procedures, children of the parents in the:IMaginative Training
group would subsequently' show increases in spontaneous imaginative
play in nurserK school and other behaviors knerlin the past to be
associatecrwith such imaginative play, specifida 4y, increases,. ,

in PositiveAffect; Cooperativeness with Peers and pospibly reduced
Overt Aggressive behavior.' :Improved mature language indications
could also be anticipated for this group. In the case of the

1dren .whose parents received the Cognitid Training, it might
be anticipated that there would, perhaps, be improvements shown
during the children's play tn their' language productivity and
possijly maturity, .but no other specific effects could be anticipated.
It was also hoped that the Imaginative Training might lead to
some subsequent reduction in television - viewing patterns for that
group or at least more discriminating viewing - that is less emphasis
on cartoons or violent shows, More emphasis on more mature
programming .or on educational TV shows. , No specll'effect on
television viewing was predicted for the.Cognitivp group which,
in effect, as a control in this ,dimension. The Television-Training
grotywaS designed to:seeif it would show4 general reduction in'.
amount of viewing by the children, subsequently, and also'perhaps
more discriminating viewing. It was felt that there was at least
a _possibility that reduced .viewing -might also be reflected in redheed
`overt aggression and perhaps some increased evidence of-imaginative-
ness in play.

RESULTS

l on tudinal Study

In discussing the findihgs in this report, it should be kept
in mind-that Progress'Report #1 in'June, 1977 .was based on the data

pobtained for the children from the first two probes, February 1977
and April 1977: The present report is based on the findings for
the total of four probes and in effect, is summary data To save-
space, no.attempt'will be made_to review in detail the findings of
the earlier Progress Report for that first six month period of
observations. The present repprt will provide final data and will
refer back to the earlier report for certain .types. of analyses th2t
were carried out for those periods as they-relate to the present
findings.



In presentingthe results, we shall focus upon a series of
specific questions that can arise about early hildhood play, its
relationship to language and televisiOn-viewi p patterns. We will
take into account, of course, the fact that s me of the children
were three at the beginning of the study and ethers four, so, that
we have data to look at in the y-nr's growth o the. three-year
olds compared with the four-year olds. Similar we<can compare the
differences in play patterns across sexes.as well will also
be able to look at a number of questions that have been important
in general in personality theory in- psychology as well as issues
relating to the nature of the television medium and its impact
on three- and four-year olds.

When d n atternssemerge r' children?

An important initial assumption of this study needs to be
repeated, It Was our -feeling in choosing children who-were
appreximately three- and,eur-years old at the outset of the study,
that these ages represented the beginnings of television-viewing.
A major outcome of our study so far makes- it clear that this assump-
tion is simply, incorrect in the light of current trends in
television watching. Our three- (and in some instances two and a
half-year olds):and four-year olds were sIperienced viewers according
tq parental reports and quite obviously in terms of the total amount
of viewing- carried on While, of course, the predominant typesef
programming they watched were child oriented shows, the fact remains
that the range of programming viewed by these children, some of
them barely beyondthe toddler atage, included every type of
programming available before midnight to the television audience.

While it is true that Mr, Roge Neighborhood and Sesam
were more extensively viewed by tie -yo ger children than most cat
shows,,and that cartoons predominated, the-fact remains that a very
sizable -rpjapc)rtIon of the viewing time of our imaiE over the-Year of
oOservatien was devoted to essentiall adult pIagramming,.. We-will
deal with.ihis issue further elow, but it requires mention at the,
outset because it relates to critical tssues,currently before the
public concerning hours of viewing accessible to children and
whether-'' regulation of programming or.commercials at certain periods
will be effective in reducing drastically children's:exposure to - a.

predominantly adult type, of program or commercial fOrmat.
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This issue is heightened further by the fact that hour lie wing
patterns were after all recorded by parents who might have been
expected to want to. put their "beat foot forward" to some extent.
Actually, our Checks on this suggest that -they did not do this to
any great degree,'but everCif this were so, the amount of adult
programming viewing they have reported must be taken especially,
seriously. . If we addto-this recognition the fact. that our sample
is clearly middle-class in socioeconomic status, and that viewing
patterns of lower socioeconomic have been shown to be more extensive
and moreadult.oritnted (for, older children at least) the edds are
that a broader and more representative national, sample of pre-school
children would reveal even greater frequkcy of viewing and
ParticularlY'more viewing during later hours and viewing ofmore
clearly adult - oriented Programming.

Eviluatio of the Reliability of Raters

In attempting to study something such as the: normal flow
behavior, a number of critical questions first arise about whether
we can, through the use of human observers, gather sufficiently
systematic information. An initial question that researchers must
ask is whether the two observers independently recording what the
ch 'ild ?en do are actually "seeing" the same events and hearing the
same language, or indeed, if they are able to then draw from such
observations comparable subclassifications of this behavior along
particular dimensions. This issue, that of rater re abili
raises an important consideration that must -be dealt with.
our research, we have attempfed, first of all, to define our
behavioral dimensions fairly precisely in advance. 'Me have
trapa4 groups of observers, themselves unfamiliar with the overall
plan-bf the study or the specific research questions and hypotheses,
to agree in recording and summarizing behavior from written protocols
and then from movies of children playing. Finally, the crucial test
is the actual degree of agreement between pairs of raters. Progress
Report #1 indicated generally satisfactory results in this connection.

For the present report, we have appended a d _ailed-account'of
training procedures during September for a new group of raters and
have described statistical procedures for evaluating the extent
to which the training procedures lead to agreement priorto aCt6,.1
observation of the children. Finally, we then report on the degree
of agreement in the scoring of behavioral variables following,the
actual observation of the children in the field during the probe
periods. (See Appendix for detailed report).
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In general, the results nakeit'cleai that training is
.effective in leading to reasonable degrees of agreement-On most
Variables of the study Using a fairly sophistiCated statistical
method that is rather 'stringent for assessing this agreement.
When the .observerS moved to actual field situations with the real
children in'front of them rather than written protocols, their-
levels of agreement increased considerably and are on the whole,
quite satisfactory.

Ho- Consistent are Children in their 'ontaneous play Behavior?

An extremely important .issue in our research with pre-schoolers
involves the extent to which they show sufficient consistency
their day-to-day behavior. In the late 60's and during much of
the 1970's, a major controversy., has raged in the area of Personality
Psychology concerning the. degree to which certain personality
traits showed consistency across varying situations or across time
periods. The present study provides an opportunity to contribute
evidence concerning consistencies in spontaneously- occurring
behavior adross time for three- and four-yeST old children. Such
data are otherwise relatively unavailable in the literature since
mOst.studies of behavioral consistency have been carried out over
relatively shrt time periods, or in the. case of longitudinal
studies, have begun with older children and have involved much
longer time gaps.

The reader should keep in mind the fact that'with such young
Children, the likelihood of behavioral'Onsisteney is not very.
great. The children, are already in the midst of a great period of
growth and evolution. They are alsb, because of their immaturity,
especially susceptible to all kinds of.extraneous influences. Since
the observations take-place in a nursery school setting, one cannot
control whether the same children will be in the group from one
day to the next, 'whetheT the child had ample sleep the night before
or is feeling well on this particular day, whether a sudden disruptive
child may appear in a group on this particular day, whether there
may be influences from the teacher that might suddenly change-the
pattern of play from what it was like on the previous day or, a few
months before.

Given all of thhc 1-Jo5ible influences, we cannot seriously
expect extremely high consistency across a couple of days or
systematically across a yeai's time in the children. Nevertheless,
because of the fact that we have ill effect 8 data points, two apiece
in each of the 4 probes, each independent of the other in the sense
that they are taken on different days (and as a matter of fact by
different observers) it is worth examining whether we can/demonstrate



any degree of consistency better thaA chance in behavior
of these children along the dimensions en loyed n the research.

Table 4 indicates the __ -I behavioral ariabTes, language
variables and the major television - viewing variables drawn from
TV logs aoss the four observation periods rom February 1977
through February 1978. The table indicates/the number of cor-
relations between each,combination.of obse

/

'Vations, e.g. observation
1 (February 77), observation 2 (February 7 ), observation 2'(April
77) , observation 4 (April 77) etc. oy Orrelating each of these
eight observations in every combination pith each other,
obtain a matrix which -indicates to what/extent the scores ort the
variables for the child at different tunes relate back to each
other in a comparable way relative to he total group. The

percentage of correlations in this ma ix significant at r.:.05
are listed in one column of the tabl The second column reports
on the correlations obtained across he two major divisions of the

rObes which were essentially
rvention and the last two
3 which might reflect
lationsie-the two observations

study, the February and April A977
prior to the possible effects of in
probes, October 19/7 and February
Intervention effects. For these
a few days apart uring a given p obe were averaged. The data from
this table make 1.,t clear that th re are, indeed, reasonably im-
pressive Patterns' of consistency in the spontaneous behavior of
the children. For Imaginativeness of Play, for example, (a rating.
based on the degree to which the child introduces elements of
pretend and make-believe, transcends the immediacy of time and
place)'cluring free play periods 100% of the correlations between
the various time periods are significantly better than diance The
correlation between the first and second half of the year's ratings

.385 which is significant
impressive result.

p < .001. This certainly an

The findings for I,.it ations of Positive Emotionality, smdling
and laughing in the child indicate that 50% of the interco Jations
across time periods are SISrijiCarat and there is a Correlation
between the first two and last two probes of .296, also significant
at p.< .001. Especially high is the correlation for simply the
amount of time the child is involved in direct interaction with
other Children. Here, again, 100% of all of the combinations of
time periods yield significant correlations and the overall corr
lotion between the two half-years is .520, p 4.001. Surprisingly,
even for the amount of Aggression rated for the child SO% of
intercorrelations are significant and the correlation between the

first and last two observation periods is .297, p s .001. This



result is impressive because often, aggression may be manifested in
retaliation to the accidental or intentional provocation of another =

child. Nevertheless, these data suggest that to some degree we must
have some children who are relatively consistently aggressive and
that. this pattek of behavior is already established by the ages of
three and four,

Of-the behavioral' variables, only Concentration shows no special

consistency. This is, somewhat surprising in view of other results
obtained later in the' study, which Indicate that children who are

/

laW to watch 7V intensively at home are also likely to show
concentration during spontaneous play in school. Nevertheless, we
obta: no satisfactOry consistency across the time periods. Co-
operation with Adults and Peers does not show that degree of
consistency, taut here, since the very definition requires the
ocorrence of an opportunity for sharing by the child it is likely
that the variable iS inherently more situationally determined-at
at any given probe period. Of the mood variables, only the likelihood
that the child is sad, downhearted or crying is at chance level of
consistency. Again, one might expect that such behavior would be
particularly subject to a specific kind of provocation that might
not occur 4g in during any of the otter observation periods.

If we look next at the language usage by the children, we find
stency only for-two very general aspects of speech behavior,
total number of words used during a particular play period

or the total number of separate utterances emitted during an
,_observation period. These results suggest that while the child
is presUrObly showing considerable growth -over the year's time
in the vocabulary and components of language, the overall tendency
of the child to speak is already reasonably consistent by
ages three or four. That is to say, in a spontaneous play situation
some children are consistently, More likely to be talking,00t loud

and communicating either about the game to themselves or talking
directly to others in the course of the ten minute observation
period over the year's time. For number of words, S3 of a of

the possible correlations between observation periods were i ificant
and a correlation between the meths of the first two and the last

two ebgervation periods was .523, 0.011. For riurnber of utterances,

the results were also alid .46 p(,001.
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rOf all the 0.1_ r variables, only one showed significant
con.sis ency. This was Total Television References. Fifty:Perceat

of a observation period. scores for this variable here significant

an he correlation between the means of the first two and last two
observion periods was .409, pc.001. This result suggests that
we already may be teeing children who are especially influenced in
regular way by television so that they consistently use words
elating to television character or incidents in the course of
their spontaneous pay.

We can next took at the consistency of television- viewing,
frequency and patterning in the children in the study. Keep in
mind that this information is based on the actual reports recorded
on log sheets by the parents. While it might be argued that we

' are singly obtaining evidence that the, parents themselves put down
1 more or less the same thing for their child from probe period to

probe period (and theoretically could have done this even without
payibg the slightest attention to what the child was watching - that
is just to maintain their own consistency) this seems unlikely on
several counts. First of aI4, we did double check as indicated above,
and in addition, there do turn out to be significant associations
between children's television viewing patterns and their overt
behavior as we shall see below. We have already mentioned the
fact that consistency in spontaneous play does seem.to be associated
with the intensjty of 7V-viewing - that is the less diStractable
the child is in watching a TV show, the less distractable he may
also prove to be in the course of his play behavior in the nursery
school.

Insp, tihn of Table 3 indicates that the correlation between
all of the combinations of total weekly TV viewing hours for the
four probe periods is significant 100% of the time with a correlation
between the first two probes and the last two of .63, pc.001. The

parents' repOrt of viewing intensity of the.child is significant
100% of the time for the combinations of the four Abbe periods and
the correlation is .56, p<.001 for the first two versus the last
two probes. Parental reports on other patterns such as whether the
child watches alone, watches with parents or watches with other
adults are also highly reliable in comparable fashion..

If we next look at the kind of ry shows the child is watching,
we find again similar consistencies_ Thus, the results4ndicate
that 100% of the combinations of probes yield significant correlations
for the viewing of Cartoons with a correlation between the means
of the first and last two probe periods of .769, ri< .001. For the



Viewing of Situation Comedy, one gets A comparable result with100%
of correlations significant and with an r of .81, p< .001. ,For tKe
tendency to watch Adult shows, the data are equally strong with
100% of possible correlations significant and with an r of .72,
p< .001- For .the viewing of the Action-Detective Iviorent) shoWs,
again there is l00' significant correlation and an r of .35, p< .001
between the first and last observation periods. /InTeed, the lieakest
evidence of consistency is on the viewing of children's shows Su
as Captain Kangaroo or other programming directed specifically a
Aildren and appearing on commercial networks. Consistency of
watching the Public TV educational shows is relatively high with
an r of .51, pc.001 between the first and last two observation
periods. re.

In general, therefore, we seem to be finding, again, a rather
considerable consistency in the frequency and in the pattern of
children's viewing of television. Keeping in mind that we are,
dealing with three- and four-year old children over a year's time,
we-cannot avoid the implication that rather well establiShed habits
are already discernible in these children. This is the kind of
evidencothat suggests the serious limitation to our starting
assumptiO that three-year olds would, indeed, be novices who are
just beginning to expand their television-viewing patterns.

Another indication of the extensive consistency that the ,,_

children are showing can be mentioned. We.will, ubseqUently discuss
data concerning the role of the imaginary playmate which many
children develop in the period between ages two and a half and five
For our purposes now, it is sufficientto indicate that parents'
report that the child has an.imaginary.companion turns out to be
relatively good predictors of the extent to which the child will
in the course of his own spontaneous play during nursery school,
show evidence of imaginati 1 or Positive Emotionality, Cooperation
with Peers`, extensive Language Usage. If we rely on the child's
own self-report at the time of the initial i FrCerview in January
1977 about his imaginative companions, we o tain'somewhat similar

results. Again, when we see patterns thait cross from home situations
and that are based on the personal obServation of parents in very
different Sgttings and then recur during spontaneous play of the
children, we have some greater evidence that important features,
play behavior have already become established with moderate but
:identifiable consistency by ages of thkee and four.
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guage and Television - Viewing

We-can next ask what particular types of spenaneous-play beliavipr
or features of. language or pattevns'of TV-viewing show growth across
the year's time for these three; / /and foul -year olds. Naturally,
one should expect growth in marl* areas ofn%havior.just as there are
obviously tremendous'changes physical growth and motor coordination
for Children during the years i between three and four or four and five.
\There may, however, be differential growth rates for certain patterns
Of play behavior Or language and for the orientation:te televiSion
which havi never been looked at systematidally win. samples 01 this
size before.

Table4kindicates the average's separated by boys and girls and
by initial age, three or four, for subjects. Keep in mind that the
intervention, that is to say the training. of parents, has taken
place in the period from April through September and therefore,
any possible alangeS influenced by parental training of children may
becomingintoplayhere.Wewilllookmoreclaselyatspecific
effects of intervention later.

Inspection of these tables and also statistical analysis of
age and-probe period effects on'scores in these variables. indicate
that there is relatively modest-evidence of growth on the behavioral
ratings. It is, of course, possible that since ratings were
carried out by different obiervers and they themselves had no sense
of%centinuity of a giVen Child, they might have been makiitg their
ratings relative to the current pool of children= Therefore these
ratings may be relative rather than absolute. We are currently
looking at the actual pretocols_and detailed descriptioas.of the
play behavior and of the imaginative performance of the children
and a more molecular analysis. of specific play patterns which are
rated as imaginative may reveal more clear evidence of growth-
patterns. The four-year olds, boys and girls, show considerably
more make-believe and imaginative ,play than do the three-year olds
and that there is a general trend towards increase, but that it
is considerably variable. Especially Puzzling is the drop in
imaginative play far four-year old girls, a_- finding which is also
consistent with a surprising drop in their language usage during
the fourth probe. At this point, it is not possible to determine
whether we ire witnessing perhaps a change in play style which the
girls are evincing.
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A variable like Conc- tration clearly shows an increase for the
boys even with some variation if we divide the four probe periods into
first- and second halves. This result while also evident in the
three-year old girls, again doeS' not show up in the four-year old

,girls because of the puzzling, drop in Concentration dUring the February,
1978 probe. The finding of an increase in Concentration is also
reported in the data of parents on the Intensitth which the
children watch, television. Thus, the degree of.,eiicentration which
the children show at hone while sitting in front -a.tke TV set does
also seem to increase somewhat roughly like the amount of concen-
tration they show while spontaneously playing in the nursery school..
We would not necessarily expect any particular changes in the
emotional variables with agF. We do find some trend toward in-
creased Cooperativeness across age periods esp6eiaJly for theyounger

Some sex differences may be mentioned at this point. In

general, the boys seem to play more imaginatively than the girls
a- lthough these results are not very dramatic. Nevertheless:, they
are statistically significant over the four probe periods for
the variable. of Sex (p .015). There is as,has often been noted, a
sizable difference in-aggression manifested by boys and girls with,
again, a highly significant result across the four probes with the
boys showing, more aggression than the girls.-

With respect to language development, it is clear that
obviously three-year olds are less advanced than four-year olds and
that girls initially,in our study showed considerabirmorelanguage
than boys. The evidence indicates that boys increase significantly
more than girls do during this period in number of utterances and
in number of words Used during the probe. period. Inspeetionof
Figure 1 indicates, for example, that if we look at the number of
words used during -n minutes of spontaneous play, four-year old
boys are significantly higher than three-year old boys who use only
about 60 words during a ten minute period compared to more than 100
by the four-year obis. Four-year old girls are obviously far above
the boys using close to 130 words during the period while three-year
old girls are speaking approximately on the average of 18 more
words during a ten minute period than the boys. What follows, then,
during the year is a dramatic acceleration in language for the
three-year olds of both sexes with an even more striking increase
for boys than for g'rls. By the fourth probe, the initially three-
year old boys use actually somewhat above the number of words spoken
by the four-year old girls who showed a puzzling drop mentioned
before, while the initially three-year old eirls are just slightly
ahead of them, Indeed, the acceleratien is marked arid. the contrast
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Figure 1. Age by Sex by 066ervaLion Period Trends for Number ofWords Used in
Play Speech.
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between the initially four-yeargold boys and four-year old girlsJs
so great because of the drop in thiS fourth probe that we see the
four-year old boys speaking approximately 190 words in a ten .minute
period while 'playing, while the four-year old girls are speaking
only 112.

In general, language rata suggests a much greater spurt for
the boys during tie time and the indication that for girls'
who are now five-years of age, they may be entering into a new
phase of socialization that leads to less overt verbal behavior
during spontaneous play,'less spontaneous play activity and the
other indications that sets these girls having started initially
well ahead of the boys are now ready for a more organized kind
of. experience. It nay also be that certain socialization pressures
on girls are also beginning to emerge. In general, this pattern
seems to go along as we shall see below with a cnange in television-
viewing by the older girls.

Table t indicates the pattern of television - viewing for the
subjects divided br age and sex groups for total viewing and also
for type of program, watched. The data presented dramatic contrast

. between the sexes. Boys at four are generally heavier watchers
than boys at three and while both groups declined from an initially
somewhat higher level (perhaps due to experimental influences) the
initially four-year olds by the end of the fourth probe are watching
somewhat more on the average than the initially three-year olds.
The girls, on the other hand, show a rather different pattern_.
Initially, three-year old girls are even heavier viewers than boys
of the same age, but there is a decrease in the viewing trend so
that four-year old girls are watching far less than four-year old
boys and by the last two probes, their rates of viewing are by far
the lowest of all of the groups. Again, we find this puzzling
Change in behavior rns of the four-year old girls.

We have some
indeed, beginning
with their mother.
especially large dr
old boys are showing a relative increase in amount of time spent

=-1411=
that

cilstYppZae=:1:n:1::2g1:;smitliM
to witch TV. In general, we may be, again, picking up part of a
change in the orientation of the girls toward a more clearly
identifiable maternal identification around age five. For some
reason, this seems to be reflected also in the change of language
usage and in the spontaneity of nursery school play.

on that by the age of five, girls are,
socialized more and drawn into relationships
example, four-year old girls show an

aturday morning TV-viewing, while four -year

)
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In looking at television effects across the four probes, we
Cannot avoid consideration of seasonal variation. It is very
clear that the lowest TV-viewing for our sample ca during the
April probe when the children were much more likely to be outside
10,4Yieg. Unfortunately, study design did not permit sampling of
4 Sufficient range of seasons to balance oft this dramatic effect'.
Still another accidental factor must be taken into account. While
in general we see an overall ,drop in teleVision from the initially
high levels (perhaps as a consequence of some experimental influence on
the parenti)+. the blizzard of February 1978 shut down schools and
kopt children indoors to greater extent than even was the case
in the previous February. Keeping that in mind, the relative
drop 'in viewing against that initially high level at the, beginning
of OUT study may suggest. that some possible experimental effect

indeed operating.

Table 4 also presents the data on type of programming Watched
b'y the children during,the year It is evident that for boys, if
anything,. there is an increase with respect to Cartoons in the
p*Tcentage of boys watching these within each age group over the
year and across age groups so that it is clear that as boys get
older in the period.between three and five they spend an increasing
.aunt of time watching television cartoons. With respect to

Children's TV shows, the results do not reflect any great increase
AS A function of age. For girls, there is also a more modest increase
in television cartoon viewing and no really special effects with
respect to children's shows. Boys show an initially very high level
of watching- programs like Sesame Street-and MT, Rogers at both three-
and four-year old levels. There is a trend towards-a decrease in the
watching of these shows by the older boys, however. For giiis, there
is a high rate of watching such shows for the three-year olds, but
0 fairly-steady drop for the girls, although the girls ip
general tend to watch educational television more than the boys.

While. the children not spend a large number of houts watching
iCh Action-Detective shows during the week, it;is clear that a majori
of them-do watch such shows and that there are no really sizable
changes for the boys in the pattern of such viewing. Girls do show
e distinct decline in the watching of these more violent TV shows
from age three to age four or from age four to age five. With
xespect to viewing trends, again the four-year old girls show a
decline in the amount of time spent watching TV with parents or other
adUits compared to the three-year olds while the change for boys does
not reflect such a pattern clearly. Boys do show an increase with
watching with siblings while girls show a decline in this respect.
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In general, the developmental trends mithraspect,to television-
Viewing are somewhat masked by major seaspal variations with
indications that children are more likely outside playing during Apr=il

401

and October and show the least viewing at those times. Nevertheless,
our subjects, who at the end of the year have reached the ages of
four or five are averaging four hours a day of viewing and this is
approximately what the average is for older children according to
earlier statistical reports. It seems clear that the television .0

habit as su ested above has been Well established d -n.

e Dimensions of Spontaneous Play in Pre-Schtolers

A major objective of this investigation was to examine the
characteristics of ongoing play in three- and foul -year old children,

-There has been surprisipgly little systematic research particularly
over any extended period of time which has looked at the natural
occurring play behavior of young children. Our,intention was to use_
this set of behavior as the basie,medium for evaluating evidence of
the ipfluence of television upon ihe developing child. In doing so,
it was especially necessary todevise a set of definition's of
categories of behavior which could be extracted from the flow of
behavior and used for further quantitdtive analysis. As indicated
above we placed our emphasis on relatively observable behavior including
imaginativeness as an index of the child's capaCity for generating
transformational sequences - that is introducing elements into a
situation that were not immediately given by the physical environment
An extensive discussion of the presumed value of imaginative play
for child development has been presented elsewhere (J. Singer 4
D. Singer, 1976, J. Singer, 1977).

We are also interested in the social interaction patterns of
the child as manifest either in antisocial behavior such as aggression
or in sharing and what have been called prosocial behaviors such as
cooperation with adults and with peers. In addition, we sought to
evaluate the affective or emotional state of the child. There is an
increasing body of research which suggests that human beings possess
a limited but relatively differentiated set of specific emotions
which are themselves closely related to the information processing
tasks which confront the person (Izard, 1977, Tonikins, 1962, 19ba,
J. Singer, 1973). This study is one of the first to look at the
,patterning of emotions during the children's spontaneous play and
to see whether these emotions relate in any

to
way either

the dimensions of Imaginativeness or also to the pattern of home
television - Viewing.

to
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Imaginativeness of Play

In the present study there were tw© general methods for obtaining
information about the imaginative canacities or manifestations' in
these three- and four-year olds. One approach involved direct
interviews with the children about their earlier patterns of play
behavior and, also about whether or not they had imagthative companions,
This approach also included the use of a set of inkblots that in the
past have shown relationships to overt imaginative behavior in
children. A third technique within this category involved questioning
of the parents about the presence or abasence in their children of
imaginary playmates, such fantasy play was viewed as an indication
that the:child,at home is making responses either to thin air or to
inanimate objects. The transformation of.these Objects by means of
imagery into companions or sources of interaction at.a-playful
suggest a potential for other forms of spontaneous imaginative
These methods sought to obtain evidence that the child at home
again under natural circumstances, was snowing .signs of develop
inner life, capacity for pretending. or for the use of imagery.

The second major approach to studying the imaginative dimension
was to look at the ongoing play behavior of the children and score
this behavior for evidence that the child was introducing pretend or
make-believe _mponents into the play, changing its own role or that
of its company pretending to be in .different places or time
periods; etc.

The first rrogress Report indicated that measures derived from
direct inquiry, or the inkblots had yielded only modest to negligible
evidence that such supports related to the spontaneous overt imagina-
tion of the children. There were indications that girls were more
likely to report imaginative play at home than did boys, while in
the overt behavior of the boys, there vas clearly more indication
of spontaneous imaginative play than for the girls.

Subsequent to the analyses of the first Progress Report, we
have carried out more extensive work on the parent questionnaire
data concerning the play patterns at home of the children as manifested
in their use of imaginary playmates. This data along with the child's
own report of imaginary playmates turns out to be among the mest
significant indicatOrs of our study. A specific report on the results
obtained with imaginary playmates which was reported at a professional
meeting, is appended (Caldeira, Singer Singer, 1978).
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In response to a ,questionnaire mailed to parents (see Appendii

fOr_Sample questionnaireY.it was possible to develop a number of;':

measures 'concerning thOlature and pattern. of imaginary.CoMpanions

in our three- and four-year:old children. fifty -five percent 'of the

piiinis reported that their children had imaginary companions. In

response to direct inquiry-of the. children themselves, 65% had-

indicated that they had some'form:of imaginary playmate. This

diSCrepancy is in the expected-direction since presumably parents

would not be privy to all of the possibilities of children. having-,

'-private fantasy companions.

Anaiyses of imaginary playmates ..were carried out in the Sample

separately by sexes. While girls. tended to show a slight pre-

dominance of frequencY,of.iMaginary.playmates over the -boys,

differences' were mpre.to be found not in the frequency alone, but

in patternOf playmate.. Thus, while boys almost invariably chose

male imaginary, playmates, girls were more likely to chOoSe bah.,

male and lemalejmagirratyplaymates.' There are indications` of

considerable television:influence in the list of-such playmates.,-

Girls Were like 1)&,,to choose male super - heroes such as Superman. or

Bionic Man along-with their preference. fOr female super-heroes such

as Wonder Woman or'Biopic Woman as imaginary playmates.'. Boys,

however, almost exclusively limited 'themielves to the male fantasy'

characters .This finding of a movement by girls In the,direction-

of both male, and female activities, while the boys _remain:inflexibly,

"masculine" in their orientation even at such an early -age, is

Consistent. with many earlier findings on changes in choices-Of-play

things. 'Our:t0sults again indicate the relative infIekibility of

the boy-perhas a reflection of the persistence of "macho" or

fears of "sissy" identification in boys as young as this._

Children without sibtings, as might be expected, show

significantly more.iMaginary'playmates (Chi Square (1) 7166,

p6-01). The result is even more striking in thecaSe of girls.

In general, children whose parents reported them as having more

imaginary playmateS at home also showed more imaginativeness in'their

spontaneousplay,. more positive emotionality during this play an:4

Somewhat more cooperative behaviorrwith'adultS in `the nursery school

Setting.. Children who had-iMaginary playmates at home- were.alSo

much more likely to show more extended language usage during.

Spontaneous.play, They also t4rned-out to be watching significan

lesstelevision. This result is one of the few indicatidhs we
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had of evidence suppor ing the more general hypothesis'of th s
research which had pro osed that a more developed imaginativeness
in the pre-school child would lead to less resort to watching
television.

This imaginary Playmate variable is particularly important
when we look at the multiple regression analyses for the behavioral
variables. Again and again,,the evidence from the child's home
behavior that he or she is involved with imaginary playmates turns
out to be one of the best predictors of the specific overt behavioral
pattern observed in the children's play at the nursery school. For

example, of a group of variables) predicting whethpf or not boys will
show spontaneous imagination iii play, the indications of imaginary
companion is one of the major predictors. This is also-true in the
case of the predictions of Whether or not children will, show positiVe
emotions such as smiling and laughing during spontaneous play. (These

data are based on'cumulative spores over the years''time for the
children}.. Thus,* are talking of a child's year.long average of
behavior in school as predicted by a report of spontaneous imaginative
play provided by the parent at least six months to a year beforehand).

A similar result emerges for the degree of concentration shown
by the child during, play. Of only-four =variables that, predict the
occurrence of Aggression in overt behavior, two of these are imagina-
tive predisposition measures in boys - the pumber of imaginary
companions reported which is.negatively associated with-Overt
Aggression and the number of'humah movement responses to the Barron

-Inkblots .(presumably a measure, also, of ,imaginative predi-Spos tion)
also negatively, related to Aggression.

In other words,' these ,.data support (for the boys) findings
already indicated with older children (Singer', 1973) concerning a
potential inverse relationship between indices. of privatejmaginativd-
Aess in children and the likelihood of overt aggression behavior.
The number of imaginary companions reported turns out to be a strong
predictor of the, amount of social interaction a'.child will show
and also the extent to which the child shows cooperativeness with

adults. The Imaginary Companion variable also is negatively associated
with the likelihood that the child'will show sadness during play,
indications of fatigue or sluggish behavior as well, and it is
positively linked in the-predictions of the child's liveliness and
indications of elation.

AlthoUgh the sults are slightly different in the. case of girls,-
essentially a similar pattern emerges,.. The number of imaginary
companions-at home links to Cooperativeness with Peers and with Adults
and is negatively-associated with the prediction of Overt Aggresien
behavior.
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In summary, oundata indicate that three', and four -year old
children who, according to parental report, are playing with
imaginary cpmpanions, turn out in their overt observable behavior
during nursery Achool°to be more imaginative on the whole, more
inclined to be cooperative, to shbw more generally positive emo-
tionality, and also are less likely to evince aggressive behavior
or negative emotions such as sadness. They also seem more likely
to be using more words and to be less likely-to be extensive
watchers of television. These findings do' support the original
hypothesis of this investigation.

Ima nativeness in the Nursery School :Settin

-,As indicated above, the likelihood that a child would be
scored as showing imaginative play turned out to be one of the most
-consistent,of behavioral. variables. In other words, thd child who
by three or four years of age is showing spontaneous play that
includes introduction of make-believe elements, is likely to continue
to show such behavior over the years' time Thus, a tendency.
towards make-believe as a part of a play pattern has already been
established in quite a number of children by the third year of
life. The tendency to play imaginatively is also closely linked
with ratings by observers of more positive emotionality; and indica-
tions of joy in the child. The correlation between Imaginatiie
Play and Positive Affect over the years' time in boys is .666
and for girls it is .522. 'The correlation, between Imaginativeness
of Play and indications of persistence or Concentration are .393
for boys and .417 for girls. If we keep in mind that Concentration
is one of the least reliable of our variables, this level of cor-

,

relation. is even more impressive. Children who reflect imaginativeness
of play also turn out to he more likely to interact with peers and to
share withpeers. Correlations, again, are quite high and significant.
The same pattern shows up for the emotional variables with Imaginative-
ness of Play negatively rerated to evidences of Fearfulness and
Sadness or Fatigue and positiVely related to measures ofLiveliness
or Elation. Children who play more imaginatively are also more
inclined to use more words, to make more direct utterances, and to
shoW a higher Men Length of Utterance. They are more likely to
use more complex grammatical constructions such as Predicate
Nominatives and to make more use of Future Verbs,

It_might be argued thatthe correlation of Imaginative Play
and Positive Emotion might simply be-a function of the fact that
Children who speak a great deal will evoke more positive ratings
'from observers and also that the score of Imagination depends to-

.
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some extent on the use of language. 'Thus, it could be argued hat
the relationship of Imagination to other variables may be part of
a general verbal expressiveness. As, it happens, when we correlate
Imagination and Affect, partialing out the correlation between
each of th se variables and the number of words spoken, the
correlatio of .67 between Imagination and Affect drops only to.
.53, (p .G: .001). Thus, the effect of eliminating the impact of the
verbal productivity does not make a really major difference in
the occurrence of a positive correlation between Imagination and
Positive Affect.

Another issue. that might be raised is the extent to which IQ
maybe a controlling variable and that imaginativeness and verbal
expressiveness may be both reflections of the general'intelligence,.
of the child. The correlationbetween .imaginativeness. and number-.
of words spoken during ten minute play Periodiaveraged across
the. entire year-for boys'is .64. When the effect of IQ is-.partialed
out, we still obtain a highly-significant correlation-Of .63.. In
the case of girls, the.00rrelation.betweenAmaginativeness of-Play
and number of words used is .64 and with IQ partialed out, is. still
an impressive ,59.

OE interest, also, is the fact that imaginativeness of Play
is also, associated with somewhat More complex language usage such
as the use of forms such as.the predicate nominative, the beginning,
of metaphoric language use,.,and also theuse of future verbs as.
parts of speech in the children's language. It might be argued
again that in.:order-to-rate imaginativeness of. Play-we:must count
to some, extent on the occurrence of certain parts of speech to 1.

.help us understand what the Children are, doing. The factremains'
that in our:data we find evidence that Imaginativeness of Play during
one probe period can predict the likely occurrence of Future Verbs
in the next probe period.

What seems more ikely to be active here is not a simple cau
effect relationship, but a complex- feedback process in which the
Child in the effort to expresS imaginative possibilities as part
of a game, draws on available knowledge of new forms and word
structures. In s doing; he or she is further practising the use
of these forms so hatthe ultimate propensity for vocabulary
-differentiation i heightened.-

Figure rA'presents the:results of a wrrelational analysis acro s,
the.four,probe periods of the study representing the relationships
between Observed imagination in the-nursery school and the number
of words children actually used during these ten minute play periods.
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Figure 2. Diagram of Sequential,Simultaneous, and Cross7lage Correlations,
Across the Four Observation Periods for Observed Imagination and
Number of Words Used in Play Speech.
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The diagonals of this diagram indiqate the correlation between
observed-Imagination at Probe 1 .and Number of Words. used at.Prohe
or the Number of Words used at Probe 1 and the SOOrO for
Imaginativeness of Play at Probe 2. We would expect.thatlf the
number of words was invariably the "causal" factor, the diagonal
from Words 1 to Imagination 2 should consistently be higher for
all three comparison than the correlation froMImakination 1 to
Words 2, etc. Actually, the data are, mixed, in this respect, The
correlations of Words_ and Wordsa,with ImaginationAand
Imaginations tenddte DchigherbOtnotappreciablY o than the

reverse correlatien. For the fourth Probe, imagination, correlates
Much higher with WordsA than the reverse. These data-wdud_suggest
the much more. li,-1yOssibility that we are dealing with' what
Pervin (1%77) woul term a transactional effect.

.Another hypo ;lases of this study initially .was that. children.
more likely to play imaginatively would also be. less likely to
be interested in television or-to-reflect some of the more noxious
influences of that medium in their play. Data Plre are not especially

interesting. In general, Imaginativeness of Play in the nursery
shows, relatively little relationship to the pattern-or frequency
of televisionviewing. ',There is some "relationship between degree
of TV- _ shownon TV-hown by boys at home and their imaginativeness
of:play, but if anthingINthat relationship is reversed for girls.
On'thewholei we see littPe tie between the ongoing Imaginativenes
of Play and Television-viewing:frequency or the content of the,.
shows watched. If we loOk_a little cleser at the predictions from
a multipleregression analysis, we do find that children who, watch

the Commercial Teleisionrshowsoriented to children or who watch
the Adult Family.noni-Vielent drama are more'likely to be imaginative
while those watching the'more'"hyped-up" Variety or Caine shows are
less likely to be imaginative. The imaginatiVe children are,
however, also more likely to be 'Cartoon watchers. In the case of

girls, there is contribution to the .Multiple-re -ssion prediction
of IMaginativeness of Play made by,watching of $' uation,comedy
and a negative relationship. is. found between P/06, nd Television,

Watching and Imaginativeness of Play'.. In genet therefore., the

best we can say is that children who play imaginatively are -some-
whatmore likely,to be watching what might be termed the more
"benign" programming,' family. dramas like The Waltons, situation
comedies like Happ_pays or I LOVe,L4cyOr The94sLaT0_6).COMiller-,
Ciat TV children's' sboWs as Captain Kangaroo and do not appear t.
be:especially watchers of'the more active "hyped-up" shows such as
The _Gona_Show or the violent. detective shows. These results are,

however, not tremendously impressive:by any means, and the
hypothesized inverse link between imaginativeness, television-
viewing patterns and aggression CarinOt really be supported from
our data based on ongoing play.
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thsillyfulnesS Dimension: A Analytic Result

Factor Analyses were:-catriedeut (separatelY by sexes) for each
.probe,period' to ascertain particular major dimensions which could
describe the basic data of this study,,, the predispositional variables
such-as Age, IQ, SES, Ethnicity, Imaginative'Predisposition mea ures,
the Observed Behavioral variables, the patterns ofLanguage Us ge
and the Television:Frequency: Intensity and Prograni. Content pa tern.
An important caution in factor analyses of this kind is the fact
that since-data have been collected by .very different means,
e.g. parent questionnaires for imaginative companion data, direct
testing of theohild for IQ or inkblot responses, observation of
the child duringTlay for Imaginativeness or'Positive Affective,
etc. and recording by parents over a two week: period of time four
different times during the year of---daily TV-viewing by the child,.
we run the risk that the method of data collection may be a majoz
determinant of how variables cluster together. As can be seen,
however, from the factorS' in Table the ocCurrence of instrumental
determinants does not eliminate meaningful clustering on the same
factor of variables in which data h been .collected by quite

different methods. Thus,- while one of the three factors which
emerges is clearly a language factor, specific.categories of
language also load with the behavioral variables and similarly
specific behavioral.variables load on the'factor which is dominated
by the-television variables.

The factor-analysis presented here. is a three factor solution
which for girlS accounts for approximately 37% of the variance in,
the sample; while for the boys it accounts for almost- 39% of the
variance. The three major faetes are relatively 'easily labeled.
The first with its higheSt loadings for-Interaction with Peers,
Positive Affect, imaginativeness:of Flay-and Liveliness and Elation

, .

as>well.as with high loadings for Number.of Words Employed and
NuMb

t r
of Utterances by the child clearly represents a general

exPr-Oive k ayfUlness factor.-- It is very much like that obtained
in earlier r search by'tieberman (1977),using, quite:different
measures.iii/ir is almost- identical with the factor reported-with a

group of(Middle-class South African white children by'ShMukier (1977)
employing the,same behavibratratings and observational procedures
employed in the present,study.

A second factor with which we will deal in greater detail
below, contains its highest loadings on Frequencyof Television
variables, -and, Of course; for -the types of television ShOws

watched. It also has sizable loadings on Overt. AggreSsive behavior
and on the emotions of Anger as wftll as.certain language variables.
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A third factor is r re clearly a LangUage instrumental factor
except that it doesnot show quite the high loadings for some of tae
more advanced language variables that also show up on Factor 1.

Examining ractor.1 we see a very clear indication that a high
scorer on variables of tills factor both for boys and for girls would
be characterized as a kind of happy child who i6 likely to be .

playing a make-believe game, is probauly smiling or laughing, shows
intense interest, cooperates inFplay with other-children and
rarely shows signs'of fear, fatigue or sadness. In the case of
boys, there are also some indications of an association between
these-behavioral indiCes and the evidence from interviews with

,child or parent of imagination as measured by the imaginary
companion questionnaire, thL imagination interview with the child,
and the:Barron Inkblot scores. It is also noteworthy that the'
intensity with which the child stays with the program once it
starts to watch it, also loads sizably on this factor for boys.
Tee factor seems to be picking up a pattern of consistency both
at home and in.tee play situation of imaginativeness and of a
generally positive orientation. Axe loads on this factor
suggesting :that we -see. this patterning more strikingly amongst
older children. IQ also loads. modestly on it. For girls, the
carryover of imagination from the nome situation to spontaneous
plal, in the school setting is not'in evidence on this factor, and it
may well be teat girls because of their demonstrably Higher verbal
capacity may have moved more rapidly towards the internalization of
some of their imaginative skills and are lest,- likely to represeft
this directly ih spdritineous play or in overt verbalization.

. This Playfulness factor appears in the factor Analyses of each
of the 4 probes as well As in the summary factor analyses presented
here seems to-call for more intensive exploration and future studies
of children. We seem to be finding evidence of a pattern of a
kind of "happy playful" child that is already clearly in evidence by
the ages of three and four and that includes a strong component of
imagery and fantasy as well as strong element of sharing and
helpfulness or otaer prosocial behaviors.

Some might argue that this factor might represent some type
"halo" effect in the way observJrs react tothe children. This

,position seems hard to support because the definition of the
variables clear1 separate out in their presentation the possibilzt
that children Can be playing imaginatively all alone using some, toy
cars or blocks; using nomatopeia and other indications of fantasy,
and yet not be interacting, particularly with peers or showing much
in, the way of actual positive emotionality other than perhaps the
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concentration over a period of time. The results rather appear to
suggest that we are dealing with the genuine clustering'of intrinsic
variables that have already evolved and have become relatively
crystallized by the third year of life. Of, interest, also, are

-the particular. patterns of language associated with this kind of
play - not only the sheer productivity of verbalization, but also
the use of Predicate Nominatives or. Future Verbs. In the case of
the girls, we See, also, a negative loading for number of pronouns
uses such as "I want this" or "That's mine" which might be linked
to more pfimitive self-ofiented patterns of communication.

In general, the results of the, factor analyses strongly
support a majbr initial hypothesis of the study. It had been
argued that imaginativeness of,play in children would be associated
with more teastructive and enjoyable behavior: The finding here
rePlicates previous Work'which dealt with a more limited range,
J3f.variables and limited samples; based on data drawn frem only a
single Cross-sectional view of children's behavior. Here we are,
after all, dealing with the cumulative results of a yeat's obf-
setvation of these children. Also keep in mind that an intervention
study has been underway during this period and it was intended to
modify imaginative play patterns. Cleatly, if it did, it has not..

changed the ,overall facter structure: The similarity of these
data to, not_only earlier findings by the principal investigators
(J. Singer & D. Sieger, 1976, Tower, Singer, Singer & Biggs, 1977),
but to quite independent research using similar instruments by
Shmnider (1977) and to a study with kindergarten children using
very different instruments El Lieberman (1977), suggests that we

are dealing with a major dimension of early childhood experience
and behavior. -Future research might Ant to look at children who .
obtained particularly high or particularly low factor scores on
this Happy, Imaginative Playfulness dimension to-see if we can
pin down more precisely earlier childhood origins of such an
orientation, and also to look ahead towardS later implication's of
this pattern in the-school years. Chapters by Singer (1978) and
Tower and Singer (1978) have explored some of the broader theoretical
and research implications of the association between positive affec-

'tive experience and imaginativeness in the spontaneous play of

pre-schoolers.
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on-Viewing and Aggression

A major find ng which emerged in the first Progress Report was
the consistent association between aggressive behavior and the
frequency-and patterning of the children's television-viewing. With
the data now accumulated -over a full year, the indications are that
this finding was, indeed, a robust one Inspection of Factor 2 of
the factor analysis, yields a clear factor with highest Loadings
for Weekday and Weekend and Weekly j Eltv sion, the other television
Variables such as Situation-Comedies, Variety and Game shows and'
Action-Detective (violent) shows also loading high. -What is
especially striking is the extremely high loading of Aggression
(.603) on this factor. Also loading of course are at_leaSt for
the girls,- a moderately negative association with. IQ and a positive
relationship` to socioeconomic status. Language variables. that load
on this factor include the use of Onomatopeia and. the use of
Irperative Sentences. For boys, we see on this factor the same high
loading for Aggression (.553), a negative loading for Cooperation Ar

with Adults (-.334), a positive loading for Anger.(.525), as well
as indicatiems.of positive loadings for SES (indicating that low
SES classes arc more likely toi.ishow both the high TV =Viewing and
aggression) and a score of ethnicity (indicating that Hispanic'or
Black subjects are more likely to show high TV-viewing and overt
aggression in this-.sample).

These data seem, extremely important. They represent essentially,
the first data we have forthildren,as young as three and four who.
have been followed °Vera period- of time and_who show the link betWeen
frequency of televisionviewing and actual-overt aggressive behavior
in the course of'nursery school activities. The findingS reported
inthe-Surgeon General Committee's report were. basecr essentially
Oh responses of children to relatively'short exposures to television
and no sampling over:,extended time wa*.employed. In the present
study,.we have, in effect; watched these children over a year's time.

t
Another way of looking at some of the major linkages between

television-viewing and aggression in our sample is to divide the
males into those who are High and Low in Aggression, and then to
examine the pattern of differences on behavioral variables and ct.her
variables of the study. Similarly, we can divide the subjects
from their means into those who are High and Low in Weekly Television-
viewing and look at the way the other variables fall out Table 6



indicates.tnat for males those fligh .in Aggression also show
significantly less ability to Concentrate during play,-less
Cooperation with their Peers during play, more evidence,of. the
emotions of Fear or Anger and Sadness dUring play, With respect
to pirents'.ratings of their home viewing patternS, these same
children alSo show significantlYmorewatching of Weekday Television,
Weekly Television And they also reveal less persistence (Intensity)

-in.how they watch television than do their .less aggressive. peers..

Of the types of shows watched, these groups differ significantly
only.in three categories,.the watching of Cartoons, watching of
Situation-Comedies and the watching of Action-Detective or more
violent shows. There are,also; it should be noted, intelligence
differences between the two groupSwith the more aggressive children
yielding significantly lower IQs on the average than the less
aggressive children, although in both cases, the IQs are well above
average. There is also-a trend for the more agkressive boys to
show significantly fewer Rorschach Human riovement responses to the
inkblot tests, a result that for these three-and four -year, olds is
surprisingly comparable to a large'number of studies with older
children and adults that indicate the inverse.relationship between
aggression and production of these Human Movement; to inkblots
(Singer & `Brown,

For girls, who in general showed far less aggression than did
the boys, we find a similar pattern of differences between the High
and Low Aggressives. The High Aggressives show significantly
more-Anger than the Low Aggressives. They also are watching more
TV during the Weekdays as.well as Weekends and, of.course, more's'
total Weekly television than the Low Aggressive girls. With respect
to type of programming watched, the High Aggressive girls are
especially watching more Cartoons, more Situation-Comedies, more
of the Variety and Game shows with their hyperactive activity,
in genefal more of the-Action-Detective shows. Almost every category
reflects the difference between these groups. Again, we find that
the more aggressive girls come from lower socioeconomic status
groups within our sample.

If we next look at the differences between those subjects who
are High Television-viewers versus those who'ard Low televiSion-

viewers we find, for theboys, that the High-viewers Are somewhat
more likely to show more imaginative play, are highly. significantly
more Aggressive, significantly more Angry or Annoyed. With respect
to TV-viewing, nigh TV-viewing goes along asJilight be expected with

all of the various categories. The IQ difference is present again
with -the. Low-viewers being significantly brighter than the High-
viewers, although again both groups fall into a well above-average

category. Again, the socioeconomic class difference emerges and



also interestingly, we find evidence that those children who repo
Low Television-viewing are also more likely to report a number-of

imaginary companions. For girls, Low Television-viewers are
significantly less Aggressive than High viewers, and they are '7

also 1Mtely to be somewhat older and of a higher socioeconomic

Status. So far, the results, while clearly indicating a connection
between TV-viewing and aggression, might well also simply be
reflecting the fact that children from lower socioeconomic status
are alsomore likely; on the one hand, to be allowed to watch a
good deal of television of all kinds,`and also are more likely to
be exposed to and model violence from families, siblings or
peers. Are there ways of pinning down the relationship of aggression
more directly to the television-viewing patterns?

If one looks at the factor analysis, it is cleat that socio-
economic Status and to a lesser extent,.ethnicity, Aay be implicated
in the factor linking aggression and TV-viewing. The cultural
background variables seem to show lower general loading than'do the
linkage of television and avert aggression to each other.

We can.approach this question even more effectively by looking
at what combinatiOns of.,variables best predict the likelihood that
a child will show Overt Aggressive behavior during play. In earlier
probes, the data consistently indicated that the best predictors of'
Overt AggresSion were likely to be the television frequency variables
or the watching of specific program categories such as the violent

or Action-Detective shows. We will now look at the data accumulated
across the four probe periods over the year.

For boys, it is possible to genetateenly four variables that
accumulatetoyield a mUltiplecorreiation'of. .59-5, significant
at ii<.001 andaccountingfor 3$% of the. variance in the grouping.
of variables employed. Of these foul, the first and'strongeteis
the viewing of'Action-Detective shows 'This-is followed by the
watching of News broadcasts, and we then also get .negative relation-
ships for imaginary companions andathe Barron Inkbicittesponses,
as suggested, already. Thus, despite the .possibility that variables
like Age and IQ might be important, it turns out that the best
predictors-of Overt,1ggression are specific types of programming
and especially the more violent action detective shows.'

If we look at the likelihood that the child will show a good
deal of Anger during spontaneous play, we also find that the only
two variables contributing significantly to the multiple correlation



of .58, account. for .339% of the van
of News and Actiom shows.

For girls, the initial result's area little less clearcut for

this analysis with the heavy watching of Situation-Comedies, Sports

and Cartoons being particularly linked to overt Aggression with a

negative linkage for the watching of the less violent Adult /family

dramas like The Waltons. Again, the Imaginary Companion index is

negatively related to Uvert Aggression. For girls, again we see

the Action-Detective shows and Cartoons negatively linked to
ratings of Positive Affect during play, while the watching of

shows like Sesame Street and Mr. Rogers arc positive predictors

of enjoyment dui-frrg7)lay.

Of the analyses that were carried out for prosocial behavior,
such as Cooperation with Adults, we find for boys, that the

watching of Sports or News broadcasts are negatively linked as
predictors of Cooperation and thewatchineof the Educational

TV shows like Mr. Rogers or Sesame Street are more positively

linked. Again, the Companion variables come into play

here. For girls, in general,, the trend is similar although not

as clearcut. For example,. JI Inter4ction with Adults, watching
the Educational television shows or less Weekly TV turn out to be

the better predictors of AdUlt Interaction. For Peer Cooperation,

we see negative predictions for Action shows and Sports watching

among other TV variables. Increasing our N by including boys and

girls,, we find that Weekend TV watching and the watching of Action

television shows are amongst the best predictors of Aggression.

It might still be. argued that despite these findings the

linkage of aggression and televisidn-viewing may simply reflect a

general social class factor since, much survey research points out

that persons of lower socioeconomic status tend` o be far more

frequent viewers and watch somewhat more of the Action-Detective,

shows and also are somewhat more likely to be Overtly Aggressive

in their behavior. Most of those data, of course, come from older

age samples. For our three-year and four-year old boys, the

overall correlationbetWeen watching Action-Detective shows and

the occurrence of Overt Aggressive behavior is .43. If we partial

out the correlation between each of these variables andSocio-
econOmic Status, we are left with a significant positive correlation

of .38 between Overt Aggression and the watching of Action shows.

ce p(.001 are watching



If we look at the relationship between Aggression and Weekly Television-
viewing, the correlation is .32. If we partial out the correlation
of each of these variables with SES, we.are still left with a
significant partial correlation of .31. Thus, it seemsunlikel that
SES can be viewed as'a primary determining` factor in the association
a are obtaining.

..,

For gir s, the results are' somewhat less clearcut, although
much in the same direction. The correlation between Aggression and
Action-Detective shows is .34. With the correlation between SES
an4 e4ch of these variables partialed out, we'are left still with
0 significant,:correlation.of .26 between these variables. For
the association between.Aggression and general Weekly television-,
viewing, the correlation is .47. Partialing out SES, we still,.
Obtain a significant r,of .38,

Still anotherway of approathing the question of causality is
through the use of sequences of correlations. Tt could be argued
that children who slave already developed aggressive tendencies
Simply are more likely, concomitantly, to develop a diet for more
frequent. TV-viewing and even more specifically, for the watching
Of the Action-Detective or violent shows. This argument LS'
SOMeWat Jess convincing since we are talking of three- and-four-
year old children. They are not as likely as older children to
have a direct say in what programming they will watch. Action-
Detective shows come on presumably after their normal bedtime.
Therefore, it-seems much more likely that parental indulgence
permitting the children to watch the action shows may be
critical here, and this might lead to the further rdevelopment of
aggressive tendencies. Figures3 and 4 represent diagrams indicating
the patterning of correlations across different time periods indicated
as one and two or one, two, three and four for combinations of
variables Such as Aggression and Weekly TV or Aggression and Action
shows and presented separately for the boys and girls.

If Aggression ,is influenced by Weekly-TV-viewiing or by the
wattling of Action shows,. then one should expect a 4igher correlation',
along the diagonal linking the- Action Shows at- Time-Yto the
ocdurtence of. aggression at Time 2, than along-the diagonal linking

scion -at Time 1 to- the viewing of Action shows 'at Time 2..

orrelations along these diagonals are close together in mag.-
ude, We can either assume that there is no clear 'causal

or-it- remains possible that we are,-indeed,-dealing With a more comp x,

feedbaCk_circuit,:and this might become manifest if we fellow the
pattern over several different probe periods. If we look at the
diagraM for the first two probes, February and April of 1977, the watching
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data of orrela ions clearly suggest that the correlation for both
'boys and girls from weekly television leading to aggression in the
second probe period is consistently higher for each of the coMpariSons
across boys and girls than the:correlation between the initial
evidence of Aggression and later indication of either Weekly viewing
or watching of Action shows. This pattern dees not hold up so
strongly in the period between the second and third or third and
fourth probes. For boys, there is a'comparable trend for the cor-
relation between Action shows at Probe 2 and 3 to be higher than
the correlation between. Aggression and Action .shows at Probe 2 and
.3, but this reverses by the time'of the fourth Probe. For girls,
the relationship of Weekly TV as a predictor of Aggression from the
second to the third probe, again, is stronger than the correlation,
between Aggression in the second probe and the likelihood of watching
a good deal of TV in the third probe. This result does not hold
up well in the shift from the third to the fourth probe.

In general, inspection of this figure tendsto suggest that at
least at the beginning of our study, those children who were
already watching a good deal of television or a good deal of the
violent shows would be more likelywithin ,a few months to become
more aggressive. The findings over a longer period of time are
less conclusive in suggesting this causal direction. The-same
general trend emerges if we combine all subjects and look across
the four probes. If we combine Probes 1 and 2 and attempt to see
how well these patterns predict for Probes 3 and 4, thus in effect,
dividing our four probe periods into two halves, results for the boys
indicate relatively little difference in the correlations at the
diagonals. For girls, with respect to Aggression and Weekly TV,
a similar result is obtained. The association'of Action shows and
Overt Aggression, however, does suggest a possible causal link
with the Action shows yielding almost twice as,large a correlation.
with Aggression in the second half of the year then the correlation
between Aggression in the first half of the year and the watching
of Action shows in the second half-of the year.

On the whole, the data from these somewhat primitive path
analyses is in a modest way supportiveofrpossibility that the
watching of the more violent television shows is linked in three-
and four-year olds to subsequent aggressive behavior. Levels of
correlation and the patterning are not too dissimilar froth those
reported in their review of the general area by Lefkowitz', Eron,
Walder & Huesmann (1977). It also seems even more clear from
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these data that the argument 'that children Who are initially ag-
gressive are more likely to watch a good deal of aggressive TV
is largely ruled out by the pattern of correlation.-

In effect, ti cn. our examination of tae linkage we find
between aggressive behavior and frequency or type of television
watched seems to fall within the general group of results that
suggest that some aspect of tae viewing situation, its content or-
arousal value, may be-influential in fostering aggressive behavior
even in children as young, as three or four years of age. Within our
data, IQ. socioeconomic .status and ethnicity as well as the
possibility that aggression leads to a particular appetite for
watcaing violence seem to ue 10: influential factors than the
sheer amount of time spent watcaing TV and particularly Action-
Detective snot.s.

Family Interview Study
Home -Life Style, TV-Viel:ing and Aggression

Is it possible that certain characteristics of the family
lead on the one hand, to tae encouragement of aggressive behl for in
the child (perhaps through imitation of parental aggressivene ) and

at the same time to the encouragement of tae child's watching aggressive
material on teievision° in order to examine this question further, we
have carried out a series or intensive nome interviews with tae mothers
of children wan nave been identified over the year'S time as represen
extremc$in -bota their amounts of television viewing and in the degree
of aggressive behavior manifested in the nursery school setting. If

indeed, there are fairy: clear stylistic differences between families
which may,botn foster aggression and excessive TV-viewing, theri these
should become apparent once we get into tne home and have an opportunity
to explore in greater detail the daily routiues of the family, the inter-
action of father and mother in nousehold routine, tae patterns of
punishment employed tue family, the possible occurrences of life-
stress situations in ue home, etc.

Forty children were 'den observational ratings over
the 4 probe periods consistently retiected either extreme aggression
for puy sample or a mihimum of aggression and who also differed as
extremes in the total weekly television-viewing based ou.the 4
period logs. To meet our criterion, a cnild must have,been above tnd
group median for aggression in at least 3 of tne 4 probe periods.
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Wherever possible w cnose those children wao ere consistently above
tne group median for all probe periods and also above or below the median
in TV-viewing for the le periods' Taus, we emerged finally with 4 groups
of 10 children, 6 boys and 4 girls in each group, who represented the
following categories:

1) Low aggresSion-low TV-viewing

2). Low aggression -high TV-viewing

`3) high aggression -low TV-viewing

4) igh aggression-high TVviewing

Table 8 presents the means for TV-viewing separated by sexes and
then cumulated for groups for the TV-viewing and aggression behavior
ratings of the 'subjects in the sample. Inspection of this table
indicates tut on the whole the groups are well-balanced and repre-
sentative of their categories. The high aggressive-high TV-viewing
group is perhaps some' -hat more aggressive in scores -hail the low,
TV- viewing -nigh aggressive. group, butithis should be expected in view 4
of the consisleetly positive correlation .between TV-viewing and aggression
in our sample. evertheless, the differences on the TV-viewing dimension
between-these-groups -axe-quite extensive with tae nigh TV-viewers averaging
on the whole,-store than 50.hoursa week of watching while the loo viewers
record 166'than 2 hours a day over the week's time.

.

The interview procedure was based on a detailed schedule of
questions which wire presented by the interviewer to the mother at the
home in a semi-structured interview format. Zolloing the narrative
report of the mother, the interviewers indicated appropriate answers
within the schedule and also where feasible, rated characteristics suc.i
as the relative disorderliness-organization of the hhusehoid, the presence
or absence of books, musical instruments, guns or weapons, etc. A further
rating schedule was prepared and ratings carried out by staff who had
not necessarily themselves carried out the specific interviews but woo
drew on the narrative accounts of the materials presented. Interviewers
were not familiar,'on the whole, with tae category from which the
children were drawn. A copy of the interview scnedule is appended.

In addition to the interview, a Television Character Recognition Tes
was also administered to tne child in the home. This test consists of
a- series of 4 pictures of persons or cartoon figures drawn from current
television fare each presented on a page. The child was asked to pick out
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wno on the page was The Fonz" or "Ko ak". The format was much like that
of the Peabody, Picture Vocaoulary Tes Tie test was run through once
forwards wite one answer per page and then repeated with `a new
caaracter asked for from each page.

The purpose of this test was to ascertain the extent to which parental
report through logs of TV-viewing frequency in tee dhildren were also re-
flected by the children's, awareness of characters from television. It was
anticipated also that even low TV-viewers would show a wider range of
character recognition oecause of broader cultural peer influences, the
availability of picture cards of TV characters, the sale of toys based
on TV characters, etc. The characters showed also lent tnemseives to
'separation into the same categories as were used in tee analysis af the
TV-viewing patterns of tee children. Taus we can ascertain the extent to
which children are more prone to recognize certain types of characters.
e.g. cartoon figures or educational TV figures, than others might be.

Resu

Analysis of variapce were'carried out for the various categories
employed in the questioning of the parents. By looking at the
patterning of the means across the 4 categories and at the-systematic
trends, it is possible to develop, at least to someextent, a picture of
the special characteristics of the family of children who fall into each
of the 4 groups. If an inherently aggressive family style is tee critical
factor in influencing the likelihood that a child will be aggressive in
the nursery school setting, tben te should find that aggressive children,
irrespectiveof amount of TV-kiewing they show, should be coming from

'families in welch there is considerable evidence of intrafamily fighting,
perhaps phyS,ical punishment,'evidence of stress, disorganization or the
other signs reported in earlier literature as associated with the occurrence
of violence in children. Uf course. one must keep in mind that the cnildren
in this sample are port by any reasonable definition, antisogial nor
pathologically aggressive and that, indeed, their level of aggression
relative to tee total possible range of scores is modest even if decidedly,
higher taan that of tne lot; aggressive cnildren. If family styles of
aggressive behavior are not critical determinants of the child's aggression
in nursery school, then we should see more clearly indications of greater
TV-viewing tolerance in the families of high aggressive-high TV- viewing
children.

In general, the statistical analyses of the study suggast
if anything, greater commonalities across the 4 types of families than
differences. We do not find evidence of gross differences in the degree
to which there are signs of disorganized or broken families in our groUps,
nor are there differences in general, in types of punishment, in evidence
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of family fighting or other indices of stimulants for aggressive behavior
that vary systematically across our groups. The pattern of systematic
difference that does emerge is focused chiefly on the High Aggressive-high
TV-viewing families which are chiefly characterized by a considerable
laxityln'control of the television set, on the part of the parent and
in a general family lack of varied outside interests. The following
family characteristics seem to identify the high Aggression-High TV
children:, (where sighiLicant F-ratios nave emerged aerobe the 4 groups
tnese will_ be indicated by p-values in parentheses) .

The family and home setting of the child who is characterized as
high aggressive -high TV-viewing shows the following pattern:

It is somewhat more disorganized than the Other families, it has
less toys in evidence around the homethan the other families, it shows
by far the least evidence of books (p<.0007), there _s less evidence of-
musical instruments or records (1,4.05), children are allowed to stay up
later at night and wake up later in the morning than other children,
and, indeed, their fathers are more likely to wake up later In the
moaning 1 t1s n weekdaYt_and_ weekends. (p,..03,_ . Q71_0 an the fathers
in the other groups. Mothers wake up time tend to be earlier for this

group than for the other. In general, the high Aggressive -high TV-
viewing family seems to reflect a somewhat more conventional male-female
relationship with the father showing relativel7 4ess interest in home-
making activities than the fathers in the other groups. (e<.02).

Especially striking for the high Television-high Aggressive mild is
a kind of looseness of control around the whole television-viewing situa-

tion. The family is likely to watch television whiletney are eating.
As might be expected from the TV logs, the mothers reports indicate that
both Righ=Television-viewing group children spend more time watching
television both in the morning-and at night. The children in the High

Aggressive- igh TV group are allowedto stay up latett.(p.04) are less likely
to have a regular bedtime routine (pe.07), and lesS likely to have stories

told to them at bedtime (p.02), are less likely to nave a calming down

period before going to bed (p.09), but are more likely to engage in bedtime

prayer (p<.008). The high Aggressive-' ig4 TV child is more likely than the

other Children to be watching television with hit or her mother (1)=.02).

Striking is the fact that the child from this grondis muck more likely to

be reported by tee parent as (p'..007). In keeping with

the general pattern of less varied interests in this family, them is a trend

for children in this group to be more likely spending time with parents going
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shopping but less likely to be taken to parks or picnics or to museums.
Children from this group are, however, more likely to go to the movies,
with their parents. In respect to family sports interests, the father
and child generally src w greater orientation toWards team sports that
involve contact or aggression (although these, results are not statistically
significant). With respect to joint television-viewing patterns of
parents and children in teesegroups, as might be expected, both low and
high aggressive alga TV groups show the most viewing. teere are interesting
differences that emerge. The high aggressive-high TV-viewers are much less
likely to be watching educational television childrens shows than are for
example, tae high aggressive children who watch very little TV. They are
watching more Situation -Comedies withltheir families (p=.03), and also more
Variety and Game Shoes tnan the other groups except the low aggression-high
TV-viewers (pe.06). Both of the aggressive groups, high and law TV-viewers
alike, are less likely to be watching the. Adult-Family shows such as "The
Waltons" than are the other two groups. Similarly, and much more
strikingly, tne nigh aggressive-low TV watchers as Jell as tine nigh aggressive-
nigh TV watchers are both more fikely to be watching the Action-Detective
shows. Indeed, if one loo :s at. the means across the 4 groues, the average
viewing of Action-,)et ettive shows by both higa aggressive gfoups is more
than_Aetimeseas great as the viewing of ,those shews hy_hoth low aggressive
grolips! It appears that even for these children who are relatively light
viewers of television in our sample, but who at the same time, manifest
a high level of aggression in their play, they turn out to be somewhat more
likely to be watcning the Action-Detective shows relative to the other
types of shows available. In keeping with the general, somewhat con-
ventional, masculine patterns of the family style of the high aggressive-
hign TV child, the father is especially likely to be watching Sports on
television (p.002), and least likely of the various groups to be watching
the News.(p=12).

As.tight be expected, there is grea er evidence of argument between
children in the family for .the both high aggressive groups with tne hige
aggressive-high TV group snowing clearly the largest score in this regard.
The relative emphasis on physical vs. verbal fighting is greater for the-
high aggressive groups with tne, again, higa aggressive-high TV groups
showing the highest scores in this respect as well (peen). It seems very
likely that the aggressive behavior observed in the nursery school is also
clearly in evidence in toe home situation. Indeed, again, this is one of
the first studies that has been able to show continuity of behavior in such
very different settings.
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While there are indications that the-children in the aggressive,. groups, A e
more likely to be spanked by father andetley motHer (p=.08) and also are less
likely to be rewarded by. praise (pe.01),are in general few other indications
of gross family, style diferences with respect to physical activity, family
fighting or other possibilities of modeling that .could differentially influence
the children. Rather, we find indications that the high aggressive high
TV children are distinctly above the ether groups in their general activity
level and also especially in the likelihood that their mother will describe
them as having a "fighting problem" (pe.001). These children are clearly tne
least shy of the -groups while the low aggressive-low TV-viewers are the
most likely. to be say (p=.06). The high aggressive children are reported by
heir moteers as less likely to show humor in their day to day pattern ofe.lavior, a result that seems generally in accord with our findings of theassociation of positive affect and imaginativeness of play with no relationto evert aggression. The high TV- viewing -nigh aggressive children arereported by their parents as somewhat less sociable and less likely to showspecific talents. In keeping with the generally conventional or conservativestyle of the-family tnat emerges for the high aggressive -high TV-viewing

.group, we also find this group as rated as lowest on family aUtonomy inrelation to relatives.

hildren's onsesto the Television- .Character Piceure ecognit

As was expected, the hie' television -view ng groups irrespective ofaggression show the highest recognition score -n both "passes" through
the series of pictures (pm.01, p--.008). As m ig be expected, the highTV-viewing groups1show more recognition of Cartoo characters, of
characters from Children's Television Commercial tows, but also supportiveof the mothers' report, the children from-the hi b aggressive -high TV groupshow less awareness than the other 3 groups of characters from the EducationalTelevision Children's shows! high TV-viewers ar more aware of eharacters
from Situation-Comedies (p.04) and the high aggressive-high TV-viewers areclearly the highest of the 4 groups in recognition of'characters who areinvolved in the Variety-Game snows which include the hyperactive "Gong Sh-As might be expected, toese eigh TV-viewers are also more aware of the variousAdult shows (p.1.005) and tae characters from the Action-Detective shows(pe.003). With respect to the latter types of show, the high aggressive-highTV-viewers are the highest in awareness of this-type of show. Another strikingresult is the fact that toe high aggressive-high TV-viewers show a recognition
by far larger than tnepther groups of figures from News broadcasts (pS.004).
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In general, then, the results of the family.intervie s
do not provide any strong support for tale possibility that
intrinsic indications of conflict, overt aggressive behavior
by parents or other aspects of family life such as trauma,
stress, broken home of other indications can account for the
aggression manifested by tae children in tae High Aggressive-
High TV sample. Rather, the indications are that this group
is epecially distinctive in the fact that there-is a general
laxity about parental control of tone TV set and.thatrthe
family, While somewhat conventional, is somewhat disorganized,
less concerned about the child's routine, and more limited
than the other families from this sample in variety of hobbies
and interests. Television viewing seems to be a major outlet
for the families of the Higa Aggressive-High TV-viewing
children. The special relationship between the Action TV
shows and aggression is:once more pointed out since even
those children in the High Aggressive -Low TV- tiewing groups .

are more likely to be watching this type of show relative
to other groups.

In conclusion, tue evidence from this look into the homes
. _

of our children fails to support the argument that the linkage
between TV viewing and aggression is a common outcome of an
inherently aggressive family style. Rather, the data seem
to suggest that tae majo distinctive characteristics
of the families, of High Aggressive-High TV-viewing children
is simply their willingness to allow the child to watch a
good deal of television and the failure to provide a variety
of other patterns of stimulation for the child. It is hard
to see how one could attribute the aggression these ,children
show simply to the conventionality and restricted interest
range of the -family._ Rather, it seems more likely that the
exposure to extensive TV and particularly to shows like Variety
and Game shows o Action-Detective shows may have an arousing
effect that leads these children to be more aggressive at home
as well as in the nursery school setting.
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Families of children rated as High Aggressive-Low TV-
viewing seen to reflect more internal possibilities that tight
foster aggressive behavior. While these families shot.
considerable range of interests, cultural and intellectual
for both parents, tney-are also characterized by the
interviewer as 'higilest activity level", "most competitive"
"most autonomous - eaca going separate ways" nd most s

disorderly. Thus these families seem to show a good deal
of self-directed, varied activities that preclude very
much the watching of television (although they show a
relatively higher proportion of watching Action-Detective
shows than the other two It is likely, therefore,
that these families provide models for hyperactivity or
potential aggressive 4havior more clearly than the other
families. The families of the Low Aggressive-Hign TV-viewing
children also stow a greater range of activity but seem
casual about children's TV watching. They do not reflect,
however, the internal competitiveness or disorderliness
that might serve as instigator.i for aggression and they
also seem to be less likely to ue watchiing the Action shows.
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Intervention

Experimental Expectations

The-- Intericenti on study was designed to ,provide parents with
means of coping more effectively.with the influence of television
on the developmentof their children Two major strategies were
involved - an indirect but active approach in which stimulation of
the child's imaginative play would presumably minimize some of the
direct effects of TV and a direCtTV-control training procedure.
The Cognitive training group was an active approach, offering
parents. something useful but essentially-unrelated to the control
of TV or the encouragement of imagination. The Control subjects
served as a kind of baseline group.

.1116

A major feature of this first year's work was the development
9f training procedures and manuals: These are now available for
dissemination.

p

If the training approaches were effective i.here are several,
cedures for obtaining evidence of this:

1) Children whose Parents received Imagination training should
reflect this by increases in their spontaneous itaginative.play::'
during the Post-Training period, Probes 3 and 4, They should also
show increases in Posit- :fett, Cooperation with Peers.and Language

_1 TV-vi&ing or.at lea8t in viewing
of more indiscrimi te zolent programming might be expected.

2) Children whose parents received training in Television-
control should show a systemnticdrop,i6 TV-viewing freoitenty and
should also manifest a shift away from "less desirable" sh6ws
such as Action-Detective towards the Educational tV-shows or toward
children's shows.tenerally or perhaps toward non-violent Adult
FaMily shows if anything. SUch viewing shifts might also be re-
flected in behavioral changes in the direction of more pro-social
behavior and in more extensive language usage (if TV- viewing is
indeed associated with lest adequate language development),

Usage. Reductions in

To the extent that _sheet intervention with'parentsis a facto
in motivating parental action (a "Hawthorne" effect) one might.
eipe6t more behavioral, language, and Tliviewing changes to be
reflected by children whose parents were in the three intervention
groups. relative to the Control group. After all, the parents all

:knew that the study was related to television and its presumed
effect
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. In general, the results of -he intervention sttidy.ean be
described as disappointing. ExtensiVe.statistical -analyses fOr
experimental effects carried out using ANOVAs for Boys, Girls
and the groups eombined,:eniployingdifference scores rather than
absolute scores, etc. reveal little evidence ofsignificaht main
effectsor'eyen-anticipated interactions. Table I presents the
PTV.. and-Pest- Means by groups -for boys,and girls for. the
Behavioral, Language and TV Ipariables. They suggest on the whole
little support for the expectations from the intervention efforts.

especially unsatisfactory were the findings for the.TVcontrol
training group. Examination of the patterns- of. results suggests
that this grotip is often almost indistinguishable from the
Control group, The two groups receiving trainingit interaction
with chilldren around Imagination and Cognitive skills do,.indeed,
cluster together in effects andsuggeSt that parents 'welcomed the
oppertunity,to.:leath things they could do with their children. By
contrast, the TV group (which was actually more resistant during
training) was receiving information .and methods for controlling

limiting their-Children'S behavior.

we examine our data when we join the Imaginative.and
Cognitive- Training groups and compare them With the TV-and.
Control groups, the results are somewhat more encouraging. While,
again, major clearcut statistically significant results do not
emerge, the pattern of differences are on the whole in the
anticipated direction,, This is especially true for the Language
and 'TV- viewing variables. For example, We:find that after
parent training, the children whose parents were in:Imaginative
and-Cognitive groups are watching. significantly less Variety,-
Game.showsp using significantly fewer TVrefereffces in their
language than children from theiTV or -Control groups. Boys from
the Imagination and Cognitive-groups use significantly more Words
and -make more utterances -and make fewer TV references during -play
than .de.boyswhose-parents were in the TV or Contr91 groups. Girls
firom the Imagination and Cognitive groups are showing significantly
better Cencentratien and are watching significantly less Sports
and Mews Ti shows.

The overall pattern suggests that for the Behavioral variables
magination-Cognitive- group children are showing more Imaginative -.
el Play, better Concentration, more Peer. and Adult Interaction;

1
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they dropped off less than the TV-Cortrols in signs of Elation during
play whilethe TV-Control'children show more Fatigue or Sluigishness
during play. For the Language variables the children .whose. parents
received training in Imagination or Cognitive skills are showing
more Words 4110d, more Utterances, longer Mean Lengths of Utterances
fewer TV-re arences, and more us of Future Verbs. With respect to
TV, the Imagination-Cognitive groups have declined more in Veekly
TV-viewing from ti'cir initial levels, but are concentrating better
when thex. do watch. TV. They are watching fewer Cartoons, have
dropped off less in watching Children's shows, are watching-fewer
Situation-Comedies, Variety-Game shows or tither adult fate including
News and Sports.

Overall, the Imaginative and Cognitive Training grouys sho
anticipated or "deeirable" changes in 6/14 Behavioral variables,
9/11 TV-viewing variables -and 516 Language variables. Overall, then,
there are changes in 20/31 variables of importa-ce which reflect
the influence of the active intervention methods with parents conipared
to the Television-training or Control conditions. These _effects __

are not strong enough to yield many _statistically-significant results
but they do suggest that four parent-training Sessions alad the
distribution of manuals can begin to, have some influence on the
subsequent behavior of children

These data seem o support A view that direct effor
training parents to control and.limit.children's viewing
(even when the children-arejust -Threes and Fours) may n9t be as
effective as,giving the parents more active_things to olo with the
children, games ,and exercises to foster imagination ancTlanguage
usage. Our data as well as qualitative indications from talks
with parents and letters received from them Suggest that parents_
are uncomfortable with an emphasis on contrelling.the.childrs
TV-viewing. It seems Clear that 1:;), even three and four, the Tv
habit is so well established and the use of TV ms a "compani_onl
and babyttaitter so mach a part of 'family-.1ifethat direct erfcirts.
at change may not only be ineffective, but may-,b aCtivelY-reSisted
by the parents. It is possible that three training sessions'b
two hours each with a "booster" a few months later may nat be
sufficient, More intensive training is planned in the next- "go -
around" of the research program with a new sample of children and
parents. The Control group did sho (for boys) anA.ncrease in TV-
viewing and (for girls) only a very slight decline-compared with
larger declines in over-all, viewing for the three intervention
groups. We have reason to believe,, therefore, that on an Overall
basis, intervention with parents can begin to'lead to some-constriction
of their children's TV-viewing frequmncy.

tj 0



In general, as might be expected, the parentsrepor ad
fvorably on tne traini5g, tdre negative comments came from'
the Television :training group and comments from the parents
in the Imagination and Cognitive groups eAllressed genernl%'
appreciation. Some parents felt the games and exercises were
"obvious" and "inane" but a larger pexeentage reportetUthat
they could enjoy the games and saw some changes in children.
Several reported less TV-ilatohing becatoe we n -ave more things

to do -together,nold. A parent frpm the Imaginative group
reports,- "John is no longer in the TV syndrome. He comes
in and starts playing by himself (not ton.Tuietly).



and I fications

This stud' exa> ined the pit erns of ongoing play. manifested
Over a,year time by 141 threw -and four-year old boys and girls

.at nursery, schools and daycare. centers. The relatioushipi between

sUch play and, concurrent language usage_and the child's patterns

of Television-viewing at home were examined during this period.

Parents of the children were also randomly assigned to one of three

InterVention groups or to a Control group.- Intervention groups

received training either in stimulating the children's imaginative

Pia), (Imagination Croup) Stimulating thrchild's,cognitive:and_
'language development (Cognitive Group) or in controlling the child's

television-viewing ffequency and encouraging more discriminating

use of the set (Television Group). -The-Control Group merely kept

.logs of children's viewing just as did the other parents:

tajor findings of the develoPment phase of the study nay be

summarized as follo

1) Training of "hypothesis- blind" observers using sample wEitten

protocols and practice from films can lead to quite satisfactory-

rater agreements waen paira of observers record the spontaneous play

of :children in natural field settings.

2) Children by the ages of three and four already show

-f callt consistencies in their play styles, language productiv

and patterns of television-viewing. Spontaneous behavier SUCA as

imaginativeness of play, interaction with peers, expressions of

enjoyment are especially consistent. By three and, four, caildren

also seem to have well-established TV-viei:Jing patterns frequency,

and type of prograWiming) which persist over a year's time.

3) Children's spont ous benavior as well as their language

usage and TVviewing over one year can be categorized along three

major dimensions of individual differences. One dimension reflects

a relative, emphasis on 'Playfulness" and is.characterized by,

high levels of fantasy and make-believe play, indications of positive

emotions, such as interest, curiosity and joy, high levels of

interaction with other,caildren, sharing and cooperation, greater

verbSiproductivity and use of somawnat more advanged linguistic

Factions such as Predicate Nominatives or Futute Verbs. A

coed diMension refl6cts chiefly the television-viewing patterns.

he child, but is also linked to the degree to which the child

manifest overt aggressive behavior at school or will show

sties of anger during play and use of imperatives or possessives

in langusge. Toe third dimension chiefly reflects general

language productivity.



4). According to parer'
children show evidence at
Children who engage in such
play more imaginatively la
extensive language usage, T ey also watch less television and are

less overtly aggressive le school.

5) Children in this sample were i7Atciiing between three and

fou urs of television a day by the ages of three or four. Tele-

vision-viewing frequency increased over a year's time, especially

for boys, with some decline for the girls who were four at ,the onset

of the study. Although mesa viewing was of children's shows,
sizable proportions of our *ample also watched a great variety of _

adult:programeing including shows that were presented later than

9:00ra. Ueaviest watchers were four-year.old .bays and children

from lower socioeconomic status family backgrounds: Over the

year's time, there were increases in Cartoon -watching for boys, some

decline in watching the Laucetional TV stows, but, on the whole,

relatively few genral crones in viewing patterns. Heavy TV--

viewing was associated with somewhat less adV, aced language usage
by children in their Ply/
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somewhat more than half of the

me of imaginary Ompanions or playmates..

fantasy play at home turn out also to
chool, show more pos'itive emotions and

6) Frequency of television- ing.and the viewing of Actio

Detective TV shows were coz $istCh toovert,aggressive

behavior by.tee children. 44ensecioeconomie status, IQ and other

background variable, were p.rtialled out, this linkage still

persisted. ,A"sequential correlational analysis suggested that initial

levels. of TV-viewing or'Viecring of the violent TV- shows were cor"

related with:Jater-Occurrence of overt_ aggressive benavior. A

similar ''cross lagged" effect could' not be demonstrated for initial

aggression leeding to later high levels ol. ..Thus, the

possibility of .a causal sequence of high, frequency viewing and of

viewing of Violent content with'the-likelibood of a three- or

four -.year old being aggressive physically in nursery school

over the Year is supported In general'by- ur results

An examinaeion
life styles of those childr
frequency and in aggression
passible explanations

rent: interviews at home,of family

who Are et the-extremes iniTV-viewing
as beenearried out to examine otr r
findings linking TV and aggressive.



Comparisons were made of family styles of children h reitextremes of LAggression -Low.TV-vi win. Low Aggress;
viewing, h ighi A gression-Low

,TV-viet7ing=and high- Aggres
TV-viewing (l0 in each group). On the Whole, family -ch t'r4ct risticsrelating to ho: organization, daily routines, pat-terns 0
discipline, parental aggressive behavior, traumatic events:
stress in family l i e were mora'similar thaa,different

acroAs:4 groups-. The high Aggressive llig.a TV-viewing children seemed to
come from families which were especially lax:about_televiSion-.
vietiing allowing the c;iild to control the. Te.set. TheSe
families showed n more restricted range of outsideineerests,
fewer books or records and music, less bedtime story-telli2 4and a,more conventional family life. Aggressive children
from both High and Low TV-Viewing groups were far more
likely to be watcoing Action-Detective shows with
families than the Low Aggressives. Consistency of. the
child's aggressIve,behavior at home_ with that manifested
in nursery school was evident. Caildren who watthedmort
TV according to parents.' reports (both in interview
and from the TV-log data) were better able to Identify
characters from Action-Detective shews,'Cane shows and
News broadcasts

In general, results of the family interviews do
support the possible explanation that family aggressive
styles can account both f,or nursery 66100.1 aggreSsion
and high levels of espedially-of aggressi
programming. Ratner, the interview data suggest that
laxity Of control over 1V-viewing anda general lack of
alternative ineerests bythe family may expose children
to greater influence by the TV programming and yield
the danger of more imitative aggressive or hyperactive ,

behavior.
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The ef or4 to modi ovtrt behavior and TV-viewing
through provisioe of parent - training failed toiproduce many.
very strong, statist-tally reliable effects. In general,

except for some redaction in TV-viewing from an initially
high levele'the TV-training was'relatively ineffective, only
slightly better than the pontrol. When the 2 more active

training procedure Imatination and Cognition were linked
and compared to the (neer 2 groups, there were indications
of favorable training effects. Modest., increases in imaginative

play, peer interaction and in concentration as well as
resistance to reductions in joyfulness characterized tine
children,wheee parents received Imaginative Play or. Cognitive
Training(compered to the-TV-training or untreated Control
The children of parents in the former 2 groups also snowed
relatiVe improvements in languageeisage and were also
characterized by reductions In TV- viewing.. It was Clear

that more active interventions were more effective than
efforts to have parents restrain the already well-established-
TV-vieWing habits-of their pre-sc of ehildren.

Training manuals for use by parents -in encouraging
imaginative play and/cognitive growth in their children are
now available for further use as a result of this study.

The television - control manual is also aVailaole although
its efficacy is lest certain. A major,implicatiOn of our
intervention study is that TV-viewing habits in children a e
well-established by ages teree and four and are tolerated
byepareats veo find tee TV useful as a "baby-sitter". Tae

effort to change overall viewing Patterns may have to start
with younger children or may require a combination of
cognitive, imaginative and TV-training for parents as well

BA for nursery scuoolteachers. An evaluation of such a

more massive, effort is planned for the continuation ef_e#is
grant with a new sample of pre-scaoolers. In, view Ofitne
results ofour family interviews, it would appear that,"speeial

attention should be paid to the high risk, more aggressive

children whose families show a combinationof limited interests
and laxity oficontrol over the children's TV-viewing patterns.
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Table I

Sample Characteristics

Males = §:

Females = 62

Ethnic minority =-'25
-;.

E'

e (months) -.48 0.0 7.40

5E5 Index 2.61 0.56

Peabody PVT 6.70 4:30

Barron nkblots (M) 2.04 2.25

Imagination Interview 1.52 .06



Cognitive T.V. Con r
.1e_ I. an Mean



thion Viewing'and

Background Variables

get- 3-Or:4-

-5)

1.. AO A

SES es a

Table

maginntive :. lay in Pre-Schoo

Language Variables

Total-numberWords

Total number utterances

Mean length utterance

Percentage., d clarative

entage imperative sentences

7-
entage questions

sentences

Prodi ns

PINT)

agination Interview (l-4)
3Y

arrona kb lots (M)

Imaginary, Companion Interview

7. Percentage exclamatory utterancep

8 .Percentage pibper nouns.

Percentage common nouns

10: PC:centage total nc

Percentage-personal.prono_

'Percentagi interseinal Oonotps

13. Percentage ipossessive pronouns

Concentration

centage total pronouns

15. Percentage descriptive adjectives

16. ,Percentage possessive adjectives

Percentage attributive,adjectiv

a a ,Percentage pre.diEate adjectives

CQoperat;

COopefati 7-adults

arful-tense

vantage

Oerdentag

djectives

dye

Angry-annpyed

Sad-downhearted

21. Percentage present verbs

22. Percentage past verbs

23. Percentage.future verbs

24. Percentage conditional verbs

257 Percentage total verbs
A

r,
26.. Percentage On a opoeia



TV Variables

Cartoons

Children's shows

Educational children's she

Situation comedies

y. 'Variety and games

-6k Adult- shows

Action-violent shows

Sports

News

Monday .TAI_

Tuesday TV

Wednesday_ TV

1 Thursday TV,,

'14, priday

is,

L?.. Wee

10.

Saturday IV

Sunday TV

kday. TV

Weekend TV

Weekly TV

TV alone

TV with parents

h

h

siblings

other children

24. TV with-other adults

TV with

26, TV with .0 _er ch ldrenYadults

arents, siblings

Table, cont.

27 Incidence of r #pt utterances

Percentage :of n references
,in speech

4,T'il ,with parent,.

30. -TV, With,sibling$k
5'

1. TV with parents:,

32 TV with parentS,

.33. TV with parents

34. TV with parents

with liarents,

children,'adu1ts

36. TV with any di

37. TV viewing intt
on show-vs.-

her dults

her kids

er kids

blings 03her kids
%

I

lings-,-.0thetadult

thee kids and adults".

(concentration
ibility)



Table

1
Correlations of Variable Across Observation Periods

Percent Correlations Significant
Behavioral Variable at p

Imagination
t-

100%

Affect 50

Concentration 0

Aggression -SO

Interaction Peers 100

Interaction /Adults 50

Cooperation /Peers 33

Cooperation/Adults 17

Fear - Tense 50

Anger-Annoyed 67

Sad - Downhearted 33

Fatigue-Sluggish 33

,Lively-Excited

ated-Pleased

,bight observatiORsduring four "prot
October 1977, FOruary 1'978.

67

83

Correlation
between means of first
two and last two
observation periods

.296***

.046

.297***

.520 * **

.242**

.160

.100

.254***

,.349***

.110

.236*

.270**

.285**

observation periods, Feb. 1977, April 1977,



Table

Corr-ns of Language Variables Across Observation Period

Language Variable

Pereent.Correlations
Significant
at p .0S

Correlation Between
Means of First Tao an
Last Two Observation
Periods

Number 0 83 .523*

Number of Litt ran es 83 .4G6

Mean Length of Utterance 50 .130

Total Nouns (14 0 -.002

.Total Pronouns 0 .009

Total Adjectives ) 17 -.063

Total Verbs (15) 33 .069

Total TV References (15 .50 .400

Total Adverbs (ro) 0 -.129

Total Onomatopo__ 17 .1S5

Repeat Utteranc .092

Predicate Nominatives 0 -% 003

Declarative Sentences ( °) 17 .070

'Imperative Sentences ( ) 0 .072

Questions (%) 0 .120

Predicate Adjectives 17 -.066

Future Verbs
.036



Table 4

Patterns of `(elevisi6n Viewing Atross Obse0alion Periods

WYS MAES OLD
BOYS FOUR YEARS UL9

IV

Category

Feb.

Mean

Hrs.

,

Watched

1977

% of

Ss

who

Apr,

Mean

Hrs.

Watcled

1977

4,, of

l i b

who

Oct.

Pion

Hrs.

Watclea

1977

of

S

who

;..

1:6,

!icon

Vs.

Watched

1971

1, o

S5

whP TV

Category

Feb,

Mean

hrs.

Watched

1977

1 of

S

who

Apr.

Mean

Hrs,

Watched

1977

% of

Ss

gho

Oct,

Mean

Hrs.

Watched

1977

% of

S

who

Feb.

Mean

Hrs.

Watched

1978

i of

Ss

who

Cartoons 6 3.29 62 4.66 72' 6.97 77 Cartoon 12.4 6,02 gs 1[1162 86 11.60 90

I

Children s' Childroos"

Shows 6.74 6,40 91 b.06 8 , 3 95 Shows 10.27 3.35 94 4.62 97 4.71 90

Edue.,Xidsi Cduc, Kid '

Shows 9.01 4.04 76 A 0 69 5.07 77 Shows 7.29 2.27 67 2 :62 69 3,091 62

it. Comedies 3.53 2.22'62
,

1

5) 52 63 ,

.

Dad 5 6 33582 4452 76 4.85 79

larlety/Game 2.19, 1.16'47 14,;,gS6 '';', 2.25 57 Variety/one 1.49,55 1,91 5' 3,15 62

(

Idult Shows 3.14, 1.69 56

,--,

63 1.70 60 kl#If spi0

u

) ,

3.7 1.42 42 1.93 59 2,07 55

i t on/Vio-
) Aciionitifo-

lent 2,99 1 72 5 '1,173 60 , Jolt .84 1.11 45 1.53 69 1,83 62

,

0° .69 ,13 12 , ,64 38 .47 3Q ,,4ort3 .74 .14 6 .69 34 .43 24

ew$ 1,47 44 ,83 44 1.55 43 'News x.27 .86 39 .71 2'8 1,71 48

otal Meekly 1
Total WeeLLI

Viewing 36,56 20.76 22 f 33 28.90 Viewing 47.4 21.48 2 06 33.14



Table 4

Patterns of Television Viewing Across Observation Periods

G1J1S mniE MS OLD GIRLS CARI YEARS OLD

.

.

category

Feb,

Mean

Hrs.

Watched

1977

% 0_

5s

who

Apr.

Mean

ars.

Watched

1977

% of

Ss

who

.

Oct

Mean

Hrs,

Notched'

1977

% of

ss

who

b.

Mean

ars.

watched

19-78

% of

Ss

who
TV

Category

Feb.

Mem

Hrs.

watched

1977

% of

Ss .

who

Apr.

Mean

Hrs.

liatcl

1'77

I', of

Ss

who

ed

Oct.

Mean

flrs.

Watched

1977

% of

59,

who

Feb.

Mean

Hrs.

watched

1978

% of

Sg

, who

rtoons

Chi Idrens'

Sowsows:
f

,
,

Educ. J

t

Sit, Comedies
,

Variety/Game

Adult Stows

Action/Vio-

Jeht

,

Spits

News

Total Weekly

Viewing? 41.05

7.54

,

c 1

7,42

429 4.

3.7p ,

2.89

17 .

1.81

, '.,

4,54 73

5.64 92

4.14 73

,

4.1211

.1,06 SO

D' P

, ,,,,

1.48 38

.23 8

1.39 35

24.90,..,

6.41

4.05

6.45

4 5

27671

21.10

1.38

.41'

1.64

29.00

81

90

1

I

86

76

48

52

33

43

6,93

495100

8.41

476
i

3,48

1.52

1,21

.38

1.21

31 52

86,

90

86

86

57

,

62

19'

48

Cartoons

ChildrenV

Shows

Educ. Kids'

Shows

Sit, Comedies

Variety/Gane

Adult ,Shows

` .

Actios/Vio-

gat

Sports

News

Total We

Viewing

6.23,

7.58

7.94

3.06

2.3

.94

1,48

.25

1.85

1.20

1

'

3.41

6.16

3.48

2.84

1.36

.64

, 86

.11

8036

18,35,

, I

45

91

82

68

41

45

18

9

1,97

2.53

4.00

1,32

.84

.45

,95

i.11

,3411

1233

79

84

79

,

58

42

37

42

21

32

4.25

3.55

4,83

3.55

2,53

1.25 J

.0

1 8

21.15

75

95

,

85

70.

65 ,

SS

.p

I-

.

Ark'

/.1

Ii



Table 4, coo:.

Patttiln5 of 'Iv Viewing Across Observation Periods

LIOYS THE YEARS OLD BOYS FOUR. ?A ULD

Variable.

Feb, 77

Mean hrs

Apr,

lean

77

hrs

Oct. 77

Meanilrs.,i.

, ,..,.

78

'41eanjjrs. Variable

Feb, 77

\lean firs,

:

___,...,,

Apr, 7Z

Mdan Its,

''

A

.

Oct, 77

!i-2alt flrs.

Feb. 78.

Mean Hrs.

Weekday TV

kekend TV

VIC14ing

Intensity

(1-5)

TVAlohe
.,,.

TV with

Parents

TV With

Sibiis

TV with

Other Child

TV,with

Other Adult

TV with

Any Adult

TV withwjti

Parehts &,

Siblings

25,4

11,13

3.37

,

9.26

13.09

5,25

Ji20

1,66

2O4

5.04

.

,

14.12

6.66

3.46

5,63.

6,38

3,37

..32

;78

10.22

2,43

15.46

6,82

3,79

5,55

7,58

4,78

.53

,81

11.30

1,i5

[F-4

21,92

6,981

3,91

5,95

8.67

7,35

.52

1,33

14.70

3.27

Weekday TV

Weekend N

Vio!ling

intensity

(14)

1,

TV Alone

TV with

ParentS

TV with

Siblings

TV with

Other Nia

IV with

Other Adult

IT with ,

Any Advil

TV with

Parents

Siblings

33,74

13.65

4.14

14.66

'11,04

t

,11,96

1.60

1.76

V
14.55

.

1.66

.._.

14.06

7.48
.1.

4,24

6,11

5.05

5.46

.74

.96:

9.05

1,64

._

19.20

8.86

'4.30

8.09

5,10

1,26

.66

.43

11,35

3.88

24.11

9,03

4.36

6,95

5.91

10.40

.60

, .66

,

14,83

6,72



Variable

Weekday TV

Weekend TV

Viewing

Intensity

(1-5)

TV Alone

1V with

Parents

TV with ,

Siblings

TV with

Other Child

TV with

Other Adul

TV with

Any Adult

TV with

Parents

Siblings

Table 4, cont.

Patterns of TV Viewing Acres's Observation Periods

GIRLS-THREE YLAA OLDS

Peb.. 77

Mean firs

Apr, 77

Mean Hr

31:28 18;25

9'77 6.62

3.68 3.84

10.36 6.37

16.60 7,25

5.86 4.06

.7_ .81

3.72 2.19

19.97 11.79

2.58 1.69'

Oct. 77

Mean Mrs,

22.19

6-82

3,93

7.00

'9.02

7.14

.64

1.05

13.86

200

Feb. 78

Mean Hrs.

25.56

5.96

4.07

7.83

D41

7.71

1.07

1..07

14.79

3,60

GIRLS-FOUR YEAR OLDS

Variable

Feb. 77

Mean firs.

Apr, 77

Meah Hrs,

Oct. 77

Mean HtS.

Feb, 78

Mean Hrs,

Weekday 24.09 13.80 9,00 17.20

Weekend TV 4.54 3.33 4.55

Viewing .3.78 3.96 3.90 4.19

Intensity

(14)

TV Alone 8,87 387 3.53 5x30

TV with '4,78 3,50 1.95 2.45

Parents

TV with 8.30 5.02 2.97 .75

Siblings

TV with 1.81. .50 .34 .83

Other Child

TV with

ether Adult

114 .48 .24

TV With 10.47 7.65 5.68. 9,73

Any Adult

TV with ,5. 2 3.28 2.50 5.73

Parents

Siblings



Table '4, cant.

TOTAL :SA* LE

TV Category

. Feb . ,77

% of
Mean i, Ss

iIrs. ; who
Watched Watched

Apr, 77

,-
% 'Of

Mean I Ss
Hrs. who

Watched Watched

Oct. 77
% of

Mean Ss
Hrs. who
Watched Watched

Feb 78

0 of
Mean ids
ArS. who
1atchedWatch

I

.

Cartoons 7.92 81 .4.38 68 6.23 80 t.76 i
1

Childrens' Shows Commercia. 7.76 94 5.88 92 4.82 90 4,71 94

Educ, TV Childrens' Shows 7.94 83 3.45 74 4.42' 75 5.45' 77

Sit. Comedies 4.88 78_ , lAt 73 3.39, 66 4.17 ',ILI.

Variety-Game Shows 3.11 66 1.50 49 1.75j 58 2.91

Adult Fami Oriented Shows. 3.35 65 *G'1.43 49 1.69 ,_54 1.68

q

Action - Detective- Violent Shows- 2..25 : 56 1.33 43 1.47 54 "1.47 55

'Sportscasts _T50 --" -22 .15 9 .52 .-36 21

News 2.01 56 1 15 39 .-87 , 1:57 48-

Top/ Weekly Viewing 39,35 21.40 23.47 2972-5-

",

Weekday Viewing 28.69 14.93 16.72. 22.38

.,-Weekend Viewing 10.67 6.47 6.75 6.87
4

TV Alone 10.87 5.58 ,6.20 6.51

,..:,

.TV with-Parent 11_61 5.65 6.11 6.78

TV with Siblings 7.81 4.41 5.93 7.99

TV with Parents & Siblings ( 3.58 4,. 2,22 2.55 4.83

__ATV with Otherdult 1.84 1.08 .64 .'''..
.88

TV with bther Child 1.34.E .58 .55 .72

TV with 4,, Adult 25.87 -9.74 10.79 13.77

iewing (1-5) 3.73 3.85 .3.99 4.13



Table 4

Patterns of Behavio- ACYOSS Observation Periods

THREE YLARS OLD . BOYS-FOUR Y R-

Apr. 77 Oct. 77 Feb, 78 Feb 77 Apr. 77 Ott. 7 IFe :17-8'

Variable Mean Mean Mean Mean Variable Mean Mean Mean
.

A..

Ima ination 2.14 2.20 2.36 2.20 Imagination: 6 2 42

Pos. Affect 2.81 3.03 3.11 3.00 Po s. Affect 3.21 4

Concentra- 2.81 2.80 3.09 2.77 Conceritra- 3.12 _ 3.04 3.37

tion Lion

Aggression 1 1.51 1.73 1.66 Aggression 1.81 1 33, 1.38 1.6S

Interaction 2.89 3.44 3.08 3.33 Interaction 3.28 13.65 3.29 3.57
with Pears - with Peers

Interaction 2.97 3.44 2.90 3.22 Interaction 3.10 3.46 2.91 -3.02

with Adults with Adults

Cooperation 2.90 2`.97 2.84 2.98. Cooperation 3.27 3.33
--wi-t-li-Peers, P

, --wtth, F6,ers __

Cooperation 2,88 3.04 2.82 2.55 Cooperation 2.99 3.29 2.69 3.17

with Adults with Adults

Fearful/ 1 26 1.15 1.22 1. 7 Fearful/ 1..19 1.05 1.19 1.10

Tense Ten

Angry/ 1.40 1.55 1.85 1.78 Angry/ 1.43 1.28 1.64 1.78

Annoyed lnnoyed
,

Sad/ 1 26 1 1 1 24 1.23 Sad/Down- 1.1 1.09 1,36 1,28

Downhearted n hearted

Fatigue/ 1,44 1.16 1.32 1,23 Fatigue/ 1.15 1.,08 1.29

Sluggish Sluggish

Lively/ 2,60 2.91 2.9 3 .10 Lively/ 2.96 3.21 2.97, 3.09

Excited Excited
t

Elated/ 2.48 2.78 2.79 2.64 Elated/ 3.01 3.30 2.82 2.65 _

Pleased Pleased



CIR

Table 4, &onto:.

tte ns of-Behavior Across Observation P_

MEE YEA.KOLD O LS-FOUR YEAR OLDS

iable
Feb. 77 °Apr. 77

Mean

Oct: 77
Mpan

Feb. 78
Mean Variable

Feb. 77
Mean

Apr'.

'lean

77 77

Mean
Feh.

,

.

Imaginatio 2.05 2.10 2.02. Imagination 2.23 2.05 2.40 15

. ,

Pos. Affec 2.70 3.05 2,S5 2. 8 Pos. Affect 2.86 3.14 2.85 2;73
/

Concentra-
tion

= 2.93 2.88 2.87 . Concentra-
.

t 10r1
3.15 2.92 3.19 2.79

Aggressipn 1.16 1.23 1,,19 1.28.

I,
Aggression 1.11 1.20 1.16

q
'1.21

Interaction
with Peers

2.88 3.37 2.99 3.22 Interaction
with Peers

3.l' 3.38 3.37 3.18

Interaction
with Adulls

3.07 3,59 Interaction 3.11
with Adults

3.31 2.94

3.03 3.06 3.33 COoperation
with Peers

3.03 1.23b-6peratio-

withers
----

Cooperation
with Adults

3.14 3.11 2.93 3.15 Cooperation
with Adults

2.85 3.17 2.91 3.39

Fear 1.18 1.1S 1.16 1.28 Fearf 1.29 1.03 1.21 1.25

Anger 1.25 1.48 1.40 1.48 Anger 1`.35 1.36 1.56 1.41
1.-

1.18 1.17 1.19 6 Sad 1.45 1.17 '1.21 .38

Fat u 1.20 1 ac 1 40 1.34 1.44 1,59

Lively . 2.34 2.85 2.34 2.30 lively 2.55 2,75 2.39 2.16

Elated 3.07 2.4 dated 2.64 2.51 2.48 2.41



Table 4,:cont,

TOTAL SAMPLE,

V ble

Fe 77

Mean
Apr. 77
Mean

Oct. 77
Mean

Feb. 78
Mean

iveness' 2.24 .2.20 2.36 2.25

Positi e Affect 2.91 3.12 , 2.98 2.B8

Concen"t,I'at ion 3.00 2.92 3.05 3.00

AA

Aggre$sion 1.34 '1.33 1.38 1.47

Interactton with Peers 3.06 3.47 3.19 3.34

intera Adults 3.09 3.4n 2.95 3.23

Cooper C ion with Peers 3.02 3.18 3.02 3.15'

Cooper ion with Adults , 2.96 5 2.83 m 2.98

Fearful/Tense- 1.23 0 1.20 = 1.19

Angry/Annoyed 1.37' 42 1.63 1.63
,._

Sad/Downhearted 1.26 1.15 1.25 1.27.

Fatigued/Sluggish 1.34 9 1.39 1.29

Lively/Excited 2.63 94 2.70. 2.72

latvailleased 2.66 2.99 2.66 2.59



ation periods

ea Feb .'71 Mean Apr.' 77 Mean opt. "717

Mean nyth

_Declarative Sentences

Isiperative Sentenc'e's

Questions ,(%)

'clam. Utters

oper Nouns, (%

Common' Nourm

Total Nouns (%)

es (%)

96.0

23,2

4.03

54.6

23.6

21.8

17.6

Persan'al Pronouns (%)

Impersonal Pronouns (%)
4

essive Pronoun (Z)

Total 'Pfonouns (%)

Descriptive Adjectives

Possessive Adjectives

Total Adjectives

Adverb's

11.2'

14.1

12-.8

8.6

4.0

3.2

28.5'

18.1

14.1

3.3

11.0

14.3,

13.(e

137.3

31.1

4.31

54.5

24.5

17.1

19.4.

2.4'

99

12.3

12'.1

6.8

2.0

20.9

143.3

32.4

4.24

56.6 /-J,

23.7

10.6

20.6

10:1

12.3-

12.4

7.9

1.9

22.3

3:7

.2

Present Verbs Z

Past'Verbs' (7.)

Future. Verbs' (7)

16.9

,2,.0

de



Mean Feb, '77

'ConditionaiNarbs

Tonal Verbs (70

bnomate 7o«ia C70

TV Refe

Predicate Nomina VP, .

1.6

23.0

2.5

.4

1.7



Patterns of

BOYS THREE YEARS OLD

Variable
Mean an

Feb:''..71 A
Mean.

FeW7T:
Mean

Apr.'
Mean.
Feb.'78

Words 132.5 124 1 165.E 154.

f.

Utterances

n Length
Utterance .

Sentences ;(70,

imp ratiVe.

:e0.-ences (7f.:

52.4 58.6

Questions

Exclamatory
Utter ccAo

14.1.

2 ,29.4

25.6

16.6 152

Proper
Opuns

Common
Nouns

Nouns (Z) r

10'5

PereOnal
PronounS'

Impersona
Pronouns ,(7)

Posseasive
Pronouns (

Total
Pronbuns (Z

174.

11.2

9.6

2.6

23.4

, 11.7

14.4 11.1



lab Ontinued)

Patterns of Language AC _a Observation Fe

BOYS T8 OLD BOYS To* y A OLD

Variable

DiAcriptive'
Adjectives

(7)

Fosseas.ve .

Adjectives

(2)

Lie a

Feb. .77

Mean ears

Oct,. '77

Mean

3 A.4'

Future
Verbs (%)

Onoma _noeia

3.7 5.0

9.1 9.7

18.7 0.1

2.1 phl.

1.2 1.6

22.7 23.0

1.6 2.9

510 etCi

10.0?

m 2.3 1.9

1.4 1.3

22.1

2.6

1.3



Table 4 (to_ inuad)

Pat terna of Langan& Atiocs Observation Peilods

GIRLS 'iNREE, YE*. OLD CMS FOUR 'iTARS,OLD

VUrfahle
Mean

Apr . '77
Mean'

Feb. '77
llean

Apr.'77
, ;`1641
Feb 78.

0. Words 112.0

No. of
Utwantes

ean Length
Utterance

Vecurative
Sentences (X

19.7 26.8

4.47

58.8 5L6.

25..3

17.1

'57.3

27.1

15.7

16.9

22.7

tlamatory
ante 23.8 14.0

otal
ronouns 2 -3.8 .6

12.0

1

13.0

7.0

1.5

21.5



angunge Across Observation P

arlab Feb.'77

_Mean
Tb.'77

Mean
ct. '77'

Mean ,

Teb."78

To
A actives

Adve bs 4%)

Present
Verbs; XZ)

Past

FutUte
Verbs (%)

1.0.5

8.9

9.0

.1.8 2.9

Conditional
verbs (t)

Total
Verbs (%)

OP9ei

ar-

n ( )

Predicate
Nominatives

(%)

-21.7 21.6

1.6 1.5

23.2



Table 5

Rotated Factor Loadings

eased on Fight .Inderladen Observations Over
Boys (4.-.09),

TVaVie

Factof 2Factor 1

native P fulne

Varia le. Variable

Year's Time)

Factor 3

man
ar able Loadin

Imaginativeness .663.

Positive Affect .761

Concentration .635

Interaction/Peers .785

Interaction/Adult,,.': .435

Cooperation/Pe .717'

Aggression .553

Cooperation /Adults -.334

Anger .525

SES .4704

Cooper

Pear

Sad

atigue.

Lively

Elated

tion/Adults .558

.396

-604

.670

AgeA,11,,mon

PPVT I()

Barron ik

magi';lation

Weekend TV .890

Weekly. TV . .869

Cartbons .669!

Kids Shows -Co rdial

Sitcom's :71'8

Varety/Game/Tal .763

Adult Sh6ws .7/9

Interaction /Peers. .296

Mean Length,U e ancei .702

Total Nouns .717

Total Pronouns .802

Total Verbs .886.

Adverbs. .625

Declarative Sentences .544-

Imperative Sentences .520

tions .525
F

-Imag.:Companion

\TV Viewing. Inten

-ds Spoken

erancet.

i-cnat
&ftcd Tau)

Total Adjectives

juture Verbs'

Predicate Nomina

343

9

,217

ndex .357

ty .469

.759.

.750

,473.

,421

.329

ve .332

n/Violent

News ;619News

Verbs .2



Table'

Rotated Factor LoadinEL
(Based on Eight Independent Observatiens' aver

(NT,63
Factor 2

iewin

Factor 1

H Imaginative P
la e 12ac

Imaginativeness .747

Positive Affect .827

Concentration .476

Interaction/Pevrs

InteractiordAdults

CooperatiTOPpers
f-

Cooperation/Adults',

Fatigue

riot
Elated.

PpVT

ImaginatiOU In

No. Words Spoken'

No. Utterances

Mean 1p2hp
u)

Total -Peglouns

Predicate Nominative .363

Imperativ Sentences .328

Future Verbs .521

wariable Loading

SP .478

617 r Weekday :1V

.104, Weekend .907

.514 Weekly TV .942

.566 Cartooms

-.626 Kids .Shows Comm cial)

.888.

.628 Sitcoms

.732' :Variety/0am- Shows.

.731 .Adult ws

67 ActiOn idle

view .220 News

.742 Onomatopoeia

766., Imperative Sentences

ances .397

ength Utterances'

Total Pronouns
A

Total Adjectives' .770

Total Verbs .760

Adverbs. .277

-Repeat Utterances .584

Predicate oNominatives .368

.449

eclarative
_Sentne-

Imperative Sentefices,

xclamatoiy_U

jective liredicates

antes

.343



Table 6

Subj ets Ca and Weekly TV-Vio

Concentration

Cooperation/Peers

Fear

Anger

Sad

WeekdarTV

Weekly TV

Viewing Intensity

Cartoons

Siteons

-Action Shows ''01"'

'News

IQ.(PPVT)

Barron (M)

23.90

26.96

3.70

9.23

4.95

2.66

2.06

113.39

1,.07

1.16

11.97

20.47

4.03

5.91

2.97

1:?

.36

.10

120.78

2.03'
w

- 3.173*

- 2.280*

2.212*

4.860***

2.412*

2.168*

2.0'76*

2.345*



*feet
Concentration

Peer Inttraction

AduLt.-.Interaction

Peer. Cooperation

Fatigue

Lively

-Table

T-Tests

MALES

1-1i =pagination

3.32

3.11

3.56.

3.24

3.21

1.12

LO -Imagination.

2.74

2.89

3.02

3. q6

2.80 ,

1.34

2.53

2.43Elated 7

Weekday TV 23.44

1,! y 26.28

ty of TV Vie ing 03

Cartoonst 87 41

ohun cial 7.53

T-ValUe

.6.806***

2.756***

5.111***

2.258*

3.951***

-4.08*

7.789

6.909***

2 325*

. 19.69- -2.109*

No

No.

3..70

'5.53 v
2.20,f)*

; 4.74 3,134**

89.9 5-.754***

:e1-0tte ances 5.965"*

Mean..',Lengt1-1 Litt rnJtce 4 3.47 2.966**
f.

in Months ' 49 45.68 2°.194*'



Table

T-Tests

MALES

MEANS

,lm agina on

Aggression

Angry/Annoyed

,CartooXs

Commercial Kids ows

Sitcoms

VarietY/ Shows

Adult Sho

- Act on/Violent Sho

Iti(PINT)

SES
L-43

of Imaginary Com-aniong ©$)24

5.494*
4

5.102""

5.622***

5,448.__

4.243

3.129

-2.18

2:69!'

4.20



abli

Weekday TV

Weekly TV

eons.

32.43

10.62

32.09

17.05

4.91

17.11

3.48

4.715

.4.055***

3.050*.

3.645**

2.305*

3.9721r**r.

3.057**

.1.1?v!

2-;88vr,

2:073



Variable

Affect

-Concempratiom

Interact with Pee rs

117ation

13.10

o4magima

2.87 ,"
/

Compera n with Pe

Lively-Excited.

Elated

Number of Words

Number of UtteranCes

.L92

2.32

ength of Uttkances 3.68



Variable. Hi -TV -Vi eyin g -TV -Viewin T-SCore

Aigression 3 2.754

Cartoons 10.92 2 5.072***

Commercial Kids ho 64 4.19 3.678 ***

Sitcoms 79' 2.12 5,257*

Variety/Game 6.40' .9 , 222**

Adult Shows . :68 14**
., - ,

Adtion/ViOlent Shows' 3 9 ' 4:4, 2!**,
. . ,

. -

News ,/s 8 2.744 **

SEA N x..00 il,
2.46 3%4**

f

k

e- in Months 45.50

.



p -Longo
surcd pr Pc:

d p a

6 TV Vari abLes
jni ng Sc ssi.ortz

H

Pr 43 Herinure
, p(Feb. 01)5., 1977r

Inzag ina-tirpa 2 -#

gniti ve 2 -11

Te le i5 ion 2 -46

Control 2.m

Females

Inaginxt ion 2 -03

Cap iti ve 2 -40

Te\Vi »&n 2 -60

Cont 2 -16

Wo5t r-lea suxe
1----767765 197

2.58 20

17

2.41 11

32 5

2;117



_Ere ancAgeeLt_le.2.E

Pre Measures Post st1

(Fcb Apr., obs., 1

ble

024 3,04 20Im

Cogiltive 3.02 2.93 17-

"Teievas ion 3.01 3.05 17

COM rol 3.06 2.9& 15

Inog ation 3.16 3.05 12

Cogn 3.13 2.95

rel.evisi n 3.01 .2.85

Cnritrel. 2.91 .74

126.

7))



Males

Imaginative

Cognitive

Television-

Control

Females

Imaginative

Cognitive.

Television

Control

`Pre Measures Post Measures =

(Feb.77iF7,---65., 1978) (Oct.7FiT-7:71T1WT: 1978)

1 :2 6

N

1,56 20

1.44 17

1.74 17

1.62 15,

1 7 12

1.

1408 13

1.25 21

"126



Mares

ImaginatiVo

,Cognit vo

Tel

-Control

Females

iaginati
Cognitive'

Tel

Control

Pre Measure!
b., April, obs., 1977)

3133

3.23

3,31

3.48

3.44

3.07

3.24

Post Measures
Feb., obs., 1978)

3.40 20

3.36, 17,

3.15

3.28 12

3.53 X11

3.27 13

3.05 21-

6



Nal

Imaginative

Cognitive

Television

ntrol

-F alb

Pro »nd Post -a ion Peers

Pre Measures
(Feb., April, Obs., 1977)

3.20-

32

3.07

. 2.80

'Imaginative < « 3.04

Cognitive 3.30

Television

Control 3.21

ost Measures
(Oct Feb., , 1978)

N

2.01 20

3.02 17

2.93 16

3.08

3.15 . 12

3.30 11

3.32 12

3.19 20

123



Mal

Pre and Post Interaction With Adults

(Pre Measures - 'Feb., Apr. '77; Post Measures ; Oct. '77, Feb. '78)

Imaginative

CoBnitive

TV

Control

Penale

Imaginative

Cognitive.

TV

Control.

Pre IN177)

3.34 20

3.1E 19

3.22. 19

3131 19

PTC _ =62)

.3.20 \ 14

3.48 12-

3.23

3.13 21

Post _ n66)

3.118 19

3.03 17

2.92 17

3.00 13

Post (N=52)

12.98

3-.83

3.17 12

3.03 21



Pre and Past Coc on With Ad 1- Means

Males

Pre Aieasures
(Feb., Apr., obs., 1977)

Imaginative 3.00

Cognitive 3.16

2.84

Control

emales

Imaginative 3.13

Cognitive 3.27

Television 3.15

Control 2.95

o

Post Measures
oct77,W7T613T7, 1978)

2.87

3.08

2.53

/ N

18

14

13

11

3.08

3.22 7

3.04 10

3.05 18

100



(P Measures - reb., Apr. '77, Post Measures - Oct.. '77 Feb. 78)

Males

0

P N=a79)

Imaginative

Cognitive

TV

Control

Females

1.20

1.06

1.22

1.17

Pre

21

20

.

19

19

t4-.62).

Imaginative

Cognitive

Control

1.13

1.10

1.21

14

12

15

21

Post N=69)
-_-_,-

1,23 20

1.07 17

.1.21 17

1.17 ,15

s N=57)

1.15 12

1.31 11

1:25 13

1.21 21



Pr._. and

Pre.Measurc
(Feb., Apr., 1977)

Males

Pr Post Measi
(Oct Feif., 19

lmagir aepve

Cognitive

1.536

.1,274 1.589

TV 1.355 1.753

Cont ro 1.391 1.682

a

Imaginative 1.424 1.549

Coo tive 1.237 1.440

TV 1.212 1.344

Control 1.415 1.491

20

17

17

15

12

B 11

21

126



Female$

Imag,

Pre and Post =Sad Means

'(Pre Measures Feb, Apr. '77; Post Measures - Oct.

ivc

VC

Pre (N=79)

1.19 21

1.11 20

1.22 19

j
1.20 19

Pro N=6a

1.09 14'

-1 14 12

1.29 15

1.37 21

Po

'7 Feb. '78)

1.35 20

1.27 17

1.26 17

1.22 15

Post (N57)

1.17 12

1.24 1

1.23 13

1.26 21-



(Pr

Males

pure

Pre

Pre and Post - Fatigue

- Oct. Feb.

1.121LEtaL

Apr. '77; PoSt,Mcabstires

=79)

Imaginative 1.16 21 1.10 20

Cognitive 1.23 20 1.31 17

1.25 19 1.29 17

Co 01 1.21 19 1.38 15 '

Females Pre =62) Pas N=57)

Imaginative 1.30 14 1.33 12

Cognitive 1.21 12 1.49 11

TV 1.33 15 1.39 13

Control 1.44 21 1.51 21

'78)



Pre and Post - Lively /Excited

(Pre Measure - Feb., Apr. '77i Post leasures Oct , '78)

Males

Iinaginative

Cognitive

TV

\females

Pre (N=79)

3.20 21

2.91 20

2.68 19

2.88 19

Pre N=62)

=69)

4aZ6 20

2,90, 17

2,98 17

2,95 IS

(N=57

Imaginative 2.75 14 12

Cognitive 2.87 12 2,44 11

TV 2.27 15 2,29 13

Control 2.66 21 2.15 21

tj



Males

452es -

a d Post

'77, Feb-Feb _ , Apr, 77 ; Post feasu

9

s - Oct_

Post

Imaginative 21 2.90 20

Cogn _Ye 20 2.66 17

TV 2.67 17

Con t 701 2, 2 19 2.60 IS

Fema 0--c72) Post N---57 )

Imag inative 4 14 2.73 12

Cogntive 12 2.67 11

TV 1 2.37

Cora o1 2 cz 21



Pre and Post emsiVy

ea
(Feb., Ap

Tel ev

Imaginative 3.53 4.3± 0 20

Cognitive , 4.05 4.26 15

Television 3.77

control 3.66 3.9 2

Females

Imaginative 3.8s 4.2 1

Cognitive 3.81 4.1 1 9

Televis: 3.9 2 1Z

Control 3 Si 3.72 9

104



Pre heal tines
CFetp,,, Ap rl '77)

el,&ng -u

Pose.ros ea 5ores
(Gct.,,, Fe b , 1 7,13)

IT:nag in at i ve

Cagn it :lye

Television

27 _79

28 97

34 -47

26 -86

2_U

29_00

Cent rot

ei,:na 1 as

n at

35 _73

42 8

42 ;12

38 72

Cogn a ive a _66 24_ 81

Te1e-v 10 .4z 5 82

CQat. zo.L 27

12

9

1.0-4



(Pre Fi-

Inagi0

Control

Felonies

}magi

Cognitive

TV

Control

,a

e

Pr d Post Cartoo

Apr. '77; Post F gures Oct '77, Ve_ #78)

rz72 post ( .02)_

6.00 21 7.58 20

5.7 ZO 6.61 1.8

5.70 19 8.06

0,10 5.6.3 a

Pre N,55)

7.88 14 8.35 12

7.31 12 4.50 9

2.82 15 3.75 12

3_ 93 14 3.89 9



(Pre

Males

Pre and Post - Commercial

'78)

W=,62

Figures - Feb, Apr., Post Figures - Oct.

Pre (N=72)

77, Feb.

Po

Imaginative 6.1Nn 21 ,6.,55. 20

Cognitive 6.45 20 4.96 18

7_9 19 5.66 16

;Control 8.00 12 5.09 8

Females Prc W-55) N=42)

Imaginative 6.4b 14 5.15 12

Cognitive 7.54 12 3.86 9

4,9z Is 3.02 12

Control 25 14 3.75 9



Pre a lost Education Television- Viewing Means

Pre Measures Post Measures

(Fe ., "77, Apr. 1973)

Males

(Oct., Fed, TT578)

Imaginative 4.60 3.58

Cognitive 5.04 3.38

Television 8.01 6.08

Control 2.560 2.94

Females

Imaginative 5.54 6.71

Cognitive 3,81 4.11

Television 4.88 5.94

Control 3.34

16,

9

4



dal R
N

Imaginative

Cognitive-

Television

colt rot

Females

'1=-- 2.295

2.3

1.774

2.406

4.1q1

2:354

;625

2.725 ,

2.679

1.247

1.958

4.688

4.639

2.229

1.153

4.356

20

18

16

S

12

9

12

9

imagina lve

Cognitive

Television

Cop.trol

104



Pre aad Post Action ns

Males

nea3 u e s Post-Nessures

native. 1.009 2,637 20

Cognitive 1.414 1.451 18

'Television 1.819 1.373 16

control 3.125 1.906 8

Females

2.972 2.250 12linaginstive

Cognitive .833 .562 9

Television .569 .417

Control 3.462 1.925 9

104



J

P and P Situation Coned Viewing MeMeans

yre Me cures
72

Post Me,sures
(Feb., Ap 1977) (Oct., Feb., 1978)

Hales

Imaginative 3.14 21 3.87

Cognitive 3,8 20 3.11

Television 19 3.16

Control 4 9 12 7'.56

N
Females

55

Imaginative #.09 14 5.29

Cogni ive 3,88 12 3.58

Television z. 2u 15 1.13

Control 14 64

18

16

8

N

42

12

9

12

9



Males

Imaginative

Cognitive

Television

Control

Females

Imaginative

Cognitive

Tel

Corarol

(-

Pre And Post Miscellaneous Adult Viewin= Means

Pre Measures Measures
72 ct Feb., 1978) 62(Feb., Apr., 1977)

2.68 21 1 89 4 2

2.11 20 1.56 18

2.4 19 1.77 16

2.08 12 2,75

83

8

N N

55 ------ 42

14 1.81. 12

12 1.01 9

1) 8 12

14 &.l.3



Pre and Post ores VL Means

MeasuresPre Measures Post

(Feb.,, Apr., 1977) 2 (Oct. Feb., 1978) 62

Ma es

nat ve .25 21 .78 20

Cognitive ..68 20 .44 18

Television 6 .59 16

Control .19 12 8

Females N
43

I ative .34 14 .35 12

Cognitive- .40 12 .11

Televlsiou VU .18 12

Control U au 14 28 9



to

Ore

iVe

Telex Ion

Control

Pre and Post News Vew- Mean

Pre Measures
Feb. Apr., 1977)

1.05

1.69

2,25

1.83

Post Measures
(Oct., Feb., 1978)

N

72

21 1.21

20 .85

19 1.05

12 1.94

N

62

20

18

16

8

N N

55 42
.._

1.86 14 .73 12

1.77 12 1.56' 9

0 60 15 1.77 12

1 btu 14 1.61



Males

Number o orris

Post

Imaginative 104.95 160.75 20

Cognitive 82.77 142.22 17

'Television 124,32 148.50 16

Control 139.26 140.94 15

Females

Imaginative 104,0/ 95.67 14

Cognitive 162.59 173.09 11

Television 156.73 151.44 13

Control 105.06 114.96



Males

Numue Uttera

Pre Post

Imaginative 25.64 35.97 20

Cognitive 2u./d 31.54 17

Television 30.67 32.27 16

Control 33.31 34.14 15

Females

Imaginative 26.17 21.64 12

Cognitive 31.3d 36.89 11-
4.7

Television 34.4/ 32.92 13

Control 26.55

125



Pre and Post team ,Length of Litt

Pre Measures
(Feb. -, Apr., 1977)

Males

N

78

imaginative 3.96 .21

Cognitive 20

Television 4.01 18

Control 4.15 19

N

Females 61

imaginative 4.09 14

Cognitive 4.13 12

Television 3.99 14

Control 4.17 21

aace Means

Post Mea

69

(Oct., Feb 1978)

4.43 20 ,

4.25 17

4.30. 17

3.75 15

,N

57

4.44 12

4.63 11

4.24 L3

4.12 21



Pre and Fost Future Verb cleana

Males

Pre Measur Post asur--

Feb., Apr., 1977)

N

(Oct., Feb.., 1978)

N

78' 69

Imaginative '.018 21 .015 20

Cognitive .014 20 .614- 17

Television. .013 18 .012 17

Control .013 19 .012 15

N N

Females 61 .57

Imaginative .012 14 .019 12

Cognitie .017 12 .016 11

Television .010 14 -.014 13

Control .011 21 .011 21

4'



cate Nominative

Pre Heasures

N

78

Post Measures

N

69

(Feb., Apr., 1978) Feb.--,-1978):

Imaginative .012 21 .020 20

Cognitive .019 20 .016 17

Television .017 18 .015 17

Control ..007 19 .014 15'

N N

Females -61 57

Imaginative .006'. 14 .7012 12

Cognitive .015.. 12 .023 f 11

Television .006 14 .018 13

Control .012 21 .014 21



Males

Imaginative

Cognitive

Ulevision

Control

ImaginatiVe

Cognitive

Television..

=Contro

-e and Post Television Reference Means

ensures Post Measures
(Feb., Apr., 1977). (Oct., Feb., 1978

.7

.009 21 .Q05

.003 20 .002

.008, 18 :022

4102, 19 .003

60

.004 .14 .001

.003 12 .000

.004 14 .000

.001 20 .001

N

69

=20

17

17

15

N

12



fotal 10)

ryecl21a=lion'and :TV -View Weeiav HoursMeans'

for Four bureme Grua

Used ih Family Intervie
ased on'4 sets of observation- over a year

Aftujinj TV

1.06 8.64

1.02 13.19

1.04 8.45

High Agree z on,-1., TV

TV

LoT.4 Agnr

Aggression

1.16

1.07

12

- BO-qa

Girls (114

Total 04=11)

Boys 46) 1.90 11.73 Boys

Girls 4) 1.44 14.98 Girls

Total 1,71 13.03 Total

TV

47.53

34.80

42.46

h Aggress ion - iigh TV

A01'2E111211 TV

2.27 48.74
-

1-74 60.64

2.06 53.50
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AppSndi

Of Rater Reliability in the Evaluation of the

.

neous Play of Preschool Children

%Introduction:. As part of am ngoing study of the effects oftelevisionview

'upon- the developm nt of preschdel'ehildren e have trained nume us observers

. in the essment of fourteen variable which reflect different dimensions of

a child's behavior irOa free-play situation. Naturally, we were concerned

about the effectivenesS of our training program in terms" of the extent to which

it developed appropriate skills Snd enabled observers to ate behavir in a

reliable, consistent fashion. 'A major question which confronted us was, there-

fore, h to assess rater reliability. The most commonly used statistic for

this purpose is the Pearson roduct moment correlation-which has. been employed

with both ordinal and continuous data. Howeve as Robinson (1957) fi

noted, the Pearsonian correlation is inadequate as a measure of agreement

because "it measures the d giee to. which the paired. values of the two variables

.

are proportional (when expressed-as deviations from their means) rather than

identical" (Robinson, 1957 1.9)'. Cicchetti (1972) has extended this argument

and comments that

the Pearsonian,produo moment correlation measures the degree of.

similarity in ordering of rankings between two independent judges

and as such flees. not focut,specifically upon agreement. ,What is

not taken into account is the discrepancy between raters on Judi,

vidual pairs of measurements. As a consequence, 'slight shifts

in ordering of ranks in one observer relative to another can result

in less agreement than between two other obserVers who may be much

Prepared by Robert Krueger, Ph.D. with the consultation of Dominic Cicchetti



farthe apart on individual rankings but -who; nevertheless, tend

to put ankings in the same order .(Cicchetti, ..367-368

As 'our rating scales were.ordinal, Cicchetti's critique was quite telling

and we recognized the necessity for a diffe ent statistic to assess interrat

agieement. A3lIne such Statistic is waighted k developed by ,Cohen (108)

and Suitable only for ordinal data. Its standard error, was corrected by Fleiss,

Cohen and Everitt (1969). While kap2a was originally developed for nominal

data, it,can be applied to ordinal data by u ng an ordered system of weights

given by Cicchetti (1976). .Consequently, we decided to _ploy kappa to evaluate

interrater reliability.

Proced e: Two training sequences were conducted prior to each of two field

observation periods Each training sequence,involved 4-6 meetings with 4observe

trainees. Each trainee was given a manual describing the variables to be rated

and instructions regarding how to categorize live hehaVior in terms of the rating

scale. .-Fourteen variables reflecting different diMensions of the firee7play

behavior of preschool children were rated: imaginativeness, concentrati

positive affect, aggression, interaction with peers, interaction with adults,

cooperation with peeks, cooperation with adults, fearfulness,angeri sadness,

fatigue, liveliness (a4ivity), and elatedness All va tables except for

those pertaining to interaction and cooperation were rated on a five point

scale ranging from "not at all", through "slightly", "moderately" and "very

to "extremely." The interaction and cooperation variables were rated from

one to five only if relevant behavior was displayed. If no interactive or,

cooperative hehavior took place for whatever reason a "not licable" category



was added the scoring 'of' these four variables.

j'rior to training sessions raters were 'given a set of ample protocols

describing the behavio- ofdifferent children. Raters were apked to attempt ,

to rate each protocol in terms of the fourteen variables. At the initial_

training sessions, protocol ratings Ire discussed and any problems in apply-

ing they rating syste

in rating practices became evident and were addressed by he'training staff.

Eadh traininggrvUp was also shown films of children playing in settings quite

, . 3

similar to those in whith'they would be observing. As part of the training

ere consid- ed. As questions were raised, variations

procedure, trainees were,asked beforehand to consrruct protocols for selected.

_children' in the films and to rate their behavio These ratingg were then

,discussed with,. a_ view to any problems arising in the placing of observed

behavior atgiven points on the scale. Prior to the last session. in each train-
_ )4.

ing equence, raters were given a new set of behavioral protocois and asked to

rate these. Interrater-rellabilitie were computed on the basis of these

ratings.

hods of stet cal anal s inter ater reliability. was assessed 'for each

the 'training:sequences using the weighted kappa statistic (Cohen, 1968) with

tandard error develOped by Freisa, Cohen, and Everitt (1969),-and a weight-
./

ystem deVeloped by Cicchetti (1976). In computing Lc22:2a statistics, a

Fo_ n-computer program develOped,by Cicchetti, Aivano and Vitale (1976) was

ployed. ypes of weighting-procedures were used. Air variables.except

for thosi involving interaction an&cooperation were treated as continuous-

(

ordinal variables and the appropriate weights _e employed. In a continuous-



ordinal scale the number of weights -is determined by kappa., the number of

ordinal_ points on the'scale. The actual weights for any size K ordinal scale'

follow the formula given by Cicchetti(1972):.

C-0

(Linear weights K-K
K-1

Thus, our 5-point scale, four weights -.quid be possible depending upon the

amount of di agreement between a given p of raters on .a given, variable:

Insert Table 1-about here

'Since the interaction and cooperation variables differed from other variables

in that they were only rated when certain behavior, was present and not ra ;ed (or

considered "not applicable ") when.it was absent, we felt as different way

a essing-reliability'ahould be employed. Folio ing.Cicchetti s (1976) discussion

dichotomous-ordinal scales, we decided to treat the interaction and cooperation

variables as if they comprised auch a scale since we felt that a disagreement

regarding the presence or absence of interactive or cooperative behavior was

AsL far more serious problem than a disagreement concerning the degree to which such

behavior is displayed when each member of .a pair of raters agrees that it is

present. We had originally considered coding the "not applicable" category as

blank for the purposes of computer analysis but two subsequent considerations

mitigated against this procedure: (1) If the interactive or cooperative variables

were coded as "not applicable", it became evident in the training sessions that

this was because raters did not observe any behavior relevant to those variables

(i.e., no such behavior occurred). However, coding this situation as blank implies

1



that data were missing rather than that the child did not engage in a.given

type Of behavior. Since such coding was misleading, we opted for a

dichotomous ordinal weighting system; and .(2) empirically, the "not: applicable"

category -was qUite commonly used. Treating the Cooperatien and Interac,tion

variables as if they were scored on a continuo0s ordinal scale led to-donsiderabf

ocs of information when "not applicable" as coded as blank and interrater

reliability could not be assessed for these variables owing to so much missing

data.

.

. In a dichotomous ordin scale, distances between category ratings are not,

equivalent a a continuous ordinal scale owing to a category of "absence" and

more categories of "presence". Consequently, one would wish to assign

higher weights of agreement to .pairs of..ratings in which each member of the pair

aeaumes-"presence" of a given.behavior than to pairs in.which there is disagtee-

ment regarding presence or absence of the behavior in question. Accordingly,

Cicchetti-t1976) has developed a method, of assigning dichotomous ordinal, weights

such that W (11 ber Of: weights ) = 2 (K71.). Thus the number of linear weights in

a dichotomous ordinal scale is calculated to be

W-1 W-2 W-W

W-1 ' W-1 W-1

ordinal scale.

yields considerably more weightings than or a continuous

Insert Table 2 about here

Having computed appropriate weight's, weighted kappa is defined as "a chance-

cor ected'index of-rater agreement, when data are measured-on an ordinal scale.".

(Cicchett_and Aivano, 1976, 7). The fo ula.(dev_ oped by Cohen, 1966 ) is:

I')



Weighted Kappa PO-PC
1-PC

Where PQ .0-the observed proportion of interrater agreement and

tion of interra r agreement expected on the basis of chance alone. Cicchetti and

Alvan° (1976, p. 7) note that in interpreting weighted` kappa, a value of

indicate perfect - chance corrected agreement while a value of 0 indicates that

.rater agreement is exactly at chance levels. Negative values suggest-that chance,

agreement exceeds-observed agreement.

The statistical significance for-weighted kappa is computed by dividing it

by'its standard error. This yield a Z-score which i 'normally diatributed.

Con ±values exceeding - 1 96 indicate char e- corrected rater agreetent

the .05 level, those exceeding'- 2.57 at the'.01 leVel, and so on Cicchetti

and,Aivano, 1976, pp.'7-8).

Results and discuasion:

In the firs training sequence, 21 raters, participated and

interrater reliabilities were ,computed on the basis of variable scores for seven-
P

protocols. Each of the 21 raters scored the 7 protocols, and each rater, therefore,

had to be compared to the other 20 to obtain reliability data. Results ware

computed using the weighted kappa program, devised by Cicchetti, Aivano and Vitale

(1975). As this program's designed for a maximum of 15 raters, the training

group was divided into three subgroups such that each observer could be compared

to each other observer; i.e., raters 1-14 were compared as one group, raters 1-7

and 15-21. were compared as one group and raters 8-21 were compared as one group.

This procedure entailed a certain amount of redundancy but assured that each rater

pair would be examined. Results for each variable are presented in Tables 3-14

As Tables-3-5 suggest, the first four variables were scored with ccinsiderable



reliability by this group. The Imagination and Aggression variables seen i to be

est to score consistently, while Affect and Concentration are not quite as

reliable.

Tables 6-8 indicate, again, differential reliability (and, by implication,

ease' of. scoring) of the second four variables. Interaction and Cooperation with

Peers seemed to be rather difficult to score reliably, whereas Interaction with

Adults Presented little trouble and Cooperatic;n with Adults was intermediate in

difficulty. "One possible explanation for these findings is that'protocols were

constructed on the basis of, observations of children in a free-play,situation

and it may not haye been entirely clear to raters as to.when a child was, interacting

or cooperating with his peers and,whennat Involvement with an adult seems to

have been much more obvious, although, again, whether or not this was a cooperative

encounter seems to have been less easily discerned. As a consequence of these

results, the sear ng'system and'training procedure for the f011owing training

sequence were revised in an effort to-clarify what these Variables were intended

to measure and how they should be scored.

Tables 9-11 present the results for the last six variables which are designed

to assess different mood states, displayed during free play. The Fearful .variable`

displays an interesting bimodal split in rater reliability in that it seems that

raters ther agree quite closely or disagree quite a bit withOut much agreement

between
,

these extremes; At present, there seems to _be no good o

this pheno enbn. The fatigued- variable was clearly the most easily and, reliably

assessed mood. Anger was-intermediate in degree of reliability, while Sadness,

Liveliness and Elatedness. were wore difficult to assess and permitted less reliable

rating. As a result of these findings, we revised our training procedure for

1



rating moods, including.more elOprai

should not be rated4 This

-second training Sequence-

instructions regarding what should _and

sed training program was implemented in our

Training Sgapence 2: As mentianed in the foregoing', observer-trainees in the

first training sequencez evinced some 'difficulty in Agreeing upon how the inter-

action, cooperation-and some of the mood variables should be xated. Consequently,

we revised and expanded opt def n

exactly what behaviors constituted th

the respective rating scales. These 'definitions were used in the second

f these variables and specified more

anchoring and intermediate points on

training sequence (in preparation for our second field studY).

In the second training group, sixteen raters originally participated and

attended five training sessions. As-previously, raters were-given,- several pract ce

protocols, at the beginnning df the training sequence and were asked to rate

these.for the foUrteen variables using our. revisea definitions of interaction,

cooperation, and moods. These protocol's were diseussed during the training

sessions' and queStions or problems in'rating were explored. As eomc-of the

raters in this group had participated in the first training sequence and field'

study, there appeared to-be ferer difficulties the group''s deVeloping

adequate rating procedures. Towards the end of the training iequenceHpbservera

were asked to score four protocols which were used Bess degree inter-

rater reliability via the weighted kappa statistic. In addition to these

protocols, observers were also shown two short films.of young chil-2-r-en playing,

in a setting similar to the ones in which they would actually- be observing.

Observers wererequested to rate the behavior of o specific children peen I-
=

the films (one in each Ell and these ratings were also used to compute agreement

statistics. Thus,each observer should have rated six "subject's" (i.e., foUr



protocols and two firms). However, one observer Aid not complete her ratings

for the protocols and had to be omitted from the reliability study. Further,

one observer rated the films only and one _rated the protocols only (and, in fact,

did little observing). Consequently, the ratings of these latter two observers

were also exclud.ed'from computations of weighted kappa.

Tables 12-14 present interrater reliability results for the second training

sequence, grouped by degrees of significance of weighted kappa computed on the

basis of.atings made by fourteen observer-trainees who attended the training

ti

sessions.

Table 12 indicates that observers were able to agree quite well:as to how

Imaginativeness, Aggressions and Positive Affect should be assessed. Concentra-

tion was a bit more difficult to rate from the instructions given, although

63% of computed kappas were significant to at least the .10 level for this variable.

Table 13 suggests that Interaction and Cooperation continued to be difficult

to evaluate, despite revised definitions and training procedu

Raters seemed to a*ee

r these variables.

upon how Interaction with Peers should be scored with

73% of these ratings reaching significance. However, Interaction with Adults and

Cooperation with Peers and Adults all appeared to give trainees difficulty. These

results indicate

cooperation are for tutuie tialolu6 and Bald work.

Table 14 suggests d L ii,,provcluenL in inter Later tenability lo the

assessment of mooda, ihis plc.sainaLly reflects i1nproveiuents in our training

erent definitions of what constitutes in teraction and

procedure cnd refl-neroGnis iii vditat,ic Degrees tilt-less and

Anger were both agreed up,n Ly obserVs to a aignificant level in borne 74% of

comparisons. The extent to whIh a child displayed Sadness. Liveliness, or

Elatedness, as evidenced in proto,010 or on film was agreed upon to an even



10.

greater degree, yielding sign _icant comparisons in 78% 91% and 100% of cases;

respectively.

Interestingly, the extent to which raters agreed upon how much fatigue a

child displayed worsened somewhat in this training sequence. The fatigue

variable yields a bi-modal distribution of weighted kappas, with almost 80%

the comparisonSAbeing significant at the .05 level or better and 22% being

non-significant. It's unclear why fatigue should have-proved more difficult to

rate this time around.

Conclusions: The training program we have develOped to instruct naive observers

how to rate the behavior of preschool children appears quite effective with

respect to'some variables but not others. Most noticeably, observers seem to

learn rapidly how to rate with considerable consistency the degree t which a

young child displays imaginativeness, pleasure, aggression and a variety of

mood and activity states in its play. However, the degree of concentration a

child show as well as how much the child interacts or cooperates with i

peers or adults, 1 seem problematic for raters to learn to assess reliably

utilizing our current training scheme. Consequently,

some further thought be given t

seems advisable that

evising our current definitions of then

variables as well as 'JUL me hod of teaching observers how they should be rated.



Field Study October 1977:

In October 1977, data on the actual behavior of young children was

collected by assigning the observers trained duting sequence 1 at random

into pairs. The members of pairs were alternated throughout the observa-

tion period which lasted three weeks. During this time, observer pairs

were sent into the field to collect data on 126 children who comprised the

subjects for our study on the effects of television on children's play

,behavior. Each child was observed twice during free play in a nursery school

setting. Each observation period lasted ten minutes and the observations

on each child were spaced at a rand6m interval ranging from one day to two

weeks. During each observation, each of the pair of observers independently

recorded the child's behavior Over the_ten-minute segment, creating a p-ocol .

similar to those used during the training sequence. At the end of the observation

period, each observer then independently rated the child on each of the fourteen

behavior and mood variables. Thus, for each child, four ratings of each of

fourteen variables were generated. Observers were given strict instructions not

to discuss their ratings with one another in order to assure lack of interrater

bias in ratings and guard against spuriously high levels of interrater agreement.

Interrater agreement was calculated utilizing the weighted kappa statistic.

As each child was ubser

divided into two sets:

randomly assigned to r

by _ Lh or two observers each time, ratings were

racing 1 and 2 rating 2. Since observers were

each observation dud as these pairs were

also varied at random over the entire three-week data collection period, kappa

was computed for each variable by randomly considering one rater as rater 1 and the

other as rater 2. Consegi t ly, was computed for each of the two obse--

tions as if there were only two raters observing all the children on each occasion.

One would therefore expect relatively low levels of agreement since observers



worked completely independently and, moreover, were notcenbistently paired

together. However, as Tables 15 and 16 demonstrate, the training-program

seems to have enabled observers, even with random pairing to agree with ,one

another to an extraordinary degree. All kappa statistics were highly significant

for all variables, even those which seemed problematic during the training sequences.

The marked increase in interrater agreement during live observations, as measured

by greatly reduced p of kappa levels, seems to be best explained by the fact, that

rating behavior and mood from written protocols and even films is considerably more

difficult to perform reliably ,than rating-actual behavior. Further, the training

program, as currently constituted, does seem capable. of providing adequate

observational and rating skills elarivelY naive observers and enabling them to

rate the behavior and mood of young children in a liye setting with considerable

reliability.

Conclusions: The tracing program we have developed to instruct naive observers

how to rate the behavior of preschool children appears quite effective in enabling

rater to achieve relatively high levels of inter-observer agreement in evaluating

appeared mor difficult to rate reliablylive behavior. While some variab

during our training sessions

peers and adults), raLi-

Luncentration, interaction and cooperation with

d to be able to agrey quite well on these wheri

actually observing a at play. It might be argued that variables which were

less reliably agreed upou training sC siuns should be scrutlAzed further and,-

perhaps, more carefully d_ tine d. However, at present our program clearly accomplishes

its objectives.



Table

Linear weights a 5 point nuous ordinal rating scale

Weight

Complete 1-Scale ca e 3 Scale 4 Scale
Agreement point apart Al apart points apart :points apart

1 .75 0

TABLE 2

.25 0

near a reement hts for a 6- iehotomous-ordinal rating scale

Value of
Weight

Complete 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 Scale 5 Scale
,ItEreemeat Point apart points122I

121.111111EIL 221,212221E mints apart
Absence-Presence

Confusion

No Yes No Yes

10 1 .89 .78 .67 .56

No Yes

.44

No Yes

.33 .22 .11

Yes
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-Table 3

Raters 1 -14 compared on lst four variables 'grouped by P of Kappa values

VariOle P .4.01 .eLP .05

Imagination 12 34 18 27
Affect 19 25 6 41
Concentration 10 29 9 43
Aggression 84- ,

1 6 0

Table 4

Raters 1-7 and 15-21 compared on 1st four variables, grouped by P of kappa values

Variable

ImagiRation 13 48 22 8
Affect 25 26 7 33
Concentration 21 27 13 30

91 0-_ggressien--

Table

Raters 8-21 compared on 1st four variables, grouped by P of kappa values

Variable

Imagination 46 28 5 12
Affect 50 23 7 11
Concentration 17 24 21 29
Aggression 82 5 4 0

Raters 1-14 compaLed ou Lu

Variable

Table 6

vdc 1at 1as, grouped by P of kappa values

Interact-Peers 6 12 20 53
Interact-Adults 60 10 7 1

Cooperation-Peers 31 4 7 49
Cooperation-Adults 17 20 ' 10 44



Ra ers
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Table 7
.

and 15 -21 compared on 2nd four variables, grouped b P of kappa values

Variable P e-.01 .01 4:P-L.05 5 P .10

Interact-Peers 3 12 17 59

Interact-Adults 52 18 20 1

Cdoperation -Peers 27 16 8 40

Cooperation-Adults 29 33 7 22

Table 8

Raters 8-21 compared on 2nd four variables, grouped by P of kappa val-es

Variable

Interact-Peers 4

Interact-Adults 52

- Cooperation-Peers 8

C
, ,

ooperation-Adults 14

11 16 60

13 15 1

3 7 73

29 8 40

Table 9_

,Raters 1-14

Variable

compared on last six Variabies grouped by P of kappa

Fearful 55 0 0 36

Angry 15 39 11 26

Sad 16 5 27 43

Fatigued 76 0 12 3

Lively 13 20 10 48

Elated 3 25 22 41

Table 10

Raters 1-7

Variable

and euu,pdLed variables, grouped by _ PPa

Feartul'-1N 60 U 24

11 13 13 44

Sad 32 3 29 27

Fatigued 83 0 0 8

Lif ely 15 17 11 48

Elated 10 26 17 38



Table 11

Raters 8-21 compared on last six variables, grouped by P of kappa

Variable p 4..01 .01 P 4.05 5 P 0

Fearful 53 0 1
Angry 3 21 17
Sad 15 10 16
Fatigued 72 0 8
Lively 20 31
Elated 10 28 21

Table 12

Interrater reliability, training sequence 2,
degree of significance of weighted kappa

1st four variables,

Variable

Imagination 7 50 21
Affect 45 33 3

Concentration 3 39 -. 15
Aggression 39 39 1

Table 13

Interrat reliability, training sequence 2,
significance of weighted kappa

2nd four variables,

Variable

15 30 21interaction Peers
Interaction/Adults 9 17 12

Cooperation/Peers 14 25 14
Cooperation Adults 11 27 12

Interrater
significance

Variab

reliability,

of weighted

Table 14

last six variables,sequ
kappa

Fear 55 li 0

Anger 1 63 4

Sadness 10 45 23-
Fatigue 63 8 0

Liveliness 47 21 15

Elation 81 10 0

P

37

50

50

11
24

32

14.

grouped by

13

0

34

2

grouped by

125
V 53

138
41

grouped by

23

23

13

20

8

0



Table 15

(First and second xaters compared for first behavioral rating,
Oct. -, 1977, field study)

Imagination .524 .00001

Affect A97 .00001

Concentration .407 .00001

Aggression .722 .00001

Interaction/Peers .610 .00001

Interaction/Adults .690 .00001

Cooperation/Peers .516 .00001

Cooperation/Adults .464 .00001
Fear .210 .004
Anger .346 .00001
Sadness .303 .00002
Fatigue .444 .00001
Liveliness .553 .00001
Elatedness .483 .00001



Table 16

(First and second raters compared
Oct. 1977, field study)

Variable Kappa

for second behavioral rat

-f_KaP24,

Imagination .438 .00001

Affect .432 .00001
Concentration .482 .00001 .

Aggression .652 .00001
Interactipn /Peers .525 .00001
Interaction/Adults .643 .00001
Cooperation/Peers .419 .00001
Cooperation/Adults .383 .00001
Fear .337 .00001
Anger .517 .00001
Sadness .262 .00025
Fatigue , .455 .00001
Liveliness .487 .00001
Elated .467 = .00001

g,
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cal Summa of Pro act Activities - Se --ember 1977 -June 1978

September - 1977

1. Parent Booster Session for training of all three groups.
Discussion 'about reaction to training materials.

2. Observer Training Sessions for new observers. There were

three training sessions using practice protocols and films.
Training procedures are in appendix.

October - October 16 #1977 Observation Period

1. Trained observers to observe children in 49 nurserhools
and kindeigartehs for two 10-minute periods.

October October 9, 1977 - Children's TV Viewing Logging Period III

October 1O - October 16, 1977 - Children's TV Viewing Logging Period III,

Logs again kept by parents for 2 weeks. Parents recording
children's TV programs for 2-week period.

o ing of television logs, coding data begins. Language

scaring of play observations continues.

November December 1977 - Parents were sent supplementary materials
appropriate for each training group.

-December 1977 - January 1978 - Observer training sessions.
Observers were again trained using practice
protocols and films.

jAnua.LypLi_918fttll,21yj2i1211 Observation Period IV

1. Trained observers again observed children in nursery schools
and kindergartens for two 10-minute periods.

January 3O February , 1918 - Children's TV Viewing Logging Period_ IV

February 6 - February 12, 1978 - Children's TV Viewing Logging Period IV

1. Logs again kept by parents for 2 weeks. Parents recording
children's TV .programs for 2-week period. Coding of logs continues.

- Completed entering of all data for computer.
Key cards punched.

1. Statistical procedures carried out. Data analyzed for all 4 probes

of the study.

2. Preparation of Parent Interview and Home Observation Schedule.
Training of the staff to conduct interviews in the home. A

training procedure was developed.

Recognition test was finalized and training procedure form f
administration wag, prepa elq_;



May, 1%78.

1. Intery ews carried out in 40 homes with extremes in iggressio
and TV viewing as participants. TV Character Recognition Test given.

Mailed sections of training manual to parents to make complete
copies.

3. Parents invited for session to receive results of year's study.

Junes 1978

1. -Analysis of amily interview data and recognition test data
comple d.

2. Progress Report. written and prepared for NSF Committee. Summary

report also prepared for dissemination.

3. The staff has been recruiting new subjects for the continua-ion

proposal. This entailed visits to numerous nursery schoo4 in
the area including meetings with participants, teachers and
parents.

4. Transfer of data from present system to SPSS.

Weekly - Staff meetings continued to be held to keep staff nformed of each

other's activities. Periodic statistical consultations were held

concerning ddta analyses.

`During the 18 months of the project there was continual correspondence
to nursery school directors and to parents keeping them informed about each

rage of the study.

Payments were sent to parents in March.



Call -the day of appointment.

Identify self when you come to home.

NSF-TV Study
11413r, 1978

Establish rapport nice to see you in person
appreciate yoUr allowing us to come hete
trying to find out more details about day - today life
and your life style

no obligation to answer a question
few minutes to interview child and play a "game"

Look around house (use clipboard for interview)
form,opipions about house

(1) 1. lowest
5 se spotless (plastic on furn ute)

= no .toys
many- toys visible

(5)

no books
abundance

no musical instruments, radio
. .

5 many

1 no weapons
many weapons

I_ Family Life Style

Ask, questions, record - who child shares room with.

Daily Routines - child and parents separate
Some families have special routines, etc. Let mother talk on and.

record as information comes forth.

Child put to bed - ask in .a general way-- "families have different
patterns - no correct way"

Be sure not to be judgmental. Try not to make. parent defensive.

3. Weekend Routines - get full description of what happens on weekend--
each parent.
Who controls TV - try and get information - this is ingeneral s not

just weekdays.

General Family-Life - we want to get some information about some things you do as
a family. Preface each item with a sentence.



Family Stress - i. Families, may experience some stressful situations. Have
* there been any recent mayor illnesses or any deaths?

2 ' SoMetimea there are arguments. there ever any
between your children? Can you tellme.about them?
Each family has their own form of discipline. Can you

give me some ekamplea - recent incidents - last time
you had to discipline.

We've covered quite a bit today. Is there anything more you would like
discuss or tell Me.

Conclusion

Please than). parent. Give her the. check,gt the signed receipt. Then
test the child. -.Mother may watch or help : if needed.



anent rote
and

Pone Cb chedu

STTV Study
Itay 1978

Private hone- Apartment Child's Code- O:

-cation of child during interview Uste of intervie

Location of interview in 'home Parent (M,F)

No. of TV sets # Iota io Intery

Rome observation

Home rating

I 2

Toys & Gapes

1 2

Books Ma azines

2 -3 4

Musical instruments & rater

1 .2

Rifle cabinet or o. he_r-- .indict

weapons or hunting

2 3 4

Faolly_tifeStylt

1. fembers of family living in house clu_di-ng grandparents, relatives, boarders)

Number of room

Child have own room?



2. Daily Routines

a. Wakeup t me - weekday,

lb. Wakeup time weekend

e. Motheek-wakeup time-

d. Father's wakeup time, weekday

veOkend

weekend

Do children vat eh TV regularly in early ekday AM

patterns
Family eats together

ChiLdten

weekend-

weekday). me 1 2 meals All meals

weekend) 1 meal 2 meals All meals

-ply watch TV while ea brig

2 4 -5
alwaya

1V121112.1121.
Who dresses child

self
2

borne tell)

etby M, F, Sibling, Other

h. Wha takes child to school?

1.4 Who kings childllome

No. of hours child Is in school

k. After school-activities-typical day

3
totally helped

Supper .-time

Bedtitne - --

Descrihe how child, Is put to bed,

put to bed. g therea
questions but look for reading, s

Child's sleeping-pattern:- (often-at

lar routine vs.
ual? (Do no_

telling)

least l /no or 1 everY

Sleep througb .night? neYer, m tines often

Nightmares?

kours of night sleep

never sometimes often

Dsytime.NAp? Yes

Bedwetting? never aolnetime s n

Sleep walking never sonetimes ten

Insomn. a- never_

erl

sometimes

egular, how
sk leading

weeks)



Child comeinto parent bed? Oever sometimes often

Does the child have visiting friends? never some tines often.
(In the daytime),

f
the child visit other childr

_(in the daytime)

Ath

Father's role h chile

Joint -wat chirlg on weekend

-Alai) 1 2

never regularly

1 2 3 4 5

sever regularly

Family- viewing style rn genet al

(Get narrative account -who controls TV? Are there fights
over TV? How are these resolved?)

ziever sometimes often

tart (parents with child
never ocoasio ally

1. Visiting relatives together
q

1 2

,2, Shopping 1 2

3. Park, picnics, zoo, outings 1 1

4. Museums, galleries, concerts 2

3. Movies 1 2

amples of reeelmt mo des see_ with. child,

1.

2.

I c'

sometimes often regnla
3 _4

3 4

_ 3 4

3 4

3 4

:5



1.

never-- occasionally sometimes often regularly
2,

spectator oror, participant ?)

Family TV viewing with child

SiMples of regularly seen .shows

2.

4.
Specials past 6 months

1.

2'

3.

Lye a examples of your avo e TV shows and movies

2.

2.

3.

Give pies of 'our husbnd's -favorite TV shows and, movies

2.

3.

Hobbies yr interesis of mother:

4 5

crests of

IV. 'ally-t!
- .

lnesses or,be

Children
Parents

dparen o`r rela



Arguments,

Between children 1
never, 4.,

cal vs. verbal 1 2

mostly angry
9omments

Any parental.arguMents witnessed by children?

.Parents ever disagree about child - rearing?

Discipline'and,Punishment.

1. Examples of discipline

Father:

Mother:

e of discipline

ReStriction

Piychological

Scolding

rlYsicel

Reward pattern

4. Is child uncle_active_

4

4

ry frequent

ly blows and
bitting'

normally active
3 .

ild's problems:

0, Physical aches & pains ,

b) Poor habits, e.g. toilet,
messiness, carelessness

) Fighting, noisy, stubborn-
ness,-epotsessiveness

d) Worries, fears, doubts,

Shyness, seclusive,
solitary, passive

eractive
5

5



141 strengths tin addition to absence of above)

Open-ended expres
ImportanCe of sch,

self7sufficienc.

OdlInmored, laughing
smiling

oyment of physical
adventures, running,
jumping sports

Special talents, e.g.
music (singing) drawingo
reeiting,.pre-reading,
construction, story -
telling

Sociability - leadership 1 . 2

cooperation

n-parent 1 s interest
work, affection,

4

view of life-style, role of TV,
Pipline, religious values or ethics,



Television Character R

Rules of administra preschool :children

1. This individual test should be given in a quiet place away from others
who may interfere car be taking the test at a later time.

2.- The=exaMiner=ahould-be pleasant and encouraging

To motivate thesobjeP.t to do his best, praise should be given
generously. Such ComMenta.as the following have been found effective;
"Good! You aredoinRwell," etc. However, praise can be,overdopp
Many y indiViduala know wheathey are beyond their depth and.,are not
deceived by uheatoed. praise. The sensitive examiner will soon learn
the optimal amount Of encouragement tom elicit maximum performance.

4. Do not indicate whether or not: a response is correct.:
If an incorrect Tespcmse is made, encourageMent Should
be given. If a subject says, "Did that.one right ?"

say "Thati_vida a- Vo_tiaqsweei.

It .is not,permissible to show the subject the-printed stimulu names.

Stimulus names may be pronounced aloud more than once:by the examiner.
Do not intraduce.any stimulus words not-an the score sheet. ,-then a
.character's name is gl.ven, do not mention the name of the program,it:is
from.

The subject may take .1.0Y-reasonable amount of time perjtem to make, his
selection. HoweVery after approximately one minute, he should be encouraged,

.

.,to make a choice. Say:. "Try one. Point to one-of them". Always secure
resPonsee 1/3'i-10-record " "no 'resOonse"- or "don't knoW". There is no

penalty. for guessing on tHis,test.

Some of the subjects, especially young ones, may point to .onF corner on
plate after. plate. It is therefore necessary to repeat' ieqUently, "Be
su e to lOok,carefullv at all four; ictures." If the ii/t-hildeontinues to
do this the examiner should point to picture No. 1 gdyi:ng,"Look at this one
then picture No. 2, spying "and this one "; then to picture No. 3 saying
"and this one"; then to picture No._ 4 saying "and this one "

9, When a subject spo usly-changes his choice, record the final response.

10. For subjects ho use the pointing response, precede each stimulus word
when starting the teat with one of the following: " "Put your finger

"Cr yca-u find ?" ."Shew me,
"Where is

When a name is given in quotation marks it indicates the name of a television
program. Precede the name with "Can ou find someone from the television .

prosyam called ?" "Point to 'someone
celled

12. Two,passes are to be node through the test book. After completing-the book.
Once turn to plate 1 mod continue asking .the names on page 2 of the score
sheet.

J



Introduce the test by sayinr:
fox ion pica .re with you"
n= to the example and say --

"See'all the icture on this re."

Indicate this by pointing to each in turn.
"I will say the name of somebody on this page and then I want
ou .to fur Your finger on the- i.cture the e s or televis

show have said. Let us try one. Put your ineer on
When a-subject mak0i the desired response, turn to the next page
and say:
"Fine! Now_lam oin = to show YoU some other icture Each time

name- VOu_find the Picture of that verso_n. When You are
not sure you know the person I want you to look carefully at all
of the ictures a.vway and choose the one you think is ht.'
Point to

With very young' i,ldren; additional trial series 'Maylle neceSsa
to establish the desired pointing behavior In Such Gases, a4 other
names on the example pag'e.

e With very immature subjects; the examiner will need to establish
the pointing response by saying."Tml= finger on and at
the same time placint-the child's finger-on the correct picture. ;After
a feW trials the tester, may take the lead. by pointing and thenenoppraging
the subject toxic, likewise, The length-Of.tite required to establish
the desitedljeinting-1;ehavior will vary -; rop child to child. Ilae

example plate May be repeated. However, if the desired respons'e has not-.
been es_ tished after a number of trials, the test should be discontinued.



PASS ONE

Plate

No.

TELEVISION CHARACTER RECOCNITION TEST

1, Yea4alta

21 Hardy 4600 43)

3, John

4..

5. W0041*01***Iiiiiiiiiiii**9111(1)

0. , Police Woman.e...........',6(2)1

:A

. .
. .

TOTI:119.100011001'109.111,149,0"(. .

,. .

. 8. AqUaltaa
.

..... i 11;9 i 9 i 411010"(2)

9. Hermae0... ....,...4.....(1

O. "Itigier

':048-1V0

Plate.

Name
_ .

1. rir. ...(2)
.

24 g g ggg (1)

3, "Gong Sh0011m10.1111919141-1009419911,(4)

41 DaVld HartiMi111110111,11111111191A2)

5* Big Bird............ ggg .........(3),

0. Mr,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
. ,

Llatman.4.iii0441#100giffi4 fli4fS0+4 *le(1)

9. "Animals, Animale,

1 Val I Ipso 901110011_ 1 9111 1 11111,101(2)

11i Kotter. i =' 11, 1.30 04#0***1@ife4486eilioili(4)

12. :.1"Emergene'y'%.. ,.,.. 666(2) 12. Parney,.,....

11. Seoohy Doo.............0...(4) . . 13. Jabberjav..d..... i ,.. i 9111011
,..........

Alice (2)14. Alice and Raymond.....,,....,.k4)
1

14. Donny and
i .. .

.

15. "Tom and Jerry" : ..,'.'.,
:

:15; 'Vilna'. I:1 i 6 991111'941199111P11.11011r1,91(2)

111111 (2)

ci
.. . 4

18.. Sandy..... .............,....(4) 1.6, Alice.,........... ......,,.....(1)
, .

17.-. Bill.. ,.... till, i 1116/94 99119 99191(2) 17. The Fonz,.....? ,- (3)

.,, i)

40c# :re1416cliNlifitios@146%116(4) 18,10 0 ......

19. The Partridge Fatily.....0(1) ''' 19. The Stevens' Family... .............(4)

20, wonder Woman.... . ..-....:,...0.0(1) i - 20. Nancy Drew.. ii J...." gg . ggg ...(3)
.:

.............

21. Oscar.., ill if4 1.14r!,6,

,

40. 1,41..*440,(2) 21. Mister Rogets.... ... gg ,... gg . gg
...

.-,,... .iJl -----.

, 22, "Little House on thelrairie7,(4) 2.2, Barley. ofe'is...111*111100 g 1001;c/1114,1(1),

,J

23.

* 19.91,10i1911110. vv. 1 11
24. AlfOlfa.,....... . ............. , 74 Porky ..

25. Joh n Chanc ellor... .J..0(3) H , 25, Chuck Scarberough. g ,. . ... . .....,....(4)-','
..,..

_

20 !t a'roSmlenle a", ,

26:

1 .

,

,

, !
. 4



ce Peck School
field Road
en, Conn.

Beecher :School
100 Jewell Street
Ow Haven,. .Conn.

Beecher School, Nor

/47 Beecher Road .
Woodbridge, Conn.

thesda Nursery School
n5 St. Ronan
New Haven,. Conn..*?
.Ankle Bee Nursery School

A86 Clintonville Rd'
North Haven, Conn.

11 Day Care_Center
ghla Street

HaVin Conn.'

hurch treet School
95,Chgrh Street
HaMden, Conn.

ommunity Nursery School_
eChemiaHead Rd.
ilford, Conn-.

C0x,Elpmentary-School
Three Mile Course
Guilford, Conn. 06437

Davis Street School
33 Davis Street ,

New Haven, Conn,

Divinity School Nursery
350 Canner Street
ew HaVen, Conn.

ell Day, Care Center
ixwell Ave.

New Haven, Conn.

Dunbar Hill School,
315 Lane
Hamden, Conn.

Principal .-

Telephone:

ncipal:
Telephone:

Josephine Bosch
288 -7967

Dr.- Yale Chessil
562-0151

Prindipelv ohn Mul
Telephone: 38972.195

Direct
Teleph6

ain

s...111en Seheigelter
65 -4959

DirectOr: me, G1a re P.= Vdol
Telephone: 239-3519,

Directort
Telephone

iaCipa,
Telephonp,

TiiiPhonez

Dire
Te tpho

Carla HorW.
436.4)722.

/Dr. Stephen. E. Rubin
9 ,9 /.7ke

AriOY Pellicle

248 5890:

Vieth Cronan
453$5500.

Priptipal: Robert Plei$1.1

Telephone, 453291--

Principal
Telephocle:

an Mo
562- l5

Director Bonnie Sher an
Telephone: 562-4227

Head Te Geraldine Cooper
Telephone: .787-1002

Principal: George Espos
Telephone:, 288-7955:

21



East Rock School
133 Nash St,.

New Haven, Cann.

Edgewood Schobl
797 Edgewood
New.Haven, Conn.

)Ezra Acade y
Rimmon Road
Woodbridge, onn.

Foote School
50 Loomis Place,
New:Haven, Conn.

Gesell Nursery School
314 Prospect Street
New Haven

Greater Hartford,CommnnY
lab School

1- Woodland
Hartford Conn.

Gan Heyeled Nursery School
Rimmon Road
Woodbridge, Conn

Hamden Community Child
Center

2901 Dixwell Aven e
Hamden, Conn.

re

Principal: Mar
Telephone: 562

Princ pal: Gera
'telephone: 562-v

Princlpal: RaW
Telephone: -389-5$00

Principal :.

Telephone:

Director:
telephone:

and ex
777-3404

Barbara
777-10

rcus

Direct Or (Acting),; Batty Heiman..
TelePhone:: '549-42.0 t. 286'

Co-Directors:
Telephone :r: 389-

.-4)1rector:

Telephone:.. 248-

ro & .soya, Marks

Minden Hall Country Day, hQol ,Headmaster.: Richard J, Dolven
1108 WhOO Telephone: 865-6158

:taaeri;ton

.

15amden/New Haven CoOpe
,

Education Center-
1450' WIlitney Ave.

'Hamden- Conn'Hamden,

School
185 Eramo. Terrace
Hamden, Conn.,

Harris and Tucker-Day Care
1412 Newhall
' Hamden, COnn.

Helen Street School
285 Helen Street
Hamden, Conn.

ve o eCt C

Tele'Rhon

Principal: Ms,

Telephone,: 248-6

o- Directors: Patricia
Xargare

Telephone: -787 -5087

Principal: Mrs. Marie
-Telephone: 248-3637

Tiani

arris
Tucker

Od8i



High Man
325 Oran
Orange,.

Hooker
180 Canner,

New Haven,

PrinCiPal:- Robert M. Valuk,
Telephone:' 795 -9777

Kiddy Korn
4.2730 Main

;Rocky Hill,

'Principal: Ms. Ann _

...Telephone:. 562-0151-

Leila Day Nu
100 Cold S
New Haven,

Linden '1
605 lenham
Hamden, "Conan

Montessori
321 Ridge Road
Hamden, Conn,-

Mother
,Lust

Aidcdbrid

New Hall
590 Newha
New Haven,

Roger Sherman
/ 765 Elm Street

New Haven

Ridge Hi
/5.120 Carew

Hamden, COu

Ridge Road
Ridge Road
North Haven, onn.

Sacred Heart
208 Columbus Ave.
New Haven, Conn.

St. Thomas Day School
830 Whitney Ave..
New Haven, Conn,

Shepherd 01en School
Skiff St, Ext
Hamden, Coan.

Director: Mrs: Jennie Love'
Telephone: 563-0663

Director.: Judy Mertz
Telephone: .624-137

Director: EVelyn,DeReaa.--

TelePhone: 288-4580:

Co- Directors:. Mrs. Margaret Camp &
Josephine Bill

Telephone: 288-2116

Director:. Jan Parker
Telephone: 89-4373 .

Principal: Carmen yeglian
Telephone: 562-2482`

ineipal: JameSMills
.-Telephone: 562-0151 .

Telephone :

Richard Falleria,
288-6485,

Principal:
Telephone:

Principals
TelePhone:

Principal:
Telephone:

WilliaM Tedesehi
248-4650

Sister Maryann lesics
77'7-8137

Caroline Zins
776-2123

Principal :. Frank Pinto
Telephone: 288-1210



7

Spring Glen School
1908 Whitney Ave.
Hamden, Conn.

Sunshine and Lollipops
20 Augur Street
Hamden, Conn,

Turkey Hill School
441 Turkey Hill Road
Orange, Conn.

Principal: Ms. Evelyn Erwin
Telephone: 288-1684

Director: Elaine Gonsalves
Telephone: 562-5840

Principal: Ms.. Dorothy Berger
Telephone: 795-3505

Westville Community Nursery Director: Tobi Bartlett
School Telephone: 387-1479

34 Harrison Street
New Haven, Conn;

West Woods Sch o3 350 West To'dd

Hamden, Conn.

Whitney Nursery School
730 Whitney_ Avenue
New Raven, Conn.

Wintergreen School
Wintergreen Avedue
Hamden, Conn.

YWCA Day Care
36 48 Howe

New Haven, Cowl

Principal: Edward King
Telephone: 248-3221

Director: Flora DeCregorio
Telephone: 624-6922

Praincipal: Raympnd Avery
Telephone:- 288-6500

Director: Jean Sanderson
Telephone: 624-7535



Minutes - 9/26/77

Parent Group I - Imagination

-About 25 parents attended this session. Its purpose was to

4review the materials used by the parents in their imaginative tralning

exercises. A film was shown at the beginning of the mdeting called

"Setting the Stage for Learning" (NAT, Film Library). Dr. Jerome Singer

introduced the film, welcomed the parents, andthanked them for their

past and present cooperation in log-keeping and in responding to all our

_s. The film focused on play-the need for some teacher involvement

to get a game started via stories, photos, verbal suggestions, props,

and demonstrations. Dr. Singer pointed out various techniques used

during the film:

After the film, parents were asked for their reactions to the

film. Parents commented on their use of the materials the project had

supplied. The comments were highly favorable and indeed tWo parents

spoke about how their other ehildren,(not in the study) also had benefited.

There were no negative feelings expressed concerning the materials.

Four mothers made little "speeches" abgut the value of their training and

the use made of the play uggestions. Oho parent asked for help yin

dealing vith her child's sibling rivalry. Another couple asked for

help in handling a bright, imaginative kindergarten boy. Parents,

exchanged cowmen ---and left with renewed interest. Coffee was served.



Minutes September

3. Singer: Introdtactnry remarks. Thanks everyone f coming.

..?t Film shown. Cognition - dealing with language development.

Cognitive development

1977

flisgetian concept, volume, space, conservation, transformation of objects. Difficu
children have in grasping these ideas. Parents help by explaining to the children.

Co into the situation.. Help the child in movie
development. Language development.,. Next step.
Stressing for parents 4 help the Child in goin

Feedback from parents. Materials sent and how do they react.
Have the materatals.sent been laelpftl'.

aa

the next stage of cognitive
eading.

one stage to the next.

Parent: Younger child, be
between male and female?
Dr. JS: Differences betwednnni
pick up language better

i,
l,a

with right side of,brain.Bby
their brains used- for lan6aa
Girls social factors also -
touch and rambuncious.

ens

Difference
_;5 'aSs specialized than

language; vista
earyer years.

itie-d-:tobeaclUlete

Parent: TOo girls, one ye than the
JS: Constitutional di.

Parent: About material .aFPSO-Isi-i8Outs _

kids spend time thinking but ft. 'Most try
1. Materials too Lace No- 'increment 'eve

Plarenta: (2) Things we already 'knew about':
and think about things more.. Made more of a

more :clo y. Difference

y

irl5brairia. Girls will'

aas, can do Mor4 languaa
-s rigtaralidea More

ea
J

ntive, boys rough,

g; the Children. 'Bringing up
to P*4 kmuch'time as we tan
a%Jhaithet:yere,a1ready-d-ting.
HelpfUl, Made me focias in on some things
logical sequence.

JS: Expresses one of our concerns. Parents want to encourage but may not have
that degree of organization. We add a little bit extra.
Parent_ s: Made me more aware of things in my environment that could -se, but wane'
aware of. Found things in kitchen and used form suggestions in the materials.
Dra_JS: Talked to woman who wrote a book dealing with practical suggestions.
Ex: chld's room should be painted white, wash off things frob the walls. 'Things
like that would make a difference.
Parent: Attention span. Is it useful to try and help child increase attention span
or is that frustrating. Ex: try and sit still and li:. ten to the story.
Dr.JS: Good if doesn't deteriorate into a fight.
Dr. DS: Make It exciting and not an.aversive srioulas. Don't cry and finish story.
Make it into a cliff hanger. Stretch out next day another minute. Example: Listen
tomorrow. Have child:have an expectation. Where the parent still ontrols the time.
You atop before he starts to finish. Let him be in control but you subtly control it.
Parent: Pound child didn't sit. Let the child come-back to her. Didn't press.
her,come to me. Finding better results. Feel like not doing enough sometime.
Dr. JS: That's fine. Den't_press too much or will be more of a negative experi
Parents: Takes stories and makes up her own.

JS: Your iOstilletS are good. Sometimes afraid of failure. Sometimes will
privately. May feel they've lost your approval. They set ow-41. and they'll
when they're ready.
Parent: Curious_to know what you've found out about the TV p4
Dr..IS: Getting some information. No solid concleslops. Woul '-rather wait until June
for- our.findings. Share other experience from other groups. Peel responsibility to
you. Are impressed with honesty of parents filling out. ReS ts very close to Nell, en
ratings. Children are watching a great deal of W. Looks at TV and see how we can

in

practice
coMe.

Help with language development. I /



September 28, 1977

Parent: Put kids in fron-eof education TV shows very early. Now bored with it .

and then go to 5raody Punct. -E4vt1I't beenAputting TT on ,like I used to. Off.ended by

one IT show. Parent comes hbrIltustrated. yelltng and hitting the child and told
her to go to her room- .1Telt it would have affects on the child.

Pr. Good that youtrer'e there.
Parent: Child didn't want to taik about it.

Something you eeally can't control.
Question and Answer. hand dominance; Do let the child go with natural preference.
Parent: By yhat:.ege does a child establish dominance.
Pr. DS: Usuglly' by age 7 a of ot: children -will atilt switch. 5 - 7 not early.
Parent: rsn'tenek.hemisphere dominant.
Drs. 13 & TS:' oN6t neeessarilm.
Dr. DS: Some room for growth. -Child still switching and changing. Some will favor left

for one aetiyity and sight for other activi tie ._ Keep a much-more open view aboutoit.':
Some children establish dominance by 3 others by 7. Look at it more as a continuti8 ;

and not a set rule. Rules about bendpdhesS may create a problem.
Parent: Bombarded by Sesame Street teaching numbers. Violence illustrated on 117, Brady.

Bunch, 'artridge Family. Child will say other kids Watch shows feel like a dictat
Bout to handle and rules in the house.

Dr. JS: Problem with Sesame. Throwings at you to hold the child's attention. Almost

hyptiotrize child. Done by rapid ooveZents. Not cony ed best way -to do it: Children

do learn to watch the screen. May not learn. Ttater iala presented too rapidly. Fares ,_

can teach more about letters L,(3 numbers. If you are uncomfortable don't press the

child. Parents have to be the deciding factor of what the child watches initially.
Up to about-ago 8 - 9 parent determining force of what is watched. You decide on calms

is and kids will accept the fact that this; is how our house runs. Should have confide::
on your own convictions. lerhen kids get older malar harder to control.

You can provide dour child with _other e:iperiences. Not advocating banning
TV. Th at's your dection and should asset your authority as )0 parent and not be

intimidated by then.
Parent: Any paCent t-=' _t A L., k ,c !

Dr. JS: About 4 in

about 1,10V wIlt ,J L wux,p log



arent fleeting.: Group III Sept er 29, 1977

Au*. Singer spoke.of their meetings in Europe. Gogd idea of what's happening concerning

Highlight critical question.
1,,TV new - never existed before in the prld. Immediacy of events, range of exposure. Most

p'eople lived in small communities. Literacy - knoeedge of the world around him. Narrow

experience. TV major technological advance.

2. Effects on children:
People,. talking directly to children - from varied cultures and backgrounds. Potential risks

and dangers. Example: 1st concern. Child watching 3 hours a day. Spending less time read-

ing. National average-inviewing increasing every year.. Substitutes for basic reading skill..
.0114 m*ynot be doing those exercises. TV -fills the gip. Characteristics of TV set.,'

12roblemas for the child. )

figures in a miniature Y
of the household

take place much more rapidly.
foreshortened, children don't make the connection

zid sequences and cutaway rapidly between scepes.

Hard to avoid to king TV set. TV produces 6rienting ref'exes. Children,may be more

vuinerab4== th effectt Other countries slower pace. We may find it bor1in67-nriger

segments. Se me Streq -hold child's attention by many short scenes. Violence on TV--

Mg still highest ins Is th: violence of consequence?

--;;± pt
s

,..
,.1,

"17 Researth'fairl c r it -i2ng Kids become more activerand me Violente

People Ray ekaggerAte or overestimate the dan rs in their environMent.
People begin to take violence for granted. OK for the good guys to shoot the bad
guys not -.the way OUT country is run.

Parent: mid reality worse - bad guys neve': get punished. The ideal on TV may be better.

Dr. .7_5: IlaY be true - but way get a distorted impression. New York News - emphasis on
Son a Sam.

Questions abut specific shoS.

Dr. DS: Research project - monitoring, Ole L4LIds iv viewing_ blind plocedure. Husbands

to watch Pertains,shows; orosdoial,-vioien and 'random_ Given logs to note programs viewed an

n rating scales Ex: way he treated her and the children. Prosicial viewing T increase in good

behavior either Way. Random - behaviot remained the §ame. Shows power of a positive model

on,people. Constructive acts. People who follow the aggressive model tend to be aggressive.
'know If the effects of the peIavior would last.

A _",
Dr. JS: Child-will imitate'd-gob deal al ot what they see on TV. Kids can't tell the
difference between the good guys and bad buys. TV is a powerful medium with effects that

can't be predicted. Parents have to come back into the scene and can't allow/TV to control-
the house. 100 have to decide how much TV your kids will patch. Not something that should
be,vritical developmental factor in your.child's life. Talks about Plug-In--Drug -give the

elttremaposition. Parepts are the dominant people and can't let the medium override your

authority in the house.

orlon and Answer period.,

Discusses the right to read program.
>Serious mistake to blame all the viol

factor we have to take into consideration.

the country on

1 k
k

However still an ecological



of Observers

in order tcoi1ct behavioral samples of subjects, we
trained 'sixteen assistants in Observational techniques. The
observers were selected from among students who answered ads in
a locbl newspaper. Observers were generally psvc-hologv majors,
both graduate and underdraduate, or members of the New Haven or
Bridgeport communities who had some baci:ground in developmental
7,Wchology, or who had been former elementary or nursery _school
teachers. Training took Tolce over a period of three weeks
before the pre-testing and observations began.

Observers were each provided with sixteen 'typed Protocols
-vhich were behavior samPles collected in an earlier study. .A/

, sot of instructions concerning ratings (see the aPpendix) vas
included with etach set of protocols. Observcs -were blind to
-the hypotheses of the stedv, and were given Only suzh informa-
tion about procedures that could in no way influence direction

i
-: o results. The Trainers were the two co-directors of the

ip_bject and a research assistant whe had trained observers on
Previ0t45 study arm who was familiar 1.4-:_th Oux techril.6ues.

The group met once 'a week for two hours over the thr_ wee;i7period. At these sessions, each Observer called out the rating
he ox she had qi'.'on a child on each of the fourteen -,.7-ariales

RArlier. Each variable was discussed visla-vis the
strlidtiOnbooy,leti and we attempted to giVu further example:s

%Hfthan these Offered in the instruction booklet. Observers had
opportulty::to-discuroasons for their ratings, sand weJointed out oUtrbasots fox our rating scoref. We attempted to

AaaCh.4 high rate of acIreement on the five-p0int scale for each
OLservers were given further instruc-

tiai&ob661Iiirciprecodur,_:. For e:.Lample, ascjoaments were r-rlde
£0 that two Observers oula be .a team. They were handed lists
of subjects and 'mivon instriletions concernino '-.)rciceddre to be
followed in the sc:Ileoa s ab ini,r04ycing tilemselves to direer
and teacher (a ItftLor ent'to each school beforehand inioirft--
ing the director about the teams, dates and Limes for observa-
tions); fom1iar ii.g the with the school; miklnd with
-the chdadren in an informal way_before they wero to begin
observations; and finally, detailed instructions concerning'
the actual recording o the behavioral samples.

Observation

Observers we_te told L) 1_.:L)_rd In 1 an apprc..,priate place on Ole
recDrc sbeeLAsw the appendi).the child's tinpeaxtanee, manner-,,-,

jams, physical build, time they bObah and ended, each recording,
date, se17--:nd code number of each 0.ild. Obso'rvations we4.madeV-Dilly in ee play periods both iritioril and out. Observers used'
a clipboard and stopwatch and tried0 1,,,e une904i4siVe as they
recoded the child's actions and langulage. La 1luage was recorded

,,..,vzb4ti= Observers were isistructed not to irrerpxOL behavior,



-.but to accurately record what
was written down,-each observe.
1.11e fourteen variables on a fir
the ch41dren independently r

-Inter-rater reliabili
Yatings the observers made
actual proto&ols they collec
Arationaa pericd. Rater relia,o
training period a d- for the first-ptobe period.
all rating pairs' agreements permitted identifica
one observer who -howed systeTatic disagreemebt
and with grOup r rings and this indiidual's data
Appendi:,: provides examples of sz4nyle ratings
protocols. 'Table 2 provddes statistics tests,o
eance of di., ercnces of pair -,,d .rates' ...5:0XLS far

. . pb,scrvz ti or4s

k place. After the behavior
ould than .rate the child on
point scale. :Observers rated
h other.

tes were, obtained on the
practice protocols and on the
hemselve8 in the

was excellent
first obser-
for'both
xamination of
ion of the
th each pair
was aerated.

m practice,
e

_February

Agembers of the staffsa_ --tpd observers 'were also
..trained in to tin procedures the administ.ration of the
7Vabody PitL::re dcabu1 ar-.- The Marron Inla,2=-4t Test, the
-FTedi_.51PositiOn l_rnapinatiora Qiao-st-i-onnaire-, and., the 'Teleision
interview. The research ac.sis::-ant in chard o of the observerE
and one of the directors of the project checl-..ed all scoring on,,
these instrtzner c.. Testino too]' place before. the observations.

was some overlap most children were
io:n.s. Observations took ap oximately

began, and, al
tested befz.a-c2
three weeks t

lough there
the nbserva
complete.



December 1, 1977

essions

Iotreduction

Project goals - to s about project (schools - children involved).t:1

Personnel introdu

Attendance taken - listing of names and addresses of i

Request for resumes to be submitted.

erested people.

Showing of film, Pretendiu to introduce 3-4 year old age group in

nursery school setting, cussed age group activities. Distrib ed

ritausual Ins t ruc

.Discus

ers and Observers.

ed variables and ratings* as outlined in manual. Answered

q__stions regarding interpretation. In depth discussion of definitions

and interpretations.

Assigned the assessment of Protocol 173 1n class group rated it and we

discdssed ratings iu class,

bade assignment ch,""6!, dio Lur on De.A.; e gib L. Dili.



December 5, 177 = Second Session

Reviewed the assigned ten protocols (five were cove ed'in class in

detail). In depth discussion about interpreting. research variate and rating'

protocols. (Answers given to those not able to be covered): Invited observers

to discus at. office questions, stills troubling them regarding ratings. Made

additional assignment for session /On December 12th, 117 - 1#23. Ratings to be

entered on delicate sheet.

Ratings were entered in duplicate orms and one form was collected as

observer - trainee entered the session. Other rating-sheet was retained by

observer for class use in discussing the assignrnen

Make-up session for absentees was held in the offiee on Desemb

2:30 3-00 P.M. A review of the assigned prbtocols, 01-10, was held:

pretatid of research variables and an in -depth discussion of the ratings given.

inter-
,

DeCember 77 - Third Session

Review of protocols assigned clue

depth interpreting the definitions cif

-g the second ses Discussed in

the research variables. Answers given

to protocols #17-23 not coveted during session.

Duplicate _lugs colic, _d at beginning of session for reliability check.

Film from N.Y.U. shown, Setting the Stagfjoy Learning. Discussed

nursery school setting. Discussed the behavloi of the observer and the need to

be unobtrusive in obsetystioos. Discussed play settingneed to record activities.

4

environment, equl ment, laymates, teacher interaction, etc., seen

in film.

play, while viewing film and

Film a -shown and a were asked to record sand-box sequence

Actual protocol forms and rating sheets

used to simulate field observation. Discussion of ratings and information needed

to complete protocol.



Reviewed again the information needed to be included in protocol--methods

of rating, rules about not consulting panion-observer.

Reviewed ways of assessing child from clues taken from facia;

body movement, verbal clues.

exp sion,

Answered questions relative to observation techniques and variables to be

assessed.

Make -up

to review ass

sion f _ absentees scheduled in

-II_ (protocols #17-23).

_ce on January 18, 3:45-4:45 P.M.



Kirtland Lounge 7:30 - 9:3C

Discussfd netpre of___the___mestarcb project, goals, methodolog .

educed phrsonnel. Distributed Manual, Instructions for ers

Observers.

Introduced
Ag ession, Int

ussed variables tb be evaluated, mina
tc. Define and discuss rating scale._;

'Discuss the is to be written, da

protocols
,

Tlastributed t e e d Iron obs _ of previous,tesearc_
..,

_ct. For practice, Lad one-protocol and evaluated variables on
B to be used in present research,- Discussed ratings group,las

be Ter- rd

pis fur n mat4Tq;-.==_

assignment, dupl=icates
Lou . Other rating sleet was by t

t,e13 at beginning of
obsprver'for discus ±on im

-Reviewed asuigent of 10 protocols. _scussed in depth the rating

of them, and answered questions obserVers had regarding the ratings
the other.5.

Discussed defiuitiu
'Aiinderstood.

Assigned 10 1.0..;0

in depth of variables

next

vete mot yet

ssion to be rated in duplicate_

"Reviewed the prot absig-ned. Collected duplicates of ,tings-at

inning of session forreliability assess t. Other rating sheet retaine

observer for discussion at Assion-

Tdscussed difficulties observers had with variable ratings. Answered

nn `bons about interpretation; 'more clarification regarding definitions.

Presented film; Ptetendinc. Discussed characteristics of preschobl

Children seen. Discussed characteristic preschool behavior.

Distributed Protocol forms to be used in field research and asked observers

e Play beh vio seen in sequence from film Pretending (the block-building

1



a

nudes obsetl.rers from fall ohse

observers.)

aced forms for obServers t miter

s on.address, phone and _sportati
previously-

2. Discuss Mo.7d definitions an2
Pe s and adults_` (Var

molc assigned.

film The Child
Rat 0 mJntite sequences 0

ervations. Discilss ratings of
went' o1 film (third part)- Collect
ty.

vi el: .0 ofe
les 5,

ava'dlability and make

availability.14sfed

ibute General infOirmLtion 2
vat on Ircccdurcg . Discuss emo

at the end the observw4an period
needed listed under Observation Procedures ),
vela onship with srync ols and behavior cOde
2Ma jm the classy

1N..7.111. 1.1b= .
toeol forms used for

nd "Judy" seen 'in
ings TD assess

observers reala material dis-Llibuten

on sLruetiou6 outs fined

rs

n of
rmarion

a-b.). Djscuss
h administration



seluence). Collected duplicates
Dislailassed ratings with Aroup.,

ratings for Assessment.

'Discuised proCedures to be ollgw.ed.with school, etc. per

.information:given on printed gen,ral Information and Instructions fox

ervers and'Obser ion Troce es.

The film, Setting the Stare foror Le
ssess sandbox-play sequence

and one copy handed in, for reliabilit
-ver lor discussion at tlle session

line, was shown.
Ratings were rec

The other,check.

s were asked
d in duplicate
-Tired by:the,



RANK ORDER OF PR

24.

'Yale Family TV Researdband Consultation Cel
NSF - TV Study
May 197B

TRE.' FOUR LOG PERIODS - 3 YEAR OLD FEMALES

1§77 April 1977' 'Oct. 1977
l'rugram I. N 26 1,126 3, N =21

Sesame $t. 9 18 18

Brady Bunch 13 14 13

Electric Co. 11 10 12

Muppet Shpw 10 12

Mister,Rogers 10 12

Plintstones 12 11 7

Happy Days 12 10 8

Came'Shows 10 13

Bugs Bonny l4f 9 6

Captain Kangaroo 9 13 6

News -7 8

Movies 4 3

Laff-a-Lympics 8

Donny and Marie
Wondefama
I Love Lucy
Zoom,
Soap Operas
Mickey douse
Little Rascals
Odd ,Couple
Nancy Drew /Hardy

$6 Million Man
Talk Shows
Bionic Woman
Star Trek
Krofft's Supe1.1
Disney
Banana Split.
Emergency

6

4

5

4

9

7

6

2

6

4

4

4

5

6

-5

3

Feb. 1978 %

4. 1.421 Watched
18 78 .

12 55
15 51

15 49
11 47 c'

12 45
12 45
8 42

15 39

E 9 39

9 38

6 33
5 31

10 30

3\ 26

6 26

9 25

7 25
5 23

1 22

5 22

3 21

3 211
8 20

3 20

5 19

2 19

2 18

5 16

4 12



PROGRAMS FOR The OVR-.LOG...,PERIODS - 4 YEAR. OLD FEMA1ES
'!'ti4

e,,,,1-.:-

FA. 1977r'APril'1977 Oct. 1977 Feb. 1978.097

-P,rogram ' 1.':. N 24 . ,2. N23 N19 N -2.0

St Sesame st. :7,241 ,

'.2).
Mister .Roger': d' .'""16.?:,

3. Electric !3,
,Co.

4. Captain kangardo '''11-

5, .
Muppet Show 12

13 ' 13 14

11 10 11

14 '8 '. 9

12.. 10 '7

10 '11

' 6..; News .--: 13 7 9'

7.: Braly Bunch' 10 6 6 11

`r t. it1illtstones 10 4 ''9

I.: Zoom 8 8 6

10. Mickey -Kose ?) 3. 8 7

41. .Bugs Bunny , ,-i'11 ', 7 2 -- 3

122 Donny and Marie 6 R5 3 6

13.; ,Nappy Days 8 .5 1 .5

.14.; Wonderama 9' 5 2
.14 l' Game Shot's 8

16., Laff -a -t

°C 3 2 5

yMpics .3. 72 ..4

16: ;I Lov.e.Luci. .4'
-', 5

6

18. Banana ,Splits / t!.
' 1. 2 4

19. -
Odd Couple . ,,: 4 - 3

'20. Nancy Drew /Hardy 4. .
2

21. Moi,ries .- 3 1

21.. Star Trek 6 tY

21. .Krofft's Supershow 6 .2

'.21. _Talk Shows v.

'21. Bionic Woman: 4

26..;,..Disper."' ''' 5 2

26', -Soap- Operas 3 2

26. 'Little Rascals 3 5

29. ..Emergency ! 3 0

29? $6 .Million Man 1 '2

2 4

2 4

2 5
3_ 2

0 s '3

2 5
1
2

1- 3
1.

1

2
0

% Who
Watched

70

55
47

43
-41

38
36
35

31
27

2J7

21_=

21

20
20

15
14.

13'

13
13

13
13
11'
11
11
6

6



Y4le Family TV Fesaarch and Cohnultatinn Cn

v.z,=

DS ,- 3 Yom_ R OLD' MALES

Oct. 1977 - Feb. 1978
2 4. -Nrs29

21

17
14

5 14
10 14 13

10 14 17

10 12

11 14 7

9 11 11

1. Seaame-St. 28

2. Electric Co. 21'

3., Oliter,Rogirs- 24

4. baptain Kangaroo 20'.
.5. News 20

6. nippet Show 14

7. Flintstones. 15

8. Zoom 1-5

9. Brady Bunch. 13

O. Game Shows
11. Bugs Bunny '15
2. Happy Days
1*:-Leff-a7Lympics
13;116 Million Man
15.0 tar Trek.
15 lionny-and Marie'
17. Disney,
17. Mickey Mouse 10
17. Little Rascals 12

20. ., Wonderama'
20. Movies
22. Nancy -Drew /Hardy.

23. Odd Couple.
23. -I' Love Lucy
25. Banana'Splits
25. Emergency
25, Bionid: Woman.
28.' Talk Shows.
28. Soap Operas - 4

30. 'Krofft's Supershow'5

lo
13

10.

9

9

10

3

'7

3
7

6

5
.4

6

7

2'

4

4

.13 12

5

5 11

:% Who
Watched

70
57
53
50
47

45
38,

35
33
33
30
27

8 6a. 26
.10 5 26

4 23'

5 23

6! = 21

6 6 21

1 - 2 21

5 20

8 4 20

5. 6 19.
5 3 .17

5 5 17
'3 '7 16
3 '6 115:,

6 5 16'

2 5 -13

. 3 6 17

4 2 . 11



Prc_i_gLait-
Sesarge St.
Mtippet Show
Flintstonea
.Brady Bunch

4. Bugs Bunny
6. Happy Days
7. Laff-a-Lympica-
8. Game' Show

9.: -Mickey -Ronan
9. Banana Splits

IL.: Electric' 1Co
13. Captain Kangaroo
14'...-_-Vonderama
15. Movies
15. I Lou Lucy'
15. 'JDisney
18. $6,Mil1iOrf Man
19. .Nancy Drew/Hardy 6
20. Mister Rogers .12
21. Zoom-- a 1t1.
22. Little Rascals 11
23. ,Kroff t s Supershow

/-23. Donny an rie 7
9

10
10

19F/ AprIl 1977
30 2 N=33

17

18
12 13
18 16
15 12
13
12 101..
14 6
17 9
18 12
11
16 .

13 cy 3
10 5

1

25. Etricrgenc
25. OdsCo
27. _Star Tr
28: Talk Sh s
29. Soap Operas
30., Bio -17ornan

5

8
9
6

6
13

-8

TV_Reserach and Consu
NSF- "TV Study. ',,
May 1978 -wk

YEAR OLD DES

Cict.,1977 .

3. Nme29

16
_16
16

'16
12
11
11
12
i§w

ation Can

Feb. 1978
4. N29

'7:
Watched

57
20 55
18 55
19 50
12 50
10 , 40

i 1 ;38
11 37 _

14 35
-11 '12 35

7' 35
,IZ .11 34

6 32_:
7 j

_ 5 31,
9 11 30

14 30
2 30.

12 8 29
12 0 28

7 5 26
11 5

24-

7,
6 It''

23
23

1 8 21
4 2 21
5 5f "20
3 7 16'
4 12
2 4 11

%



RANK ORDER -0 TOTAL .MALE

ProgiSm
1. Sesame St.
2. Electri- Co'
3. Muppet Show
4. .Flintstones
5. New 31
5. Brady Bunch 25
5. Captain Kangaroo 31
8.- Mister Rogers 36
9.. Bugs Bunny 33

10. Game .Shats, ..21
11.. Happy Days 25'
12.. Laff-a-Lympics 26

3. ,Zoom 25
14., Rickey Mouse
15. .S6 Million Man 16

Wonderama '27
16. Disney 29
16. Rio ies 25
16. Bah a is 25

Luc 18
20. 'Donny and Marie. 16
'20. cHancy Drew/Hardy 14
23.. Little'Rascals lot .23

,24. Star Trek , qv" 24
25. Odd Couple.. 19
25. Emergency 16
27. Krofft's SupershoW14
28, Bionic Woman' y 8
28. Talk Shows 13
30. Soap.Operas 10

19.77 red. 1978 % Who.

Nat61 4 59 Watched
36 .

2$ 50
30 .49
26 '46

41'"
7 41

20- 41
24 19w '49.

20 38
25 23 35'
16 21 3.
19.- "17 32,

10 30
17 18 r 28.
22 13 27

10 ,

11
16

9
5
14
9 m.17
9 1

5 14.0'
9 12

28
21
22',
19
17
13
19'

.17
.12
6
13
10
21
13
26
13
16

-14
11
10

61.

6.

.14
17
10
12
11
17

25
25
23
23.
23.
22
21

19



RANK 0 ER OF PROGRAMS FOB THE, p

rEmiirm
1. Sesame St.
2. Electric Co.
3. Mist k Rogers
4. Brady, Bunch
5. Mopper%Show 7-
6. .Captiln-Kan.garoo.
7.. -Flintstooeg
8. News
9., Happy D

10. BUgs Bunny.
AO.. Game Shows

2. Zoom
3. Mickey: Mou=se

13. bonny gnd Marie , 11
as. Laff,-a-LyMpics- 19 -
.16. Wonderama 17
16. I Love Lucy ,10
18. Odd Couple lo.'
19. MOvIes
19. -Soap Operas.' 11
21.:1 Talk Shows 9
21. :Bionic Woman 9
21. Nancy.. -7
21. Little Rascgls 11
25. anana Splits 13

tar Trek 12 0y
off t Supersh6w 14--

Disney 4,512
.1. 28. t$6,Million Man 4

Emergency

Feb. 1977
1. N..50

39
27'
27
23
21

0
2Z
25

,20
25
16
13
16

UR LOG PERIODS - TOTAL FEMALES

April 1977 Oct. 1977 Feb. 1978
. - Nw'49 - 3. N...40 . Ndi,41

3 31 32
24 20 24
2 22 ' 22

19 -23
16 26
16 16 ,' 4

15 15 21 41
- 14 14 18 39-,f 9 17 34

16' 8 8 24.

13 15 -13 3
12 13 15 2

7 14 12 2
11 10 16 27,.

8 10 9 26
13 7 5 23
11 8 12, 23
10 s 5 9- 19'

5 5 11 18
7 k 4 10 i18
3 5 -43 17

10 7 k .17
'8 8 7 17
14 3 3 17
2 9 16
4 7 16

5 16
6 4 4 b ;4

4 - , 14
5 9 A

7 Who
Watched

74
53
51
47-



Yale Family TV Research and_Consulta ri Can

NSF - TV: Study

May 1978
DDS - TOTAL SAMPLE

P

P
Feb . 1977,' April 1977 Oct. 1977 Feb. 1978 Who

rogram 1. 'N*116
Sesame 86St..

2. Electric .Co. 66 ,

ShoW 49 ,Muppet,,

Mester/Rogers 63

'Flintstones ..55

6. Brady Bunch,
7. Captain Kangaroo .51

News 56

9. BUgs Bunny 58

10. Game 'Shows 37

11. Happy Days *-45
12 Zoom 38

13. Laif-a-1 ymOics 45 i'(;'

14. Mickey .Mouse AO
15. Wondefama 44-,

15. Donny. and Marie c 2.7

17. .I,Lov Lucy 28

18. Movies 36

18. '$6 Million Man 20 .

0. Banana Splits 38'

21. Disney 4..-, ' , 41

2. MR120 3 ..10
,J

58
n

. 52

44
_

, 44 . 41 -

42. 46' s

56 40
39 36
44 25
34 40
37 25
29 38
'27 , 29
20 31
3 19:

32.- !21
21 20 .

1 22
17 ,31

15 15

18 18

4. Ng100 watched
68 °. 68%'

52 51

63 48-

41 44

51 44'

53 ' 43
36 42
-45 '40
28 35
,36 34
38 33

25 , 30

.i.% 26. 29 .-

30 8

14?"'

27

31
-26

24

23

22
17 22;

26 22

14 21

21. Nancy Drew/Hardy -.Y 22 25 23 21

23. Little Rascals r , 34 7 7 20

24. Star Trek ' A6 17 15 16 19%

25. Odd Couple :2,Ki' -29 26 14 14 19

26. Kiofft's Sutiershow. 28 17 13 44 16

.-..27. . Talk 1i& 22 ,.10 25. 15

2-8; BiOnic Woman 17 15 13

29. SOap OPeras 21 11. 19 v

29.' Emergency. 22 '. '.7 19



RAMC 0 R OF PROCEI FOR T

Rebearch and Conau
NSF - TV. Stud
May 1978

Center

FOUR,L00. PERIOD8 - TOTAL. 3 ?Eh OLDS ( max AND FEMALE)
'1u1,4,

Feb. 1977 April 1977 Oct. 1977' ,.,: Feb. 1978 2 WHO

Frojvam 1 =62 2. N=64 N=5'3 4. No-51 Watched

Sesame St.'
. Electric Co.

Mister Rogers
Captain Kangaroo

5. Muppet Show
6. News
7. Brady Bunch
8. Game Shows
9. Flintstpnes

10. Happy Day
11. _Bugs Bunny
12. ,Zoorn
13. Laff-a-Lyrnpics
14. Donny and Marie
15. .$6 Million Man
16. Mickey Mouse
17. Movies.
17. Wonderarna
17. Star Trek-.

' 17.0 &;LittlRhscals
21. Disney,-
21. I Love'Lucy
21. Nancy Drew/Hardy
24. Odd Couple
25. Bionic Woman
26. SoapaiOtraa
27 Ta;UShOws

,27. Banana Splits
.29. Kro f
29.. Emerg

47 44 38 39
32 32 19 32
35 26 19 25 t
29 31 21 23 '46
23 26 't 26 32

32-' 23 22 22
26 23 24 23

-17 21 36 20
27 25 17 24

22 20 13 23
32 21 . 11 12
20 15 19 "1

24 13 :1\:, 16 11
14 16 ' 12 17
,,
1, 3 16 18 8-
-17, 11 12 11

20 7 11 10
17 15'. 10 7

20 13 7 9

20 22 0 .4 3

18 8 10 10
14- 11 -.11 11
12 13 :11 A§ 9

15 13 '8 8!
9 13 r 11 8

. 12 ,, 9 6 , .13
14 4 13
14 -,

1_ 8 8 4 14

10 8 10r

73
50
46

45
43
42
41
40
34
33
30
28
26

: 24
22
21,z
21

121...
21
20.

.19"
18
17
16
16

14 L'



Yale Family Research, and Consultation Center.
NSF. - TV Stud
May 1978

PERIODS - TOTAL 4 YEAR OLDSF PROGRAMS FOR THE FOUR L

Sesame St.1.1

Muppet Shay
3. Eleatic Co.
4. Flintstemes
5. Brady Bunch
6. Bugs Bunny.

7. Mister Rogers
7.. Captain Kangaroo
9. Hive

10., Mickey Mouse
11' Happy Days
12. Laff-a-Lpipi,Fs

12. ame ShoNs
14;, oom
15. Banana Splits.
.16. Wonderama
47. 1 Lovg Lucy
18. Donny and 'Marie

Movie4
Disney,

20. Nancy 'ElreNitlitrdy

Kroffqs Supers o
$61,Million Man

24. Rascals
24. Odc1CouPle
26. 'Star. lirek

27. Talk Showi
27. Emergency
29. Soap,(S,igeras

29. Bionic Woalan-

.

1

db.' 11977 Apri-1 1977 1977, Feb. '1978. Z 14H0

1. 11.1154- ' 2. P.56 "Ns.48. . 11.49 .1./ATCHED.
. _ _ _

'39 30 29, -29 61
,1,6 26 20 31
3 4 26 19 20
28 19 24 27 47,

22 19 -22 30 45'

29 23 14 15 39

28 18 17 16 38

21. 25 19 13 30

24 16 14 23} 37

23 9 19 19.. 34

'23 -17' 12 15 3*

21 '14 13 15- 30

20 13 14 -.16 30

18 14 19' gr 29

24 10 9 .,.3.4, 28,

25 15 9 7 27

14 10 9 20 26

13 16- 10 23

16 -r.4 l 16 23

23. ' AO 4 '22

10\---11
la 14 ', 22

15 9 19
7 il 1,'t. -19

14 a

s

. ia .,,, :18

:18
17

.8 15,-'

12. 15'

9 12'

8 11,



Code

1 ch'es (1)

o hem (5)

Slobrother(a), aistet(s
C'other children

aches half the time (4) turns
tches,almost

-
the whole show

.

_Orning,

5 :45. (8)Dave
:00 3 Barrio

(4)Man 'to Wo
(5)iiws
(8)jEighth D

6:10 (2)NeVs
7) News

dlikre's Lucy
4,20)8anford and-Son
(5)Partridge Family
(7)Movie
(8)Ryan's -Hope

(9)Romper Room.
ll Get Sma
2 Price, is. Right

(4,20)Hollywood Squar-
(5)t Love Lucy.,

(8)Edgeoof Night
(11)Abbott and Costello
13,49)Infinity Fa'ctory

SunriseSemes
3) Teaching Childre
(4)Not for Women ONly
(5)t0 be Announced
(7)Listen land Learn
(8)Little Rascals

(11) tle.Rascals

Re

6:45 (11) ttie Rascals
7:00 2,3 CBS News,

(4)Today.

(5)Quickdraw McGraw
(7)Good Morning America
(8)Munsters
9)Newp
C11)Banana Splits
(13)Lilias' Yoga and Ybu

0 5 Bugs Bunny
(8)Dusty's Tre0Ouse
(9)PTL Club

* ,(11)Mighty Mouse.
(13)MicNeil/Lehrer Report

8:00 2,3 Captain Kangaroo

(5)Flintstonesa
(8)Good Mornihg America'
(11)Tom and Jerry
20Today
49)Child Development
5)Archies
(9)Dick Tracy.
11)Wacky Races

Vegetable' Soup

9. 0 2 To. Tell the Truth

Mike -Douglas
ti

(4)Phi1 ...pnahue

.(5)Green Acres
(7)Stan_ey Siegel
(8)Phil Donahue

.(9)joe Franklin
(11)Munsters,
13,49)Sesahe-Street

9:30 2) With Jeanne Tarr
(5)Bewitched'
(11)1 Dream of Jeannie

I

Nb e o Fortune

(5)Movie
(7.8)Happy Days`,.
(9)Straigk t Talk
1 Ucy Show.,

i_e

(4 Anybpdy's Guess
7 amily Feud

7130 Club

Afternoon

12:00. (2)Young and the
(3)News
14,20)Shoot "CT th-
'(7)the Better Sex
(8)12 O',clock Live

(9)News
tuda-S e
Search Tomorrow

(4,20)CWo and the Man
(7)Ryan's Hope

(9)Topper
(11)News

f3)Elect Compan
1 :00 2)Dating Game

(3)Match Game
(4)Gong Show
(5)pidday.
(74410.1 My Children

(11:)Edvication Update
(20)This la the Life

.1:30 2,3)As the World Turna-
(4,20)Days of our Lives
.(11)A6k Con :teas


